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I just lost connection to IllinoisNet. AMA.  by Jayers in UIUC
[–] Gulugawa  2 points 20 hours ago

This should go on /r/uiuccirclejerk
permalink context full comments (8)

What is something you think is really overrated?  by
duffdaddy in AskReddit

[–] Gulugawa  1 point 22 hours ago

Have you been watching the newer episodes?
I'm a huge fan of the older episodes, but many of the
never ones are annoying to watch.
permalink context full comments (1277)

What's the stupidest thing your school did?  by PoliceAlarm in
AskReddit

[–] Gulugawa  1 point 2 days ago

My high school has a history of trying to encourage
students to have excessively difficult schedules. They
attempted to force all juniors to take AP US history
instead of the normal honors version. They also
attempted to encourage a large portion of juniors to take
AP Physics C without any physics background.
permalink context full comments (8929)

Fox News Attempts to Explain Github  (self.compsci)
submitted 2 days ago by Gulugawa  to compsci
17 comments share

On behalf of Senator Modaddy Johnson, I am posting his response to the recent DI opinion about
emergency phones.  by bendeese in UIUC

[–] Gulugawa  2 points 3 days ago

I just saw him rant on Facebook about the same issue. He is making a mockery of the Student Senate
and needs to be removed from office.
permalink context full comments (28)

2013 PC games with the widest gaps between reviewer scores and user scores on Metacritic  by werttrew in
Games

[–] Gulugawa  1 point 4 days ago

Do you play on ConquerClub?
It has a rating system exactly like the one you described.
permalink context full comments (1843)

Freshman confused about Suburban Express  by JellyWoo in UIUC
[–] Gulugawa  1 point 5 days ago

They sued 125 students this year out of a total of ~42,000, which is a significant percentage.
permalink context full comments (48)
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Freshman confused about Suburban Express  by JellyWoo in UIUC
[–] Gulugawa  6 points 5 days ago

Care to play again and prove that you aren't Dennis?
permalink context full comments (48)

Freshman confused about Suburban Express  by JellyWoo in UIUC
[–] Gulugawa  3 points 5 days ago

He is Dennis.
permalink context full comments (48)

Freshman confused about Suburban Express  by JellyWoo in UIUC
[–] Gulugawa  4 points 5 days ago

I have some
http://www.reddit.com/r/UIUC/comments/1m35g3/freshman_confused_about_suburban_express/cc69jo4
http://www.reddit.com/r/UIUC/comments/1m35g3/freshman_confused_about_suburban_express/cc6mk08
http://www.reddit.com/r/UIUC/comments/1m35g3/freshman_confused_about_suburban_express/cc6npq7
http://www.reddit.com/r/UIUC/comments/1m35g3/freshman_confused_about_suburban_express/cc6hg6p

permalink context full comments (48)

Freshman confused about Suburban Express  by JellyWoo in UIUC
[–] Gulugawa  6 points 5 days ago

I took a screenshot of /u/almostnotgraduated posting here in case Dennis decides to delete his posts.
http://imgur.com/Oh2mi4x
permalink context full comments (48)

Examples of Suburban Express throwawys  (imgur.com)
submitted 5 days ago by Gulugawa  to BoycottSuburban
comment share

Freshman confused about Suburban Express  by JellyWoo in UIUC
[–] Gulugawa  5 points 6 days ago

Downvote this guy, he sounds like a Suburban Express troll.
permalink context full comments (48)

Freshman confused about Suburban Express  by JellyWoo in UIUC
[–] Gulugawa  4 points 6 days ago

The problem with Suburban Express is not the fact that their buses are terrible. I used them once and I
had no issues with them.
The problem with Suburban Express is their history of suing and harassing people, which is something
that is not an issue for competitors.
permalink context full comments (48)

Freshman confused about Suburban Express  by JellyWoo in UIUC
[–] Gulugawa  8 points 6 days ago

I looked at your post history and I doubt that you are working for Suburban
To everyone downvoting this, not everyone defending Suburban works for them.
permalink context full comments (48)

Freshman confused about Suburban Express  by JellyWoo in UIUC
[–] Gulugawa  5 points 7 days ago

The problem with Suburban Express is their highly unethical business practices such as suing
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customers for questionable reasons and harassing people online. The 125 people that Suburban
Express has sued as a lot considering how competing companies such as Peoria Charter do not sue
customers.
Suburban Express also has a history of harassing people online with actions such as creating Reddit
throwaways. They have threatened the moderator of /r/uiuc twice with a lawsuit and regularly post
negative things about "bad" customers online.
permalink context full comments (48)

What movie would be far more boring if the plot was literally about the title?  by Cyrsal in AskReddit
[–] Gulugawa  4 points 9 days ago

Land Before Time
permalink context full comments (8126)

Good Guy College Professor  (i.imgur.com)
submitted 15 days ago by Gulugawa  to AdviceAnimals
comment share

Food truck near Union  (self.UIUC)
submitted 15 days ago by Gulugawa  to UIUC
1 comment share

Who has read Discrete Mathematics and Its Applications and did you feel it helped you learn discrete math
well?  by csri in compsci

[–] Gulugawa  2 points 16 days ago*

I bought the book, but I ended up using my professors's lecture notes to study. The book ended up
being a $150 paperweight for the semester.
Here is a link to the notes: http://www.cs.uiuc.edu/~mfleck/building-blocks/
permalink context full comments (48)

The Chinese imperial system survived until the 1930s and hay have survived until
the present day if WWII didn't happen  (np.reddit.com)
submitted 20 days ago by Gulugawa  to badhistory
1 comment share

I've heard it said during 12th century, China was the most technologically advanced nation in the world.
What happened?  by thallazar in AskHistorians

[–] Gulugawa  9 points 20 days ago

The Qing dynasty had collapsed by the early 1900s after a successful rebellion which ended imperial
rule in China.
At the time of the Japanese invasion, Nationalists and Communists were the two dominant powers and
neither of them had any association with the previous imperial government.
http://history.state.gov/milestones/1899-1913/ChineseRev
permalink context full comments (18)

Easy/good CS 242 Moderators?  by qmwnebrvt99 in UIUC
[–] Gulugawa  1 point 20 days ago

When I took the course last year, many of the moderators did not know enough to give useful help
and/or did not care about the course. As a result, selecting a good moderator is important.
permalink context full comments (7)

Easy/good CS 242 Moderators?  by qmwnebrvt99 in UIUC
[–] Gulugawa  1 point 20 days ago
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Don't worry about difficulty as grades are normalized across sections. On the other hand, having a
good moderator is really important. When I took the class last year, many of the moderators were
apathetic and did not have a strong understanding of the material.
I would talk to students who have taken the course last semester as I am not familiar with the quality
of any of the current moderators.
permalink context full comments (7)

What's the silliest thing that scared you as a kid?  by GeoffAlcalde in AskReddit
[–] Gulugawa  7 points 21 days ago

Fox News. When my Dad watched it, I was afraid that a fox would come out of the TV and start
attacking us.
permalink context full comments (1072)
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sorted by: 

Jobs for international students during the winter break?  by
adityagnet in UIUC

[–] Gulugawa  -1 points 22 days ago

Give a legitimate answer or don't post anything.
permalink context full comments (6)

Rome II Faction Countdown Day4: PONTUS  by seriously-
akward10 in totalwar

[–] Gulugawa  4 points 22 days ago

ROME
permalink context full comments (86)

College students/staff, what is the worst case of parental
attachment you've seen?  by miss-magpie in AskReddit

[–] Gulugawa  5 points 23 days ago

I know a guy that moved in with his son at UC Irvine.
His wife died a long time ago, which made him really
attached to his son. After a while, the son got tired of
living with his father and forced him out.
permalink context full comments (847)

Is my status as a James Scholar linked to the scholarship I
am receiving from the school?  by whoopddoo in UIUC

[–] Gulugawa  5 points 24 days ago

He is a troll who has no intention of making productive posts on this subreddit, so he should be
downvoted.
permalink context full comments (8)

Just before your death, you are offered to live your life over again, retaining a full memory of your current
life. What do you do?  by ilostmyidentity in AskReddit

[–] Gulugawa  1 point 24 days ago

/r/outside
permalink context full comments (3450)

Anyone Using Quad Day to Canvass People not to Ride SubEx  by JohnBambenek in UIUC
[–] Gulugawa  5 points 24 days ago

Do you have any proof?
permalink context full comments (29)

Is my status as a James Scholar linked to the scholarship I am receiving from the school?  by whoopddoo in
UIUC

[–] Gulugawa  5 points 24 days ago*

/u/justhereforfouryrs is a Suburban Express throwaway. Downvote and report his post.
permalink context full comments (8)

Anyone Using Quad Day to Canvass People not to Ride SubEx  by JohnBambenek in UIUC
[–] Gulugawa  9 points 24 days ago
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Suburban Express is a bus company that provides transportation to students. You should avoid
Suburban Express because they regularly do stuff such as sue students and harass people online. Read
the sidebar at the top of this subreddit for more information.
Also, Suburban Express has a history of posting on this subreddit using throwaway accounts which
include /u/justhereforfouryrs.
permalink context full comments (29)

Anyone Using Quad Day to Canvass People not to Ride SubEx  by JohnBambenek in UIUC
[–] Gulugawa  9 points 24 days ago

FYI /u/justhereforfouryrs is a Suburban Express throwaway.
permalink context full comments (29)

Daily Illini Editorial Mentioning Suburban [x-post from r/uiuc]  (dailyillini.com)
submitted 25 days ago by Gulugawa  to BoycottSuburban
comment share

Anyone Using Quad Day to Canvass People not to Ride SubEx  by JohnBambenek in UIUC
[–] Gulugawa  6 points 25 days ago

I was also told the same thing. We should print our own to hand out. I plan on distributing some
around campus in the next few days.
permalink context full comments (29)

Daily Illini editorial on UIUC subreddit's reaction to Suburban Express' tyrannical behavior and policies  by
AlmostGrad100 in UIUC

[–] Gulugawa  3 points 26 days ago

It is nice that the Daily Illini is writing about Suburban Express, but they seem to be too optimistic
about Suburban Express changing it ways.
Suburban Express continues to pursue lawsuits against students, harass people online, and use
throwaways on Wikipedia and Reddit
permalink context full comments (5)

Any movement towards a Nintendo museum?  by nindgod in nintendo
[–] Gulugawa  2 points 27 days ago

I would pay $$$ to visit a Nintendo museum.
permalink context full comments (3)

What company has forever lost your business?  by tueiq2 in AskReddit
[–] Gulugawa  1 point 28 days ago

Call Amy's Baking Company
permalink context full comments (24083)

What company has forever lost your business?  by tueiq2 in AskReddit
[–] Gulugawa  1 point 28 days ago

Suburban Express.
Suburban Express is a bus company located in Illinois that has a history of harassing critics and forcing
them to pay ridiculous fees. This year, they have sued 125 people and have threatened a Reddit
moderator with a lawsuit twice.
I do not want to subsidize their practices by using them.
permalink context full comments (24083)

Reddit, What's the funniest misheard lyric you've heard?  by cptmacmillan13 in AskReddit
[–] Gulugawa  1 point 28 days ago
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The misheard lyrics to Numa Numa are great.
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=28SnMHurhXI&feature=youtube_gdata_player
permalink context full comments (1055)

What is a currently commonly held belief that future generations will make fun of us for?  by echo-engee in
AskReddit

[–] Gulugawa  1 point 28 days ago

Inhaling addictive poison on a regular basis.
permalink context full comments (998)

What are the longest 5 seconds you've ever experienced?  by three_eyed_fish in AskReddit
[–] Gulugawa  1 point 28 days ago

Traveling at light speed.
permalink context full comments (3187)

Is the Illini Shuttle the best option for transportation to and from the University, to the airport?  by
Yerbah1 in UIUC

[–] Gulugawa  5 points 28 days ago

You can still get fined for putting the wrong ticket in your wallet or criticizing them online.
permalink context full comments (16)

Is the Illini Shuttle the best option for transportation to and from the University, to the airport?  by
Yerbah1 in UIUC

[–] Gulugawa  1 point 28 days ago

Peoria Charter is a better option if you are travelling from the airport. I have been using regularly since
the beginning of last year without any issued.
Illini Shuttle is owned by Suburban Express, which is having issues with bad reviews and the fact that
they sue customers. Read the note at the top of the subreddit or the following article for more
information.
http://www.popehat.com/2013/07/29/the-popehat-signal-suburban-express-doubles-down-on-attacks-
on-critics/
permalink context full comments (16)

UIUC MTG Scene/Club  by Da_Higgz_Broson in UIUC
[–] Gulugawa  1 point 28 days ago

As someone who is part of Metagamers and Social Gaming Club, I have been wondering the same
thing. Techfront sounds like a great club and I have enjoyed their summer meetings, but I never went
to their regular meetings because of Metagamers.
permalink context full comments (30)

Gaming conventioneers settle for new world record | Games Blog
(games.yahoo.com)
submitted 29 days ago by Gulugawa  to boardgames
11 comments share

Gaming conventioneers settle for new world record | Games Blog
(games.yahoo.com)
submitted 29 days ago by Gulugawa  to Catan
10 comments share

I'm a 34 year old Aspie. And I'm doing the most "needs social skills" thing I can possibly think of: I'm
running for office.  by BrianBoyko in aspergers

[–] Gulugawa  1 point 29 days ago
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Good luck!
permalink context full comments (42)

Daily Illini New Student Guide 2013. Freshmen: read this to learn about campus life. Everyone else: look
at the heavy (and in my opinion, humorous) advertising done by Suburban Express  by uiucrower in UIUC

[–] Gulugawa  5 points 1 month ago

If you live near Chicago, I suggest taking Amtrak, Peoria Charter, Express Air Coach, Greyhound, or
Megabus.
You should avoid Suburban Express unless you have no other options. I doubt you will have a negative
experience riding Suburban Express, but the owner is mentally unstable and has a pattern of suing and
harassing passengers.
Read this article for more information: http://www.popehat.com/2013/07/29/the-popehat-signal-
suburban-express-doubles-down-on-attacks-on-critics/
permalink context full comments (23)
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Daily Illini New Student Guide 2013. Freshmen: read this to
learn about campus life. Everyone else: look at the heavy
(and in my opinion, humorous) advertising done by
Suburban Express  by uiucrower in UIUC

[–] Gulugawa  6 points 1 month ago

They are both owned by the same guy.
http://www.suburbanexpress.com/indexuiuc.html
permalink context full comments (23)

Gaming groups on campus?  by Eroica11 in UIUC
[–] Gulugawa  0 points 1 month ago

The club occasionally runs several Dungeons and
Dragons games, but they are usually not well advertised.
Social Gaming Club is a great place if you are looking to
play board games or video games and you can probably
find someone there who is interested in grand strategy
games.
permalink context full comments (20)

Gaming groups on campus?  by Eroica11 in UIUC
[–] Gulugawa  2 points 1 month ago

Agreed, I would check out the Illini Roleplaying network
if you are interested in tabletop RPGs. At the beginning
of every semester, they run a gaming convention called
Metacon, which is a great way to be introduced to the
club.
If you are interested in board games, the club has Game
Nights on Saturday evenings at 7pm in the English
building.
permalink context full comments (20)

Daily Illini New Student Guide 2013. Freshmen: read this to learn about campus life. Everyone else: look
at the heavy (and in my opinion, humorous) advertising done by Suburban Express  by uiucrower in UIUC

[–] Gulugawa  8 points 1 month ago

I hope this is not the case.
I think the hatred that Suburban Express shows against its customers is far worse.
permalink context full comments (23)

Daily Illini New Student Guide 2013. Freshmen: read this to learn about campus life. Everyone else: look
at the heavy (and in my opinion, humorous) advertising done by Suburban Express  by uiucrower in UIUC

[–] Gulugawa  5 points 1 month ago

There is a student fee that is used to fund the Daily Illini and they also get a decent amount of funding
from other sources. Getting funding is important, but they need to make sure that they do not
compromise their beliefs to do so.
I'm disappointed with them because the Daily Illini was strongly against Suburban Express earlier this
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year and was trying to encourage people to not ride them.
permalink context full comments (23)

Suburban Express Advertising in Daily Illini  (imgur.com)
submitted 1 month ago by Gulugawa  to BoycottSuburban
comment share

New Suburban Express Subreddit  (self.UIUC)
submitted 1 month ago by Gulugawa  to UIUC
1 comment share

Twitter Account  (twitter.com)
submitted 1 month ago by Gulugawa  to BoycottSuburban
comment share

Bus Company Advertisement in Newspaper  (imgur.com)
submitted 1 month ago by Gulugawa  to funny
1 comment share

Daily Illini New Student Guide 2013. Freshmen: read this to learn about campus life. Everyone else: look
at the heavy (and in my opinion, humorous) advertising done by Suburban Express  by uiucrower in UIUC

[–] Gulugawa  6 points 1 month ago*

Wow, Dennis doesn't know when to quit.
Edit: Link to screenshot of advertising http://imgur.com/3V6b9fJ
permalink context full comments (23)

Margaritaville  (i.imgur.com)
submitted 1 month ago by Gulugawa  to southpark
comment share

If you won 100 million dollars with the stipulation that you can only spend it on evil, what would you
buy?  by Work13494 in AskReddit

[–] Gulugawa  1 point 1 month ago

Create a movie about Man Ray and The Dirty Bubble.
permalink context full comments (11959)

TIL that, outside of Washington, D.C., a Virginia man built a castle to be fully
defensible in the case of nuclear Armageddon.It has three heating systems and a
maze of underground conduits, and it has been used as a meeting place for a
group of self-professed vampires.[x-post from /r/todayilearned]  (roadsideamerica.com)
submitted 1 month ago by Gulugawa  to nova
21 comments share

Best way to get from Chicago O'Hare to UIUC/Champaign Urbana area  by Bluebooks67 in UIUC
[–] Gulugawa  2 points 1 month ago

Peoria Charter and Greyhound are the best options if you want to go directly from O'Hare Read the
post /u/iamadogwhatisthis if you want to use Amtrak. Their trains are nicer and they have electrical
outlets next to all the seats.
Suburban Express also has a good selection of timings from O'Hare, but you should read the note at
the top of the page and check out the links there first.
permalink context full comments (13)

Best way to get from Chicago O'Hare to UIUC/Champaign Urbana area  by Bluebooks67 in UIUC
[–] Gulugawa  1 point 1 month ago
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http://boycottsuburbanbus.com/
permalink context full comments (13)

Java tops C as most popular language in developer index  by Alticor in java
[–] Gulugawa  -4 points 1 month ago

Almost anyone who is writing code. Scala is a great language except for the fact that it can be
somewhat difficult to learn. In that case, Python is a better choice.
In my opinion, Android development is the only place where people should consider using Java.
permalink context full comments (48)

Java tops C as most popular language in developer index  by Alticor in java
[–] Gulugawa  2 points 1 month ago

Scala has significantly less boilerplate code than Java due to features such as type inference.
For example, declaring an immutable point class in Scala simply involves typing in the following
line:
class Point(val x:Int, val y:Int). Doing the same thing in Java would take a minimum of 6 lines
of code.
Scala's support for functional programming and use of first-class functions is really useful.
val res=numbers.foldRight(0)((a,b) => a + b), while doing the same in Java would require a
for loop.
Scala can use any existing Java library without any extra configuration. For example, the code
add all the elements of list in Scala is:

The problem with Scala is that it can be very confusing due to the fact that there are often multiple
ways of doing something. In that case, Python is a better choice.
http://blog.furiousbob.com/2011/06/21/why-moving-to-scala-part-1/
http://pythonconquerstheuniverse.wordpress.com/2009/10/03/python-java-a-side-by-side-
comparison/
http://www.programcreek.com/2012/04/java-vs-python-why-python-can-be-more-productive/
permalink context full comments (48)

Java tops C as most popular language in developer index  by Alticor in java
[–] Gulugawa  -10 points 1 month ago

I wish this was the case. Languages such as Scala and Python are far better.
permalink context full comments (48)

Diety Games has completed the [Advertising] quest  (imgur.com)
submitted 1 month ago by Gulugawa  to outside
comment share

Norwegian Prime Minister spent an afternoon working incognito as a taxi driver in Oslo. He wanted to hear
from real Norwegian voters and stated that taxis were one of the few places where people shared their
true views  by odetocapitalism in worldnews

[–] Gulugawa  1 point 1 month ago

His actions seem like a nice gesture on the surface, but the fact that he filmed passengers is
disturbing.
permalink context full comments (139)

[Economics] Why is the situation in Greece so bad?  (self.AskSocialScience)
submitted 1 month ago by Gulugawa  to AskSocialScience
20 comments share
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ParisHL creates an entire fictional nation, with full modern political maps and metro/transit system map
by thefoolishking in bestof

[–] Gulugawa  2 points 1 month ago

/r/koanaislands/
permalink context full comments (160)

What's the point of the James Scholar program? And what is Engineering Honors?  by mullrboy in UIUC
[–] Gulugawa  2 points 1 month ago

As a James Scholar, you will be able to register for classes early, which is a big deal, especially if you
want to avoid early morning or evening classes. All the other "benefits" you get do not really matter.
permalink context full comments (10)

Indian Restaurant on Wright Street??  (imgur.com)
submitted 1 month ago by Gulugawa  to UIUC
49 comments share

Indian villagers defeat British billionaire over plans to mine sacred mountain  by CCPearson in worldnews
[–] Gulugawa  1 point 1 month ago

I did. This is irrelevant to this discussion and is not funny.
permalink context full comments (121)
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sorted by: 

What is the funniest thing you got in trouble for doing in
school?  by bitchitup in AskReddit

[–] Gulugawa  1 point 1 month ago

In kindergarten, I was sent into the hall for
laughing at someone farting during naptime.

permalink context full comments (2406)

So have you guys heard about this website that fuses
Pokemon?  by NuclearMeatball in gaming

[–] Gulugawa  1 point 1 month ago

I thought this was a repost until I saw the slowpoke.
Nice job
permalink context full comments (280)

Computer Science: A Guide for Undergrads  by smashstuff in
compsci

[–] Gulugawa  1 point 1 month ago

You should learn LaTeX if you are taking any theory
class that requires you to turn in homework. Doing
proofs with a pencil and paper or a word processor gets
annoying after a while.
permalink context full comments (167)

What is the stupidest way you've injured yourself?  by DarwinDanger in AskReddit
[–] Gulugawa  1 point 1 month ago

When I was a kid, I decided to staple my finger because I wanted to see what would happen.
Also, I knew a kid who used to play games of "Who can hurt themselves the most" with his friend.
permalink context full comments (1096)

What is the highest physical pain you've ever felt?  by Mudcrabs_Beware in AskReddit
[–] Gulugawa  8 points 1 month ago

Wow, you are tough. Want to enter the Salty Spitoon?
permalink context full comments (12571)

How did Japan defeat China during WWII?  by PastafarianT in AskHistorians
[–] Gulugawa  1 point 1 month ago

There were ongoing tensions between the KMT and Communists, which made it difficult for the Chinese
to deal with Japan. The tensions escalated into a full-scale civil war.
http://books.google.com/books?
id=rsLQdBUgyMUC&pg=PA50&lpg=PA52&dq=force+of+about+300+soldiers+was+organized+and+augmented+by+recruiting+local+Khampa+bandits+into+the+army&output=html_text
http://history.state.gov/milestones/1945-1952/ChineseRev

permalink context full comments (34)

Explain the importance of higher education like I am Calvin from Calvin and Hobbes  by
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DrStevesMagicDrink in explainlikeIAmA
[–] Gulugawa  2 points 1 month ago

I think higher education is really important as young people as it gives people the opportunity to learn
more about important topics such as dinosaurs and the art of throwing snowballs. Colleges do a great
job of educating people by giving students more creative freedom and removing pointless requirements
that interfere with learning such as mandatory class attendance and excessive homework.
permalink context full comments (4)

The Benefits of White Privilege  by RobertTran in standupshots
[–] Gulugawa  1 point 1 month ago

Chinese explorers never reached the Americas.
http://en.m.wikipedia.org/wiki/Chinese_exploration
permalink context full comments (70)

I visited D.C couple weeks ago!  by aerogirl1948 in washingtondc
[–] Gulugawa  1 point 1 month ago

I often tell people I'm from DC when I'm really from Virginia.
permalink context full comments (26)

Washington Post sold to Jeff Bezos for $250 million.  by aresef in washingtondc
[–] Gulugawa  1 point 1 month ago

Is it me, or does $250 million seem somewhat low.
permalink context full comments (93)

Which world famous tourist sight/attraction(s) has left you very disappointed?  by fubsalot in AskReddit
[–] Gulugawa  1 point 1 month ago

Naples. When I visited two years ago, there were giant piles of garbage everywhere and the city was
infested with Mafia.
permalink context full comments (1554)

Is there any point during Operation Barbarossa that Axis victory over the USSR was obtainable?  by
prime124 in AskHistorians

[–] Gulugawa  0 points 1 month ago

Many people in Soviet occupied areas as Ukraine initially viewed the Germans as liberators because
they hated Stalin. Germany would have benefited greatly if they had taken advantage of this.
Also, the Soviet manpower advantage was not very significant due to the fact that a large portion of
the Soviet Union's population was occupied by Germany and the fact that the Red Army took
significantly more casualties.
The real turning point was when Hitler decided to declare war on the US. Britain could not do much
against Germany without outside help.
Sources
http://zioncrimefactory.com/2012/03/02/1941-ukrainians-welcome-germans-as-liberators/
http://www.hoover.org/library-and-archives/collections/east-europe/baltic-states/1939-1945
http://en.m.wikipedia.org/wiki/Eastern_Front_(World_War_II)
permalink context full comments (11)

Suburban Express Website IP ban  (self.UIUC)
submitted 1 month ago by Gulugawa  to UIUC
10 comments share

What phase did you go through when you were younger that, at the time, you were convinced would be
part of your identity for life?  by theathenian11 in AskReddit
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[–] Gulugawa  1 point 1 month ago

I'm 21 and I still would like to be a professional inventor.
permalink context full comments (13896)

What phase did you go through when you were younger that, at the time, you were convinced would be
part of your identity for life?  by theathenian11 in AskReddit

[–] Gulugawa  1 point 1 month ago

You reminded me of an incident in my college dorm where a drunk person threw a bed out the window.
permalink context full comments (13896)

Techdirt: The Popehat Signal Goes Out Against Suburban Express  by AlmostGrad100 in UIUC
[–] Gulugawa  1 point 1 month ago

I found her review under the filtered review section. I wonder why it was hidden.
permalink context full comments (9)

What do you consider unforgivable?  by coffeecrank in AskReddit
[–] Gulugawa  3 points 1 month ago

Faking a chronic health problem for several months.
permalink context full comments (178)

What is the funniest thing you ever heard a kid say?  by lydocia in AskReddit
[–] Gulugawa  1 point 1 month ago

http://m.memegenerator.co/instance/40254763
permalink context full comments (3748)

Free speech does not only apply to you  (imgur.com)
submitted 1 month ago by Gulugawa  to AdviceAnimals
comment share

Free Speech does not only apply to you Link directly to im…  (m.memegenerator.co)
submitted 1 month ago by Gulugawa  to AdviceAnimals
1 comment share

Techdirt: The Popehat Signal Goes Out Against Suburban Express  by AlmostGrad100 in UIUC
[–] Gulugawa  2 points 1 month ago

I wonder if it is a good idea to countersue Suburban Express for harassment.
permalink context full comments (9)

Techdirt: The Popehat Signal Goes Out Against Suburban Express  by AlmostGrad100 in law
[–] Gulugawa  2 points 1 month ago

He is well known for his cybersquatting activities. As an example, his name has made it to the following
Wikipedia page.
http://en.m.wikipedia.org/wiki/Anticybersquatting_Consumer_Protection_Act
permalink context full comments (2)

If you woke up tomorrow and found out you were someone's dog, how would you alert your owners that
you have human intelligence?  by Bosticles in AskReddit

[–] Gulugawa  25 points 1 month ago

Get some fairy godparents that can wish me back to human form.
permalink context full comments (845)

What is the worst physical pain that you have ever experienced?  by ExpressingShit in AskReddit
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[–] Gulugawa  1 point 1 month ago

http://knowyourmeme.com/memes/ill-have-you-know-i-only-cried-for-20-minutes
permalink context full comments (880)

Why is the peasant class so unfair?  by nindgod in outside
[–] Gulugawa  1 point 1 month ago

They need a large population of players to work to enrich the lucky players who are in the millionaire
or billionaire class.
permalink context full comments (8)
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sorted by: 

Considering learning Scala  by Cthulukin in scala
[–] Gulugawa  3 points 1 month ago

Scala is a great language to learn if you have experience
with Java. The ability to use Java libraries in your code
without any complicated syntax is useful. The significant
reduction in boilerplate and useful features such as
support for functional programming make me wonder
why I waited so long to learn Scala.
TL;DR: Java needs to fade into obscurity. Scala is a
better version of Java.
permalink context full comments (44)

Paxton Record: Judge grants motion to allow Suburban
Express cases to be refiled  by AlmostGrad100 in UIUC

[–] Gulugawa  2 points 1 month ago

The results of this are making me wonder about the
connection between Dennis and the judge.
At least Dennis is being "nice" enough to have the
remaining lawsuits in Chamapign County, which probably
means that they will be during Thanksgiving or Winter
Break.
permalink context full comments (6)

What is something that is glorified by society, but should not be?  by [deleted]in AskReddit
[–] Gulugawa  24 points 1 month ago

Kate Middleton's baby.
permalink context full comments (2831)

What is that one "Welcome to college" experience you had at UIUC?  by CompetitiveGuy in UIUC
[–] Gulugawa  7 points 1 month ago

Being able to get up after 7am on weekdays.
permalink context full comments (26)

Considering moving to Illinois for that sweet in-state tuition. Any tips?  by [deleted]in UIUC
[–] Gulugawa  4 points 1 month ago

The savings will not be as much as you think. You said in your previous post that you were a University
Achievement Scholar and you will lose the $12,000 per year that you get from it if you move in-state.
Also, you will have difficulty claiming in-state tuition if your parents are paying at least part of your
tuition unless one of them lives in Illinois.
http://admissions.illinois.edu/cost/scholarships_alldisciplines.html
permalink context full comments (8)

The Popehat Signal: Suburban Express Doubles Down On Attacks On Critics  by Gulugawa in UIUC
[–] Gulugawa [S] 2 points 1 month ago

Thanks for the comment, you are doing a great job of giving me information to put on
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boycottsuburbanbus.com.
permalink context full comments (27)

Questions about my acceptance deposit and my University Achievement Scholar fund.  by [deleted]in UIUC
[–] Gulugawa  2 points 1 month ago

You will not directly receive any funds from the scholarship. Instead, the scholarship will be given to
you in the form of a tuition discount.
permalink context full comments (3)

The Popehat Signal: Suburban Express Doubles Down On Attacks On Critics  by Gulugawa in UIUC
[–] Gulugawa [S] 6 points 1 month ago*

I have been wondering that for the past few months, especially since he keeps on exceeding my
expectations of the irrational behavior he is capable of.
permalink context full comments (27)

The Popehat Signal: Suburban Express Doubles Down On Attacks On Critics [x-
post from r/technology]  (popehat.com)
submitted 1 month ago by Gulugawa  to law
comment share

The Popehat Signal: Suburban Express Doubles Down On Attacks On Critics
(popehat.com)
submitted 1 month ago by Gulugawa  to technology
1 comment share

The Popehat Signal: Suburban Express Doubles Down On Attacks On Critics
(popehat.com)
submitted 1 month ago by Gulugawa  to UIUC
27 comments share

University Housing Room Assignments  (m.memegenerator.co)
submitted 1 month ago by Gulugawa  to UIUC
comment share

Do you think /u/ride_the_pcc is Dennis Toeppen? Give your opinion here  by Super-Spyder in UIUC
[–] Gulugawa  2 points 1 month ago

I'm not sure as I don't see a logical reason for Dennis to sue them.
permalink context full comments (21)

What seemingly unimportant but yet annoying thing that people do makes you think there is a special
place in hell for them?  by Sirusavath in AskReddit

[–] Gulugawa  3 points 1 month ago

This is a problem, but not feeding trolls is difficult. For example, one of the subreddits I'm subscribed
to has had a serious problems with trolls for the past few months. Ignoring them has been difficult due
to the fact that the subreddit is not very big and the trolls often being able to blend in with legitimate
users.
permalink context full comments (2358)

With the room/roommate assignments already up, is there anyone living in the Blaisdell hall?  by [deleted]in
UIUC

[–] Gulugawa  4 points 1 month ago

Accusing new users of making throwaways needs to stop. Over the past few months, someone has
been trolling this subreddit with throwaways. The troll is probably looking to cause some sort of
disruption on this subreddit, so are playing into his hands by making unsubstantiated claims about new
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accounts.
The OP is probably a user new to Reddit.
permalink context full comments (13)

TIL that Ancient Rome had a shopping mall  (en.wikipedia.org)
submitted 1 month ago by Gulugawa  to todayilearned
1 comment share

TIL that Ancient Rome had a shopping mall  (cracked.com)
submitted 1 month ago by Gulugawa  to todayilearned
comment share

Do you think /u/ride_the_pcc is Dennis Toeppen? Give your opinion here  by Super-Spyder in UIUC
[–] Gulugawa  2 points 1 month ago

Probably. Dennis has sued Peoria Charter for a questionable reason, so I don't see why Peoria Charter
can't sue Dennis when they have a legitimate problem with him.
permalink context full comments (21)

Obama in Shogun 2  (store.steampowered.com)
submitted 1 month ago by Gulugawa  to totalwar
comment share

Do you think /u/ride_the_pcc is Dennis Toeppen? Give your opinion here  by Super-Spyder in UIUC
[–] Gulugawa  9 points 1 month ago*

/u/ride_the_pcc is Dennis attempting to make Peoria Charter look bad. I doubt Peoria Charter would
post such blatant advertising.
I think we are basically playing a game of Whac-A-Mole with Dennis. Every time the mods delete one
of his throwaways, he is just going to create a new one.
Edit: I just found out that Dennis owns ridepeoriacharter.com.
Source:http://whois.domaintools.com/ridepeoriacharter.com
permalink context full comments (21)

/r/boycottsuburbanbus has been incorrectly banned  (reddit.com)
submitted 1 month ago by Gulugawa  to redditrequest
1 comment share

Dealing with throwaways  (self.AskModerators)
submitted 1 month ago by Gulugawa  to AskModerators
4 comments share

Awesome New Schedule 4 Fall  by ride_the_pcc in UIUC
[–] Gulugawa  1 point 1 month ago

The throwaway accounts on this subreddit are getting ridiculous. It is time that we convince Reddit
employees to investigate the throwaways.
permalink context full comments (7)

Awesome New Schedule 4 Fall  by ride_the_pcc in UIUC
[–] Gulugawa  3 points 1 month ago

I think /u/ride_the_pcc is someone from Suburban Express trying to make Peoria Charter look bad. I
don't think Peoria Charter is unethical enough to use shills on r/UIUC.
permalink context full comments (7)

What was the most ridiculous news story of 2013 so far?  by AccioCoffee in AskReddit
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[–] Gulugawa  3 points 1 month ago

The recent coverage of the celebrity English couple that had a baby.
permalink context full comments (407)
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sorted by: 

Reporting Suburban Throwaways  (self.UIUC)
submitted 1 month ago by Gulugawa  to UIUC
1 comment share

Ride It  by ride_the_pcc in UIUC
[–] Gulugawa  3 points 1 month ago

This sounds like a strawman attempt to make Peoria
Charter look bad.
permalink context full comments (3)

What's the best WiFi name you've ever seen?  by a11city in
AskReddit

[–] Gulugawa  1 point 1 month ago

FBI surveillance van
permalink context full comments (2007)

If you could "live" inside any video game-world for the rest
of your life, which game-world would you choose? Why?  by
MartinH84 in AskReddit

[–] Gulugawa  1 point 1 month ago

Outside.
More information can be found here: /r/outside
permalink context full comments (2010)

In your opinion, what is the greatest subreddit ever created?  by JustARandomBot in AskReddit
[–] Gulugawa  1 point 1 month ago

/r/firstworldanarchists
permalink context full comments (3181)

[ENFP] what do INTJ's think of us?  by SHNEN in intj
[–] Gulugawa  1 point 1 month ago

Out of all the people I know, I can't point out for sure the people who are ENFPs, so I'm not sure how
they act.
permalink context full comments (17)

Introverts & The Weather  by b1naryst0rm in intj
[–] Gulugawa  1 point 1 month ago

This sounds almost exactly like what I would say.
permalink context full comments (60)

Introverts & The Weather  by b1naryst0rm in intj
[–] Gulugawa  2 points 1 month ago

I enjoy sunny days, but I don't really care too much about rainy days because there is less pressure for
me to go outside. Also, I do not mind walking in rain or snow.
permalink context full comments (60)

Working On A New Post About Recent Suburban Express Legal Threats. Any Recent Experiences?  by

new
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KenPopehat in UIUC
[–] Gulugawa  2 points 1 month ago

Dennis has continued his harassment of r/UIUC with throwaways.
http://www.reddit.com/r/UIUC/comments/1iyot0/alternative_to_suburban_express/cbajiil
http://www.reddit.com/user/alex_cs
permalink context full comments (10)

Alternative to Suburban Express  by randomthrowi in UIUC
[–] Gulugawa  3 points 1 month ago

He also posted a link to someone's LinkedIn profile. I reported the post.
permalink context full comments (24)

Warning flyer about Suburban Express to hand out to Freshman on Quad Day  by Super-Spyder in UIUC
[–] Gulugawa  4 points 1 month ago

Thanks for the link. You are making it really obvious that Dennis is a professional cybersquatter.
permalink context full comments (55)

Who is a popular, well known person that you dislike, and why?  by zook1n1 in AskReddit
[–] Gulugawa  1 point 1 month ago

http://www.nytimes.com/2012/01/10/nyregion/after-birth-by-beyonce-patients-protest-celebrity-
security-at-lenox-hill-hospital.html
permalink context full comments (972)

Mother stole large sum of money from me, what do I do?  by [deleted]in intj
[–] Gulugawa  1 point 1 month ago

If you already have a full scholarship, what is the point of doing you FASFA?
permalink context full comments (38)

Chin up, little buddy.  by Fre5hmanJoe in aww
[–] Gulugawa  1 point 1 month ago

Chin Up Song http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=SHtjYTM64Jo
permalink context full comments (120)

My hypothesis: Every INTJ shares some autism spectrum features  by [deleted]in intj
[–] Gulugawa  2 points 1 month ago

1. No idea
2. Normally??
3. In elementary school, I was an average student who had "difficulty" paying attention and

being organized. I ended up going to a magnet school for science and technology for high
school and I'm doing quite well as a college student.

4. Studying computer science with a summer job as a software developer.
5. Most of my friends think I'm just really quiet and do not think I have any AS traits. However,

I think I probably have some AS features.

permalink context full comments (21)

My mom makes soap. This is her latest batch.  by braedonkeebz in pics
[–] Gulugawa  1 point 1 month ago

The first rule of Soap is: You do not talk about Soap.
permalink context full comments (938)

What are some "conveniences" that we're better off without?  by stikshift in AskReddit
[–] Gulugawa  3 points 1 month ago
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I've made a huge mistake.
permalink context full comments (5297)

What are some "conveniences" that we're better off without?  by stikshift in AskReddit
[–] Gulugawa  1 point 1 month ago

As a student who has spent three years on a college campus, I have noticed that this is a major
problem.
permalink context full comments (5297)

What are some "conveniences" that we're better off without?  by stikshift in AskReddit
[–] Gulugawa  1 point 1 month ago

I agree, but i think laziness is also a factor. I have seen people use GPS devices to find a way back to
their own house.
permalink context full comments (5297)

What are some "conveniences" that we're better off without?  by stikshift in AskReddit
[–] Gulugawa  -2 points 1 month ago

Facebook.
Its messaging features are far worse than what you could find on most email programs from 10 years
ago.
I find it sad that Facebook lacks support for basic features such as changing the subject of a message
or trying to message someone who doesn't use Facebook.
permalink context full comments (5297)

Warning flyer about Suburban Express to hand out to Freshman on Quad Day  by Super-Spyder in UIUC
[–] Gulugawa  1 point 1 month ago

Not really. I'm staying near campus for the summer and I see Suburban Express buses on a regular
basis.
permalink context full comments (55)

Warning flyer about Suburban Express to hand out to Freshman on Quad Day  by Super-Spyder in UIUC
[–] Gulugawa  5 points 1 month ago

Good idea, I'm going to try that.
permalink context full comments (55)

Warning flyer about Suburban Express to hand out to Freshman on Quad Day  by Super-Spyder in UIUC
[–] Gulugawa  2 points 1 month ago*

Nice work.
I'm going to distribute several of these around campus this week and see what happens. Does anyone
know of a good place to print stuff in color?
permalink context full comments (55)

What's the most ignorant thing you've heard a wealthy person say about the poor?  by watabit in AskReddit
[–] Gulugawa  1 point 1 month ago

"There are 47 percent of the people who will vote for the president no matter what. All right, there are
47 percent who are with him, who are dependent upon government, who believe that they are victims,
who believe the government has a responsibility to care for them, who believe that they are entitled to
health care, to food, to housing, to you-name-it. ... My job is not to worry about those people. I'll
never convince them they should take personal responsibility and care for their lives." -Mitt Romney
permalink context full comments (1166)

Suburban Express court date to vacate dismissals with prejudice to enable 20+ lawsuits to be reinstated:
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July 30th 1:30pm Ford County Courthouse  by Oh-Yes-He-Did in UIUC
[–] Gulugawa  2 points 1 month ago*

Dennis sued Amtrak in 2004. http://www.plainsite.org/flashlight/case.html?id=169252
He has also gotten into legal battles several times in the past when attempting to defend his right to be
a cybersquatter and he has been successful doing so. Without knowing more information about the
Amtrak lawsuit, I would assume that he wanted some sort of financial reward or a court order
restricting Amtrak's ability to provide competition to Suburban Express.
Dennis admits to being a professional cybersquatter on his website here: http://toeppen.com/
permalink context full comments (30)
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sorted by: 

Alternative to Suburban Express  by randomthrowi in UIUC
[–] Gulugawa  7 points 1 month ago*

Good work, Suburban needs more competition.
Are you willing to give more information about what you
are doing? It would be great if members of this subreddit
could mention your company as an alternative.
permalink context full comments (24)

TIL that Google has its own
mathematically defined matrices
that it uses for searches
(en.wikipedia.org)
submitted 1 month ago by Gulugawa  to todayilearned
comment share

Suburban Express court date to vacate dismissals with
prejudice to enable 20+ lawsuits to be reinstated: July 30th
1:30pm Ford County Courthouse  by Oh-Yes-He-Did in UIUC

[–] Gulugawa  5 points 1 month ago

U of I should care about Suburban Express and attempt
to take action against them. Despite a large amount of
bad publicity, the "free market" has not done its job by
putting them out of business. I'm staying in Urbana for
the summer and I frequently see Suburban Express
buses.

Suburban Express has posted fliers in classrooms
which is against U of I policy.
They have filed frivolous lawsuits against many
students and other transportation companies
such as Peoria Charter and Amtrak.
Suburban Express lawsuits often force students
to get distracted from their studies to fight the
lawsuits or find a way to pay the money when
they can barely afford tuition.
They have wasted U of I resources by attempting
to file a FOIA request for a redditor that they
were harassing.

Also, they had an exclusive deal with Greyhound to
provide transportatation to students in the 1980s and
took action against other privately held companies by
attempting to prevent them from providing competition.
permalink context full comments (30)

Microsoft drove the bus off the cliff, now it tries to speed up  by mtlion in technology
[–] Gulugawa  1 point 1 month ago
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Microsoft window dressing from Paris.
http://www.businessinsider.com/microsoft-building-windows-cafe-in-paris-2009-9
permalink context full comments (556)

Suburban Express court date to vacate dismissals with prejudice to enable 20+ lawsuits to be reinstated:
July 30th 1:30pm Ford County Courthouse  by Oh-Yes-He-Did in UIUC

[–] Gulugawa  2 points 1 month ago

I'm thinking of having the petition be something along the lines of convincing the UIUC administration
to take action against Suburban Express.
permalink context full comments (30)

Suburban Express court date to vacate dismissals with prejudice to enable 20+ lawsuits to be reinstated:
July 30th 1:30pm Ford County Courthouse  by Oh-Yes-He-Did in UIUC

[–] Gulugawa  4 points 1 month ago

Good idea, I'm probably going to start one.
permalink context full comments (30)

Suburban Express court date to vacate dismissals with prejudice to enable 20+ lawsuits to be reinstated:
July 30th 1:30pm Ford County Courthouse  by Oh-Yes-He-Did in UIUC

[–] Gulugawa  3 points 1 month ago

Dennis probably has some mental issues and should be forced to see a therapist.
However, putting him in jail and making him even more crazy is not the solution. He doesn't appear to
be doing anything illegal, he is just a greedy troll.
permalink context full comments (30)

Suburban Express court date to vacate dismissals with prejudice to enable 20+ lawsuits to be reinstated:
July 30th 1:30pm Ford County Courthouse  by Oh-Yes-He-Did in UIUC

[–] Gulugawa  2 points 1 month ago

It doesn't matter if he was joking. Accusing legitimate users of being Dennis is playing into his hands
by creating an atmosphere of mistrust and paranoia.
I was not joking.
permalink context full comments (30)

What are some unwritten rules about Reddit commenting?  by Redditicate in AskReddit
[–] Gulugawa  1 point 1 month ago

2+2=5
permalink context full comments (819)

Suburban Express court date to vacate dismissals with prejudice to enable 20+ lawsuits to be reinstated:
July 30th 1:30pm Ford County Courthouse  by Oh-Yes-He-Did in UIUC

[–] Gulugawa  3 points 1 month ago

Accusing legitimate users of being Dennis needs to stop.
If you think I may be Dennis, send a message to /u/AlmostGrad100, /u/HippityLongEars, or the
moderators of this subreddit and they can tell you otherwise. Also, take a look at my post history.
permalink context full comments (30)

Which movie would you say had the most unnecessary sequel?  by ptipp93 in AskReddit
[–] Gulugawa  136 points 1 month ago

OMG Karen, you can't just ask people about Mean Girls 2.
permalink context full comments (3895)

What was the worst thing to get to the front page?  by stupidsexyflanders- in AskReddit
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[–] Gulugawa  1 point 1 month ago

Do you know why he got banned? I'm assuming that it had something to do with spamming.
permalink context full comments (5644)

What was the worst thing to get to the front page?  by stupidsexyflanders- in AskReddit
[–] Gulugawa  2 points 1 month ago

His posting pattern looks very similar to /u/Maxwellhill's. /u/Mepper seems to post to a more diverse
set of subreddits.
permalink context full comments (5644)

What was the worst thing to get to the front page?  by stupidsexyflanders- in AskReddit
[–] Gulugawa  2 points 1 month ago

Most of his posts were articles from liberal websites such as the National Memo. He was also known for
having a large amount of karma.
/u/wang-banger http://www.reddit.com/r/UIUC/search?q=wang+banger
http://www.karmawhores.net/user/wang-banger
permalink context full comments (5644)

Suburban Express court date to vacate dismissals with prejudice to enable 20+ lawsuits to be reinstated:
July 30th 1:30pm Ford County Courthouse  by Oh-Yes-He-Did in UIUC

[–] Gulugawa  9 points 1 month ago

Seeing this photo is making it really hard for me to take him seriously.
Also, /u/Oh-Yes-He-Did has sent me proof that he is not Dennis.
permalink context full comments (30)

What was the worst thing to get to the front page?  by stupidsexyflanders- in AskReddit
[–] Gulugawa  6 points 1 month ago*

I ended up unsubscribing from it sometime last year. It took me a while to do so because there was
some good content and I enjoyed being in a liberal fantasy land.
Also, I often viewed this site on public computers and didn't feel like logging in.
permalink context full comments (5644)

What is something you have done, just to say you did it.  by Dusty_ol_ClapTrap in AskReddit
[–] Gulugawa  1 point 1 month ago*

Last year, I spent 90 minutes riding a bus route that went in a loop around a small city with my
roommate.
We wanted to accomplish #97 on the following list. http://blog.admissions.illinois.edu/?p=5454
permalink context full comments (1496)

What was the worst thing to get to the front page?  by stupidsexyflanders- in AskReddit
[–] Gulugawa  4 points 1 month ago

I probably would've upvoted the picture of the rock if saw it on the front page last year.
permalink context full comments (5644)

What was the worst thing to get to the front page?  by stupidsexyflanders- in AskReddit
[–] Gulugawa  152 points 1 month ago

Posts by /u/wang-banger on /r/politics. The posts themselves were annoying enough. However, the
main problem was that his posts constantly made the front page.
Thankfully, r/politics is no longer a default subreddit.
permalink context full comments (5644)
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Parents of Reddit, what are some smart things your kids have done that you realize you yourself never
would have thought of?  by EricMurphy111 in AskReddit

[–] Gulugawa  1 point 1 month ago

http://www.southparkstudios.com/full-episodes/s03e17-world-wide-recorder-concert
permalink context full comments (1100)

Dear Reddit, what is an everyday tip that people need to know about their computers?  by FredericFish in
AskReddit

[–] Gulugawa  1 point 1 month ago

Linux is not very had to install and makes it difficult for inexperienced users to mess things up.
Installing Linux simply involves placing a CD/DVD in your computer and restarting it. The main
challenge is finding a good Linux distro and getting it onto a CD/DVD.
permalink context full comments (2712)

What stupid things did you do when you were younger to try to look cooler?  by guy1013 in AskReddit
[–] Gulugawa  1 point 1 month ago

When I was in 5th grade, I decided to randomly move my mouth and head at lunch one day to give the
appearance that I was popular and people enjoyed talking to me.
My classmates thought I was either having a seizure or acting like a moron.
permalink context full comments (16984)

Reddit, what is the most outlandish lie you have ever believed?  by _theleg_ in AskReddit
[–] Gulugawa  37 points 1 month ago

When I was a kid, I thought Hooters was a place where they served owl meat.
Their owl signs lied to me.
permalink context full comments (1050)

Why is your ex best friend no longer your best friend?  by cfawkes in AskReddit
[–] Gulugawa  1 point 1 month ago

You never can catch the dragon.
permalink context full comments (2632)

TIL A woman has failed her driving test 771 times.  by fellow_ent in todayilearned
[–] Gulugawa  21 points 1 month ago

She needs some tips from Spongebob
permalink context full comments (122)
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sorted by: 

My Semester costs went up ~$800 dollars this semester.
Anything I can do besides gnash my teeth and punch holes
in walls?  by Bestorworst in education

[–] Gulugawa  1 point 2 months ago

It depends. Where do you go to school and what is your
major?
permalink context full comments (5)

Struggling for Wellness in Computer Science  by simpsom in
compsci

[–] Gulugawa  3 points 2 months ago

I'm a senior studying computer science, and this article
exaggerates the truth. Most CS classes I took did not
require excessive workloads or have test averages in the
40s.
permalink context full comments (54)

16 year old Oregon girl on track to get her Ph.D. in
aritificial intelligence  by westernveil in technology

[–] Gulugawa  1 point 2 months ago

I didn't notice it until I read your comment.
permalink context full comments (2240)

What's a funny substitute for your job title that will still give a clue on what you do?  by BAHOGILOK in
AskReddit

[–] Gulugawa  1 point 2 months ago*

I teach computers.
permalink context full comments (2072)

What's something that Reddit loves that's highly overrated?  by oldwizeone in AskReddit
[–] Gulugawa  1 point 2 months ago

r/politics
permalink context full comments (3998)

Reddit, what do you think is most likely to trigger World War III?  by phattykins in AskReddit
[–] Gulugawa  2 points 2 months ago

Two superpowers are capable of having an antagonistic relationship and still be a peace with each
other. Russia and the US never directly fought during the Cold War. With the current interdependence
of the world economy and threat of nuclear war, a future conflict between two powers will not get
worse than a 2nd Cold War.
permalink context full comments (517)

Reddit, what do you think is most likely to trigger World War III?  by phattykins in AskReddit
[–] Gulugawa  2 points 2 months ago

I doubt the war will be started by a currently established country. Even the apparently "crazy" leaders
such as Kim Jong un know that attempting to start WWIII is a bad idea. Conflicts such as the civil war
in Syria will remain localized with major powers attempting to gain influence by fighting proxy wars.
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It is also nearly impossible for non-state entities to start WWIII, so I would not expect someone such
as Mohammed Morsi to start WWIII.
There are a large number of terrorist groups such as Al-Qaeda who have shown a strong dislike for
Western governments combined with a willingness to use suicidal tactics. As a result, the only way I
see WWIII possibly happening is if one of these groups takes control of an established state such as
Syria or Afghanistan.
permalink context full comments (517)

UIUC's underwhelming new wind turbine  by zipzopzoobitybop in UIUC
[–] Gulugawa  2 points 2 months ago

I walked by them yesterday and asked what they doing. According to one of the people working there,
it was for a research project for one of the engineering departments.
permalink context full comments (9)

Where are some fun places to go to do outdoor activities in nova?  by finishyourbeer in nova
[–] Gulugawa  2 points 2 months ago

Burke Lake
permalink context full comments (6)

What films have you seen at the cinema that made you want to walk out?  by JEZTURNER in AskReddit
[–] Gulugawa  2 points 2 months ago

Lincoln.
Real civil war documentaries are far more interesting than this movie.
permalink context full comments (3548)

Employers of Reddit, what is the most unique/outrageous thing someone has put on a resume?  by
showe1lj in AskReddit

[–] Gulugawa  1 point 2 months ago

Do you work for Blizzard?
permalink context full comments (3515)

Al Qaeda kills Free Syrian Army commander: FSA spokesman  by Wombsnake in worldnews
[–] Gulugawa  5 points 2 months ago

I guess you are right. I thought the Kurds were just keeping to themselves in NE Syria without
interference from Assad.
permalink context full comments (74)

Al Qaeda kills Free Syrian Army commander: FSA spokesman  by Wombsnake in worldnews
[–] Gulugawa  22 points 2 months ago*

It sounds like Syria now has a 3-way civil war. Assad is going to find his job much easier since the
rebels are fighting amongst themselves.
Edit: Four-way civil war if you count the Kurds.
permalink context full comments (74)

Congress derails Obama plans to arm Syrian rebels  by uptodatepronto in worldnews
[–] Gulugawa  6 points 2 months ago

Weren't a lot of politicians in Congress arguing for Obama to do more in Syria?
It seems like many of them "changed" their minds after Obama proposed actually doing something.
Nevertheless, it's a good thing that we aren't arming the rebels.
permalink context full comments (339)

This should end all of Pokemon Fusion  by Raffery in pokemon
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[–] Gulugawa  12 points 2 months ago

Stalin wants to fight. Stalin used Russian Winter. It's supper effective.
permalink context full comments (45)

AA meetings in champaign/near campus?  by friendofbillyw in UIUC
[–] Gulugawa  2 points 2 months ago

This sounds like a spam account that needs to be deleted.
permalink context full comments (24)

AA meetings in champaign/near campus?  by friendofbillyw in UIUC
[–] Gulugawa  1 point 2 months ago

If you are interested in video games or board games, check out the Social Gaming Club. I have been a
member since 2010. https://uiucsocialgamers.wordpress.com/
If you are interested in sports, there are plenty of people in the ARC/CRCE who play pickup
basketball/other sports.
permalink context full comments (24)

Say hello to Boo. She's only 6 weeks old but her cuteness dial goes to 11.  by smileh in aww
[–] Gulugawa  1 point 2 months ago

She reminds me of the girl from Monsters Inc. because of the name.
permalink context full comments (9)

What did you do for fun in college that wasn't alcohol, sex or drugs?  by sonicx2218 in AskReddit
[–] Gulugawa  20 points 2 months ago

LAN parties and board games.
permalink context full comments (982)

In the next 100 years, what will you hope doesn't exist?  by BrisbaneRoarFC in AskReddit
[–] Gulugawa  4 points 2 months ago

Facebook, or anything like it.
We need a social network that respects privacy and has decent I plantations of things such as
messaging and groups.
permalink context full comments (4310)

What profession that is currently still thriving do you see as being obsolete within the next 20 years?  by
[deleted]in AskReddit

[–] Gulugawa  0 points 2 months ago

Taxi drivers and drivers of other public vehicles such as trains.
Self-driving cars will see widespread use within the next decade and will not require a human operator.
Many airports and public transit systems already have self-driving vehicles that run with minimal
supervision.
permalink context full comments (726)

What is the dumbest rule your workplace or school has actually enforced?  by swiaa in AskReddit
[–] Gulugawa  1 point 2 months ago

Did you go here? http://www.washingtonpost.com/wp-
dyn/content/article/2007/06/17/AR2007061701179.html
permalink context full comments (13738)

With all of their military might and advanced technology, why didn't Sparta become a world power?  by
mombo101 in AskHistorians

[–] Gulugawa  2 points 2 months ago

Spartans were an elite minority. The majority of the population in Spartan territory was enslaved.
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http://ancienthistory.about.com/od/greekterms/g/011709Helots.htm
permalink context full comments (18)

Pigs can be cute too!  by Rjc1992 in aww
[–] Gulugawa  10 points 2 months ago

He must be some pig.
permalink context full comments (251)

Ride to the burbs for the 4th?  by Meri_dian in UIUC
[–] Gulugawa  1 point 2 months ago

Check out the UIUC Rideshare group here:
https://www.facebook.com/groups/295957753846551/permalink/402045319904460/
permalink context full comments (3)
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sorted by: 

It took me over a dozen views to
notice the strange spelling of
Kyle's name.  (imgur.com)
submitted 2 months ago by Gulugawa  to southpark
comment share

Dennis of Suburban Express purportedly acting as a
"reporter"  by SweetHackinJustice in UIUC

[–] Gulugawa  6 points 2 months ago

He probably has significantly more free time due to the
fact that a decline in customers means less time spent
doing things such as organizing buses.
permalink context full comments (33)

Dennis of Suburban Express purportedly acting as a
"reporter"  by SweetHackinJustice in UIUC

[–] Gulugawa  3 points 2 months ago

The title of that video is disturbing. At least the kid
seems to be having fun.
permalink context full comments (33)

What is the most epic fail in history you have heard of?  by
[deleted]in AskReddit

[–] Gulugawa  3 points 2 months ago

The Maingot Line would've been worthwhile if the French properly defended their border and had
competent leadership. Not having to worry about a German attack along a huge portion of their border
was a huge advantage that they squandered.
permalink context full comments (245)

Cakeday - meow!  by monesy in firstworldanarchists
[–] Gulugawa  3 points 2 months ago

Hi Gary
permalink context full comments (2)

My laptop snaps a photo of the person that wakes up my computer...  by spunwasi in aww
[–] Gulugawa  1 point 2 months ago

Is your cat named Garfield?
permalink context full comments (1187)

Dennis of Suburban Express purportedly acting as a "reporter"  by SweetHackinJustice in UIUC
[–] Gulugawa  7 points 2 months ago

He probably knows, but he enjoys attempting to troll r/uiuc too much.
permalink context full comments (33)

(Yet Another) Suburban Express Story  by lemurthelemur in UIUC
[–] Gulugawa  5 points 2 months ago

I saw the attached pictures. Sorry for doubting you.
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permalink context full comments (100)

Whats one thing from your childhood that truly brought you joy and you wish you could have or do right
now?  by I_queefed_a_pickle in AskReddit

[–] Gulugawa  1 point 2 months ago

At least I can play Minecraft. I've found it to be a great substitute.
permalink context full comments (297)

What job do you think should be less rewarded, and why?  by dat_photoshop in AskReddit
[–] Gulugawa  1 point 2 months ago

I don't think they should go away, but they should be less hostile to competitors and stop lobbying car
manufacturers such as Telsa from operating dealerships.
permalink context full comments (950)

Can you make a TL;DR version of a movie, make it sound as boring as possible and we will guess what
movie it is?  by kpjones07 in AskReddit

[–] Gulugawa  1 point 2 months ago

The adventures of an adopted farmer who meets his handicapped father and sister.
permalink context full comments (8367)

(Yet Another) Suburban Express Story  by lemurthelemur in UIUC
[–] Gulugawa  2 points 2 months ago*

Edit: OP has posted proof. I take back my accusation or her being a troll.
/u/lemurthelemur is refusing to send proof of this story because she claims that she "does not know
how".
http://www.reddit.com/r/UIUC/comments/1h7usw/yet_another_suburban_express_story/cas613i
I thought this story was genuine at first. However, her claim that he doesn't know how to send proof of
her story when she has emails about the story makes me doubt the validity of this story.
permalink context full comments (100)

(Yet Another) Suburban Express Story  by lemurthelemur in UIUC
[–] Gulugawa  7 points 2 months ago

Peoria Charter. http://www.peoriacharter.com/index.htm?Change=6
permalink context full comments (100)

(Yet Another) Suburban Express Story  by lemurthelemur in UIUC
[–] Gulugawa  3 points 2 months ago

Did they have Peoria Charter logos on the side? If so, then they are from a competing bus company.
permalink context full comments (100)

(Yet Another) Suburban Express Story  by lemurthelemur in UIUC
[–] Gulugawa  5 points 2 months ago

I currently doubt that the OP is lying or stretching the truth. Dennis is clearly trying to mess with
r/uiuc. If we are accusing legitimate accounts of being his throwaways, then he has gained a victory.
We should only call out obvious illegitimate throwaways such as /u/djungleworm and not accuse
legitimate users who might be exaggerating.
permalink context full comments (100)

(Yet Another) Suburban Express Story  by lemurthelemur in UIUC
[–] Gulugawa  7 points 2 months ago

Please do so. You have my support.
permalink context full comments (100)
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(Yet Another) Suburban Express Story  by lemurthelemur in UIUC
[–] Gulugawa  7 points 2 months ago

Wow....
I doubt most on r/uiuc would ride a Suburban Express bus, but we still need to ensure that none of the
incoming freshman ride one of their buses. https://www.facebook.com/BoycottSuburbanExpress?
fref=ts
permalink context full comments (100)

(Yet Another) Suburban Express Story  by lemurthelemur in UIUC
[–] Gulugawa  10 points 2 months ago

I don't see Toeppen having a chance of wining a lawsuit against you when he was responsible for
stealing your stuff.
permalink context full comments (100)

Google Takes Aim At Gaming Market With New Android Video Game Console
(forbes.com)
submitted 2 months ago by Gulugawa  to Games
comment share

We should remember this when dealing with Dennis  (b.thumbs.redditmedia.com)
submitted 2 months ago by Gulugawa  to UIUC
11 comments share

More legal threats from Suburban Express. Letter and response inside.  by NegatedVoid in UIUC
[–] Gulugawa  1 point 2 months ago

We should remember this when dealing with Dennis.
http://b.thumbs.redditmedia.com/UuQpbKKNYDFU74Rs.png
permalink context full comments (119)

Bus company attempts to sue r/uiuc moderator again. Ken "Popehat" White offers his assistance.  by
Gulugawa in SubredditDrama

[–] Gulugawa [S] 12 points 2 months ago*

The drama started when Dennis Toeppen(owner of bus company) attempted to sue the moderator of
r/uiuc for posting a banner on the subreddit warning people to stay away from his bus company. Many
people already disliked the company based on complaints such as rude staff, bad customer service and
insulting customers. The banner was put up because of those facts and because r/uiuc found out that
Dennis was suing customers.
Aside from suing him, he has done the following.
*Attempted to get personal information about redditor from the University of Illinois. *He has sued at
least 100 people for questionable reasons such as "bad conduct", accidentally giving the wrong ticket,
or posting bad reviews. *He had the court proceedings take place in a city not easily accessible to the
people getting sued. *He has repeatedly posted on Reddit using sockpuppet accounts. Many of them
were created to impersonate or mess with other redditors. *He has insulted several of his customers
on his website. *In the 1990s, he was a professional cybersquatter.
Ken Popehat's blog post(thanks for reminding me u/HelpfulLurker)
http://www.popehat.com/2013/04/28/suburban-express-took-the-first-bus-to-the-streisand-effect-
have-they-disembarked-in-time/
Edit: Added more information
permalink context full comments (30)

Using cURL to visit the Suburban Express Website : Trolling Tips  by DTK5H in UIUC
[–] Gulugawa  2 points 2 months ago
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Agreed, we should not stoop to the level Dennis and start trolling him. Trying to troll a troll doesn't
work well.
permalink context full comments (2)

What is the worst thing that was ever invented and introduced to society?  by hardy93 in AskReddit
[–] Gulugawa  36 points 2 months ago

Facebook
The quality of our relationships would be significantly higher without it.
permalink context full comments (1716)

Ars Technica: Bus co. owner threatens redditor yet again, records users’ IP addresses  by AlmostGrad100 in
technology

[–] Gulugawa  1 point 2 months ago

I have been seeing more busses from Peoria Charter(A competing bus company) lately and a lack of
Suburban Express busses, so this drama is having a noticeable effect.
permalink context full comments (989)
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sorted by: 

Something lulzy. This guy deserves a spanking.  by
JonathanDoeKM in anonymous

[–] Gulugawa  3 points 2 months ago

This sounds like the work of a professional troll. He is on
track to become the next Anne Coulter or Fred Phelps.
Aside from suing the redditor, here is what he has done.

Attempted to get personal information about
redditor from the University of Illinois.
He has sued at least 100 people for questionable
reasons such as "bad conduct", accidentally
giving the wrong ticket, or posting bad reviews.
He had the court proceedings take place in a city
not easily accessible to the people getting sued.
He has repeatedly posted on Reddit using
sockpuppet accounts.
He has insulted several of his customers online.
In the 1990s, he was a professional
cybersquatter.

Personal website of owner: http://www.toeppen.com/
Here is more information about his previous attempt to
sue the same redditor :http://arstechnica.com/tech-
policy/2013/04/express-to-internet-hate-bus-company-
threatens-redditor-with-lawsuit/
permalink context full comments (1)

Heads up for anyone who didn't know - Don't use SuburbanExpress  by Jorfogit in iastate
[–] Gulugawa  2 points 2 months ago

This sounds like the work of a professional troll. He is on track to become the next Anne Coulter or
Fred Phelps. Aside from suing the redditor, here is what he has done.

Attempted to get personal information about redditor from the University of Illinois.
He has sued at least 100 people for questionable reasons such as "bad conduct", accidentally
giving the wrong ticket, or posting bad reviews.
He had the court proceedings take place in a city not easily accessible to the people getting
sued.
He has repeatedly posted on Reddit using sockpuppet accounts.
He has insulted several of his customers online.
In the 1990s, he was a professional cybersquatter.

Personal website of owner: http://www.toeppen.com/
Here is more information about his previous attempt to sue the same redditor
:http://arstechnica.com/tech-policy/2013/04/express-to-internet-hate-bus-company-threatens-
redditor-with-lawsuit/
permalink context full comments (2)

Dennis Toeppen of Suburban Express - a shitty bus company providing service to UIUC - known for
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systematically suing his customers in small claims court among other insanity is again threatening
redditors for criticizing the company.  by [deleted]in chicago

[–] Gulugawa  12 points 2 months ago

This sounds like the work of a professional troll. He is on track to become the next Anne Coulter or
Fred Phelps. Aside from suing the redditor, here is what he has done.

Attempted to get personal information about redditor from the University of Illinois.
He has sued at least 100 people for questionable reasons such as "bad conduct", accidentally
giving the wrong ticket, or posting bad reviews.
He had the court proceedings take place in a city not easily accessible to the people getting
sued.
He has repeatedly posted on Reddit using sockpuppet accounts.
He has insulted several of his customers online.
In the 1990s, he was a professional cybersquatter.

Personal website of owner: http://www.toeppen.com/
Here is more information about his previous attempt to sue the same redditor
:http://arstechnica.com/tech-policy/2013/04/express-to-internet-hate-bus-company-threatens-
redditor-with-lawsuit/
permalink context full comments (35)

Bus co. owner threatens redditor yet again, records users’ IP addresses  by KAPT_Kipper in TechNewsToday
[–] Gulugawa  2 points 2 months ago

This sounds like the work of a professional troll. He is on track to become the next Anne Coulter or
Fred Phelps. Aside from suing the redditor, here is what he has done.

Attempted to get personal information about redditor from the University of Illinois.
He has sued at least 100 people for questionable reasons such as "bad conduct", accidentally
giving the wrong ticket, or posting bad reviews.
He had the court proceedings take place in a city not easily accessible to the people getting
sued.
He has repeatedly posted on Reddit using sockpuppet accounts.
He has insulted several of his customers online.
In the 1990s, he was a professional cybersquatter.

Personal website of owner: http://www.toeppen.com/
Here is more information about his previous attempt to sue the same redditor
:http://arstechnica.com/tech-policy/2013/04/express-to-internet-hate-bus-company-threatens-
redditor-with-lawsuit/
permalink context full comments (2)

Ars Technica: Bus co. owner threatens redditor yet again, records users’ IP addresses  by AlmostGrad100 in
law

[–] Gulugawa  2 points 2 months ago

This sounds like the work of a professional troll. He is on track to become the next Anne Coulter or
Fred Phelps. Aside from suing the redditor, here is what he has done.

Attempted to get personal information about redditor from the University of Illinois.
He has sued at least 100 people for questionable reasons such as "bad conduct", accidentally
giving the wrong ticket, or posting bad reviews.
He had the court proceedings take place in a city not easily accessible to the people getting
sued.
He has repeatedly posted on Reddit using sockpuppet accounts.
He has insulted several of his customers online.
In the 1990s, he was a professional cybersquatter.
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Personal website of owner: http://www.toeppen.com/
Here is more information about his previous attempt to sue the same redditor
:http://arstechnica.com/tech-policy/2013/04/express-to-internet-hate-bus-company-threatens-
redditor-with-lawsuit/
permalink context full comments (8)

Lawsuit friendly bus company goes on yet another rampage against reddit users. Threatens to record
users IP's. I hope somebody countersues.  by definitelymyrealname in Drama

[–] Gulugawa  4 points 2 months ago

This sounds like the work of a professional troll. He is on track to become the next Anne Coulter or
Fred Phelps. Aside from suing the redditor, here is what he has done.

Attempted to get personal information about redditor from the University of Illinois.
He has sued at least 100 people for questionable reasons such as "bad conduct", accidentally
giving the wrong ticket, or posting bad reviews.
He had the court proceedings take place in a city not easily accessible to the people getting
sued.
He has repeatedly posted on Reddit using sockpuppet accounts.
He has insulted several of his customers online.
In the 1990s, he was a professional cybersquatter.

Personal website of owner: http://www.toeppen.com/
Here is more information about his previous attempt to sue the same redditor
:http://arstechnica.com/tech-policy/2013/04/express-to-internet-hate-bus-company-threatens-
redditor-with-lawsuit/
permalink context full comments (4)

Ars Technica: Bus co. owner threatens redditor yet again, records users’ IP addresses  by AlmostGrad100 in
RedditInTheNews

[–] Gulugawa  4 points 2 months ago

This sounds like the work of a professional troll. He is on track to become the next Anne Coulter or
Fred Phelps. Aside from suing the redditor, here is what he has done.

Attempted to get personal information about redditor from the University of Illinois.
He has sued at least 100 people for questionable reasons such as "bad conduct", accidentally
giving the wrong ticket, or posting bad reviews.
He had the court proceedings take place in a city not easily accessible to the people getting
sued.
He has repeatedly posted on Reddit using sockpuppet accounts.
He has insulted several of his customers online.
In the 1990s, he was a professional cybersquatter.

Personal website of owner: http://www.toeppen.com/
Here is more information about his previous attempt to sue the same redditor
:http://arstechnica.com/tech-policy/2013/04/express-to-internet-hate-bus-company-threatens-
redditor-with-lawsuit/
permalink context full comments (3)

Ars Technica: Bus co. owner threatens redditor yet again, records users’ IP addresses  by AlmostGrad100 in
WTF

[–] Gulugawa  2 points 2 months ago

This sounds like the work of a professional troll. He is on track to become the next Anne Coulter or
Fred Phelps. Aside from suing the redditor, here is what he has done.
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Attempted to get personal information about redditor from the University of Illinois.
He has sued at least 100 people for questionable reasons such as "bad conduct", accidentally
giving the wrong ticket, or posting bad reviews.
He had the court proceedings take place in a city not easily accessible to the people getting
sued.
He has repeatedly posted on Reddit using sockpuppet accounts.
He has insulted several of his customers online.
In the 1990s, he was a professional cybersquatter.

Personal website of owner: http://www.toeppen.com/
Here is more information about his previous attempt to sue the same redditor
:http://arstechnica.com/tech-policy/2013/04/express-to-internet-hate-bus-company-threatens-
redditor-with-lawsuit/
permalink context full comments (13)

Bus co. owner threatens redditor yet again, records users’ IP addresses  by AlmostGrad100 in nottheonion
[–] Gulugawa  5 points 2 months ago

This sounds like the actions of a professional troll. He is on track to become the next Anne Coulter or
Fred Phelps. Aside from suing the redditor,here is what he has done.

Attempted to get personal information about redditor from the University of Illinois.
He has sued at least 100 people for questionable reasons such as "bad conduct", accidentally
giving the wrong ticket, or posting bad reviews.
He had the court proceedings take place in a city not easily accessible to the people getting
sued.
He has repeatedly posted on Reddit using sockpuppet accounts.
He has insulted several of his customers online.
In the 1990s, he was a professional cybersquatter.

Personal website of owner: http://www.toeppen.com/
Here is more information about his previous attempt to sue the same redditor
:http://arstechnica.com/tech-policy/2013/04/express-to-internet-hate-bus-company-threatens-
redditor-with-lawsuit/
permalink context full comments (4)

Ars Technica: Bus co. owner threatens redditor yet again, records users’ IP addresses  by AlmostGrad100 in
technology

[–] Gulugawa  1 point 2 months ago

He is also trying to get personal information about the redditor from the University of Illinos.
http://www.foia.uillinois.edu/common/pages/DisplayFile.aspx?itemId=1306841
Also, the guy used to be a professional cybersquatter: http://toeppen.com/
permalink context full comments (989)

Bus company attempts to sue r/uiuc moderator again. Ken "Popehat"
White offers his assistance.  (np.reddit.com)
submitted 2 months ago by Gulugawa  to SubredditDrama
30 comments share

Ars Technica: Bus co. owner threatens redditor yet again, records users’ IP addresses  by AlmostGrad100 in
technology

[–] Gulugawa  1 point 2 months ago

Your comment reminds me of how the Westboro Baptist Church manages to provoke people into doing
stuff that they can sue with public displays of their extremist views.
permalink context full comments (989)
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Ars Technica: Bus co. owner threatens redditor yet again, records users’ IP addresses  by AlmostGrad100 in
technology

[–] Gulugawa  1 point 2 months ago

As a UIUC student who has been following this story closely, I think he is a professional troll and is not
an idiot. His actions seem like a way to get attention, mess with people and provoke people into doing
things he can legitimately sue for. Being a professional troll has worked out well for Anne Coulter and
the members of the Westboro Baptist
Too bad he seems to be forgetting that his actions will eventually cause his company to loose
customers and go bankrupt.
permalink context full comments (989)

More legal threats from Suburban Express. Letter and response inside.  by NegatedVoid in UIUC
[–] Gulugawa  6 points 2 months ago

Trolls don't play the standard rules.
permalink context full comments (119)

The past few days...  by pcdavid52a in UIUC
[–] Gulugawa  1 point 2 months ago

I walked by Boneyard around 7:30pm and the water levels were not very high.
permalink context full comments (11)

I work for SEx, you won't believe this  by uiucengineer in UIUC
[–] Gulugawa  2 points 2 months ago

This is irrelevant and not funny.
permalink context full comments (3)

The past few days...  by pcdavid52a in UIUC
[–] Gulugawa  3 points 2 months ago

Today's storm was bad was especially bad. I was not planning to walk through a flooded parking lot.
permalink context full comments (11)

More legal threats from Suburban Express. Letter and response inside.  by NegatedVoid in UIUC
[–] Gulugawa  1 point 2 months ago

At least Dennis is "nice" enough to have the suits in Champaign County.
permalink context full comments (119)

What's a joke that's so stupid it's funny?  by IAmNunuAMA in AskReddit
[–] Gulugawa  2 points 2 months ago

Two muffins in an oven.
One muffin says "wow, it's so hot in here"
The other muffin says "AAAAAH, A talking muffin!"
permalink context full comments (15225)

Any Go Players at UIUC?  by SilchasRuin in UIUC
[–] Gulugawa  2 points 2 months ago

I'm in the Courtyard Cafe right now and there are currently 6 people playing Go.
permalink context full comments (12)

Any Go Players at UIUC?  by SilchasRuin in UIUC
[–] Gulugawa  1 point 2 months ago

I'm also planning to come to the Union around 3 to see if the club meets. I have a board with me so
we can play if nobody else is there.
permalink context full comments (12)
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Suburban Express Suits Watch  by HippityLongEars in UIUC
[–] Gulugawa  7 points 2 months ago

Dennis, it seems strange that you were planning to return to campus on the 20th when classes started
a week earlier.
permalink context full comments (57)

Suburban Express Suits Watch  by HippityLongEars in UIUC
[–] Gulugawa  3 points 2 months ago

Do you have any proof that those users are really Dennis? It would not surprise me due to his repeated
attempts to troll this subreddit.
permalink context full comments (57)

u/lemonecake explains why the Catholic Church can't simply sell off all its assets
to help the poor [worldnews]  (reddit.com)
submitted 2 months ago by Gulugawa  to defaultgems
5 comments share

Suburban Express REINSTATING lawsuits!  by SweetHackinJustice in UIUC
[–] Gulugawa  5 points 2 months ago

He clearly remembers what happened last time unless we consider the remote possibility that he is
completely insane. The most likely scenario is that he is attempting to reinstate the lawsuits because
he wants the publicity like a real-life version of an Internet troll.
permalink context full comments (114)
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sorted by: 

Ars Technica: Bus company that threatened redditor with
lawsuit tries to reopen suits  by AlmostGrad100 in UIUC

[–] Gulugawa  3 points 2 months ago

I guess the Dennis, the professional troll is at it again.
He probably welcomes the controversy and to boost his
ego and has no chance of making money off these
lawsuits.
permalink context full comments (7)

Bus company that threatened redditor with lawsuit tries to
reopen suit  by no1_vern in news

[–] Gulugawa  5 points 2 months ago*

Initially, I thought the owner was simply a person with
mental issues who was trying to enforce the ridiculous
rules he had in his Terms and Conditions. At this point, I
think he is a professional troll who is trying to generate
controversy to boost his ego and find excuses to sue
people. The same strategy worked really well for the
Westboro Baptist Church.
Check out these links if you want more information
about what they have been trying to do:
The letter threatening the r/uiuc moderator with a
lawsuit.http://imgur.com/a/OYasT ol/
Correspondence between r/uiuc moderator a Suburban
Express
laywer:http://www.reddit.com/r/UIUC/comments/1d3qqc/my_correspondence_with_suburban_expresss_lawyer/

permalink context full comments (4)

Bus company that threatened redditor with lawsuit tries to reopen suits with a new attorney after his
previous attorney had the case dismissed with prejudice.  by doobyscoob in politics

[–] Gulugawa  2 points 2 months ago

Initially, I thought the owner was simply a person with mental issues who was trying to enforce the
ridiculous rules he had in his Terms and Conditions. At this point, I think he is a professional troll who
is trying to generate controversy to boost his ego and find excuses to sue people. The same strategy
worked really well for the Westboro Baptist Church.
Check out these links if you want more information about what they have been trying to do:
The letter threatening the r/uiuc moderator with a lawsuit.http://imgur.com/a/OYasT
Owner attempting to ask the University of Illinois for personal information about r/uiuc moderator
http://www.reddit.com/r/UIUC/comments/1gjjka/suburban_express_contacted_u_of_i_to_seek_school/
Correspondence between r/uiuc moderator a Suburban Express
laywer:http://www.reddit.com/r/UIUC/comments/1d3qqc/my_correspondence_with_suburban_expresss_lawyer/
Information about court
cases:http://www.reddit.com/r/UIUC/comments/1goq1a/suburban_express_reinstating_lawsuits/
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permalink context full comments (2)

Local bus company that tried to sue r/uiuc moderator decides to reinstate lawsuits against students. Ken
Popehat shows up again.  by Gulugawa in bestof

[–] Gulugawa [S] 2 points 2 months ago

This is what happened when he attempted to sue the r/uiuc moderator.
http://www.reddit.com/r/bestof/comments/1d63ut/local_bus_company_attempts_to_sue_the_mod_of_the/

permalink context full comments (12)

Local bus company that tried to sue r/uiuc moderator decides to reinstate
lawsuits against students. Ken Popehat shows up again. [UIUC]  (reddit.com)
submitted 2 months ago by Gulugawa  to bestof
12 comments share

Bus company that threatened redditor with lawsuit tries to reopen suit  by AlmostGrad100 in law
[–] Gulugawa  12 points 2 months ago*

Initially, I thought the owner was simply a person with mental issues who was trying to enforce the
ridiculous rules he had in his Terms and Conditions. At this point, I think he is a professional troll who
is trying to generate controversy to boost his ego and find excuses to sue people. The same strategy
worked really well for the Westboro Baptist Church.
Check out these links if you want more information about what they have been trying to do:
The letter threatening the r/uiuc moderator with a lawsuit.http://imgur.com/a/OYasT
Owner attempting to ask the University of Illinois for personal information about r/uiuc moderator
http://www.reddit.com/r/UIUC/comments/1gjjka/suburban_express_contacted_u_of_i_to_seek_school/
Correspondence between r/uiuc moderator a Suburban Express
laywer:http://www.reddit.com/r/UIUC/comments/1d3qqc/my_correspondence_with_suburban_expresss_lawyer/
Information about court
cases:http://www.reddit.com/r/UIUC/comments/1goq1a/suburban_express_reinstating_lawsuits/

permalink context full comments (12)

Suburban Express REINSTATING lawsuits!  by SweetHackinJustice in UIUC
[–] Gulugawa  6 points 2 months ago

Remember Brother Jed? Dennis is starting to remind me of him due to his repeated attempts to stir
controversy on campus.
permalink context full comments (114)

Suburban Express REINSTATING lawsuits!  by SweetHackinJustice in UIUC
[–] Gulugawa  12 points 2 months ago

Dennis has repeatedly attempted to fan flames on this subreddit with throwaway accounts that are
designed to impersonate and harass people, so he would qualify as a troll.
I also would not be surprised if he is a sociopath.
permalink context full comments (114)

Suburban Express REINSTATING lawsuits!  by SweetHackinJustice in UIUC
[–] Gulugawa  -13 points 2 months ago

Making fun of Dennis is not necessary.
There are plenty of legitimate reasons to dislike him, and we are playing into his hands in the likely
case that he is a professional troll.
permalink context full comments (114)
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Suburban Express REINSTATING lawsuits!  by SweetHackinJustice in UIUC
[–] Gulugawa  3 points 2 months ago

At this point, he is probably just trying to be a professional troll to gain attention. I don't see Dennis
winning any of these lawsuits, and even if he did, it probably wouldn't be a worthwhile financial gain
for them.
permalink context full comments (114)

Suburban Express REINSTATING lawsuits!  by SweetHackinJustice in UIUC
[–] Gulugawa  12 points 2 months ago

At this point, I think Dennis is a professional troll like Fred Phelps or Anne Coulter who is trying to get
attention by doing and saying things that people strongly disagree with. I thought Dennis would come
to his senses by now and at least act like he has learned his lesson instead of acting like a professional
troll. This and attempting to ask UIUC for confidential information about the r/UIUC moderator has
convinced me otherwise.
It would be best if we focused on organizing boycotts, helping out people being affected by Dennis and
see if there is a way to file harassment claims against him.
permalink context full comments (114)

Suburban Express contacted U of I to seek school records of Reddit moderator!  by Super-Spyder in UIUC
[–] Gulugawa  7 points 3 months ago

I agree. Submitting a cyber-haraassment claim against him would be a good idea.
permalink context full comments (83)

Brazilians spend as much as 26% of their income to ride the bus  by hywong in worldnews
[–] Gulugawa  1 point 3 months ago

Wow.... I live in a small city of around 100,000 people and it costs less than $100 for a annual bus
pass.
permalink context full comments (654)

Suburban Express contacted U of I to seek school records of Reddit moderator!  by Super-Spyder in UIUC
[–] Gulugawa  -1 points 3 months ago

I wonder why the link title to this page says: "An Amusing Jab at Microsoft"
http://www.suburbanexpress.com/jeremyleval/
permalink context full comments (83)

Suburban Express contacted U of I to seek school records of Reddit moderator!  by Super-Spyder in UIUC
[–] Gulugawa  8 points 3 months ago

I am wondering the same thing. I don't like Dennis, but his pathetic attempts to mess with people are
entertaining.
permalink context full comments (83)

Suburban Express contacted U of I to seek school records of Reddit moderator!  by Super-Spyder in UIUC
[–] Gulugawa  9 points 3 months ago

Please stop with the parody account. We should not sink to the level of Dennis Toppen and create
accounts to impersonate people.
permalink context full comments (83)

What is the dumbest thing you've done for love  by stickynipplemadness in AskReddit
[–] Gulugawa  202 points 3 months ago

Creating an new email account to send an anonymous love letter. The only problem was that my name
was in the "anonymous" email
permalink context full comments (4804)
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What is something you simply can't enjoy even though everyone else seems to like it?  by [deleted]in
AskReddit

[–] Gulugawa  1 point 3 months ago

Yeah, I used to have LAN parties with my friends to play DoTA and I noticed that they were generally a
lot nicer when not playing the game. People take that game too seriously.
permalink context full comments (5272)

What movie can you spoil in 6 words or less?  by mrmaddness in AskReddit
[–] Gulugawa  1 point 3 months ago

Avatar-Futuristic Pocahontas.
permalink context full comments (4250)

Reddit users in arranged/forced marriages, what has it been like?  by Nickodious in AskReddit
[–] Gulugawa  1 point 3 months ago

Im Indian and arranged marriages are not a bad thing based on my experience. My parents and most
of my relatives my relatives have been in arranged marriage. Based on my interactions with them, the
marriages have mostly been successful and divorce/ separation is very rare.
Also an arranged marriage usually does not involve two people being forced to marry. It generally
involves the parents or other adults introducing two people to each other followed by a marriage after
a short period of time if both people agree.
permalink context full comments (1443)

How hard is an intercollege transfer to ECE?  by themilkman3 in UIUC
[–] Gulugawa  1 point 3 months ago

I'm not sure how hard it is to transfer into ECE. However many people transfer out of ECE and it
doesn't seem like many people transfer into ECE.
permalink context full comments (6)

TIL that there are only 500 blockbuster video stores left in the USA  by Afforess in todayilearned
[–] Gulugawa  2 points 3 months ago

This reminded me of the South Park episode about Blockbuster. http://www.youtube.com/watch?
v=D0-VPZDEcEw
permalink context full comments (254)

Reddit, what is one thing that you know is a waste of money, but can't help but buy anyway?  by
MrJeeves101 in AskReddit

[–] Gulugawa  1 point 3 months ago

I went into a gaming store to buy Magic cards and the owner tried to convince me that they were a
waste of money.
permalink context full comments (2092)

Some dorm internet questions  by wchill in UIUC
[–] Gulugawa  2 points 3 months ago

Are you in the Innovation LLC? If so, you can probably talk to the program director and get something
set up in the basement.
If you aren't, you can also try contacting ACM@UIUC here: http://www.acm.uiuc.edu/
permalink context full comments (20)

Opting out of the meal plan?  by Uselesspokeball in UIUC
[–] Gulugawa  1 point 3 months ago

I'm living in ISR next year and I'm also interested in opting out of the meal plan.
permalink context full comments (7)
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sorted by: 

What's the funniest "adult innuendo" from a childhood
movie that you didn't catch as a kid?  by SteelyDanny in
AskReddit

[–] Gulugawa  1 point 3 months ago

http://www.youtube.com/watch?
v=wiPzgDEpNxs&feature=youtube_gdata_player
permalink context full comments (6363)

Dead simple way to get jobs & internships  by kellieacv in
education

[–] Gulugawa  1 point 3 months ago

Please stop advertising here.
permalink context full comments (2)

TIL that there is a belief that a person only needs water,
air, and light to live. It is called a breatharian.  by
missakathryn in todayilearned

[–] Gulugawa  1 point 3 months ago

http://darwinawards.com/darwin/darwin1999-58.html
permalink context full comments (251)

TIL that there is a belief that a person only needs water,
air, and light to live. It is called a breatharian.  by
missakathryn in todayilearned

[–] Gulugawa  1 point 3 months ago

This is a great way to win a Darwin Award. http://darwinawards.com/darwin/darwin1999-58.html
permalink context full comments (251)

What is a "secret" site on the internet that others might not know about?  by catfishingyou in AskReddit
[–] Gulugawa  1 point 3 months ago

Zombo.com
permalink context full comments (3623)

Reddit, who is one protagonist or main character of a story that you didn't like or root for?  by
mind_teaser in AskReddit

[–] Gulugawa  1 point 3 months ago

I agree that he was somewhat manipulative and dishonest in the first few seasons, but I had still had
respect for him because of his efforts to keep his family together.
permalink context full comments (1559)

Reddit, who is one protagonist or main character of a story that you didn't like or root for?  by
mind_teaser in AskReddit

[–] Gulugawa  38 points 3 months ago

Micheal Bluth.
He was a nice guy in the first few seasons, but he has become dishonest and manipulative in a way
that is very irritating.
permalink context full comments (1559)
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If you could un-invent anything from existence, what would it be?  by PSIStarstormOmega in AskReddit
[–] Gulugawa  1 point 3 months ago

Is mayonnaise an instrument?
permalink context full comments (8078)

Petition to lower student loan interest rates  (docs.google.com)
submitted 3 months ago by Gulugawa  to UIUC
9 comments share

"The Kinect camera is capable of scanning a room and using its facial recognition software to detect
foreign users. If Kinect detects someone it does not recognize, it then audibly asks this person to identify
themselves. Once this is done, the Kinect saves the information to the console"  by Revisor007 in Games

[–] Gulugawa  1 point 3 months ago

This is an unnecessary intrusion into privacy and does not seem to be helpful in improving the
experience of a user. Most games on the 360 do not use the Kinect and even the Kinect can quickly
register a face for the duration of the game without needing to save a name.
permalink context full comments (1729)

Suburban Express Goes Double Or Nothing On Their Aggressive Behavior
(techdirt.com)
submitted 3 months ago by Gulugawa  to business
comment share

Another horrible Suburban Express experience and contact with the lovely Mr. Dennis Toeppen  by
cmulreed in UIUC

[–] Gulugawa  2 points 3 months ago

Hello Suburban Express employee. I'm not willing to take you seriously unless you use a legitimate
account or admit that you work for them.
permalink context full comments (46)

Another horrible Suburban Express experience and contact with the lovely Mr. Dennis Toeppen  by
cmulreed in UIUC

[–] Gulugawa  2 points 3 months ago

Hello Suburban Express employee. I'm not willing to take you seriously unless you use a legitimate
account or admit that you work for them.
permalink context full comments (46)

Another horrible Suburban Express experience and contact with the lovely Mr. Dennis Toeppen  by
cmulreed in UIUC

[–] Gulugawa  2 points 3 months ago

People frequently flip out even when they are treated with respect. For example, Dennis often responds
to constructive criticism of Suburban Express by aggressively trying to take action against the person
who criticized it.
permalink context full comments (46)

Another horrible Suburban Express experience and contact with the lovely Mr. Dennis Toeppen  by
cmulreed in UIUC

[–] Gulugawa  1 point 3 months ago

His mindset probably has a strong resemblance to those of dicators. Dictators through history have
also been given multiple opportunities to respond positively to criticism, but they often squander them.
permalink context full comments (46)

Another horrible Suburban Express experience and contact with the lovely Mr. Dennis Toeppen  by
cmulreed in UIUC

[–] Gulugawa  2 points 3 months ago
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Many people started complaining about Suburban Express after many of their bad business practices
not related to enforcing rules became well-known. Attempting to file lawsuits in another county or
publicly criticizing people such as Chris are not related to enforcing their rules.
permalink context full comments (46)

Another horrible Suburban Express experience and contact with the lovely Mr. Dennis Toeppen  by
cmulreed in UIUC

[–] Gulugawa  1 point 3 months ago

I don't think he is a troll as trolls typically do stuff to get attention or create controversy. Dennis is
trying to promote Suburban Express with his actions on Wikipedia and he trying to prevent people from
saying bad things about them. His attempts to publicly shame people who are "bad" customers
probably represents an imbalanced emotional response.
Dictators throughout history have also attempted to go too far in suppressing dissent and frequently
attempt to publicly shame people. Often when they are challenged, they become more aggressive in
suppressing dissent and denouncing their enemies and normally do not attempt to reform their
behavior. For example, Assad has been responding to people challenging him over the past two years
by using the Syrian army to crack down on dissent and put people in jail. Also, he frequently
emphasizes the fact that his enemies are terrorists. He has not "learned" his lesson either.
permalink context full comments (46)

Another horrible Suburban Express experience and contact with the lovely Mr. Dennis Toeppen  by
cmulreed in UIUC

[–] Gulugawa  1 point 3 months ago*

I don't think he is a troll as trolls typically do stuff to get attention or create some sort of response.
Dennis is trying to promote Suburban Express with his actions on Wikipedia and he trying to prevent
people from saying bad things about them. His attempts to publicly shame people who are "bad"
customers probably represents an imbalanced emotional response.
Dictators throughout history have also attempted to go too far in suppressing dissent and frequently
attempt to publicly shame people. They are primarily focused on holding onto power and enriching
their lives instead of being trolls. Often when they are challenged, they become more aggressive in
suppressing dissent and denouncing their enemies and normally do not attempt to reform their
behavior. For example, Assad has been responding to people challenging him over the past two years
by using the Syrian army to crack down on dissent and put people in jail. Also, he frequently
emphasizes the fact that his enemies are terrorists. It is clear that Assad has not learned his "lesson"
either.
permalink context full comments (46)

Another horrible Suburban Express experience and contact with the lovely Mr. Dennis Toeppen  by
cmulreed in UIUC

[–] Gulugawa  1 point 3 months ago

I've noticed that Suburban Express tends to take down pages criticizing customers after they gain
attention. I'm surprised that they haven't taken the page about Chris Mulreed down in the past 3 days.
permalink context full comments (46)

Illini Express?  by pengigirl14 in UIUC
[–] Gulugawa  0 points 3 months ago

He might be Dennis. It is possible that he is posing as a student in several threads to sound legitimate.
Do you have any proof that he isn't Dennis?
permalink context full comments (27)

summer semester withdrawal  by summerbummer12 in UIUC
[–] Gulugawa  2 points 3 months ago

Missing 2-4 weeks of class is not a good idea. I suggest widthdrawing from classes. The only downside
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would be the need to find something else to do during summer S2. I cancelled my registration for
classes during the summer semester two years ago and it did not affect my ability to return in the fall.
permalink context full comments (10)

Americans of Reddit, what surprised you when you visited Europe ?  by Hika-Tamari in AskReddit
[–] Gulugawa  1 point 3 months ago

*High prices for food and drink. *Paying money to use the restroom.
permalink context full comments (13115)

Senior Engineering Project  by ted107mk in EngineeringStudents
[–] Gulugawa  1 point 3 months ago

It was right. I got a 45.5% match for computer science.
permalink context full comments (17)

Sony's stock price rises after revealing of Xbox One  (google.com)
submitted 3 months ago by Gulugawa  to Games
comment share

Welcome to Fluid Mechanics at Georgia Tech  by RJones377 in EngineeringStudents
[–] Gulugawa  1 point 3 months ago

I've heard many students emphasize the difficulty of that course. Based on what I've heard, the first-
year programming class at UIUC for electrical engineers is really difficult and always has really low
averages for the exam. In Spring 2012, I remember that the average was less than a 30%.
permalink context full comments (138)
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sorted by: 

Graduated over a year ago, looking for a way to make
some more friends around campus...  by [deleted]in UIUC

[–] Gulugawa  2 points 4 months ago

Does this group meet during the summer? I'm living in
Urbana for the summer and I also would be interested.
permalink context full comments (29)

This game sounds like rubbish
(i.imgur.com)
submitted 4 months ago by Gulugawa  to gaming
comment share

Troll road: Bus company posts “dirt” on
complaining passenger  (arstechnica.com)
submitted 4 months ago by Gulugawa  to technology
1 comment share

What do you think is the biggest mistake made by a single
human in the history of the world?  by thejokeisonus in
AskReddit

[–] Gulugawa  1 point 4 months ago

Invading Russia was not a mistake. Stalin had plans to
attack Germany, and Russia had natural resources such
as oil and grain that Germany needed.
The Russian army was in a really weak state after the
purges in the 1930s and was not prepared to fight a
major war. When they attacked Finland in 1939, it took
them 4 months to win and suffered 5x the casualties
despite having a significant numerical advantage. Also
many people living in the Soviet Union strongly disliked
Stalin and initially viewed the Germans as liberators.
Hitler could have welcomed these people as allies so that
he would have millions of Soviets willing to fight him
instead of focusing too much on the racial superiority of
Aryans.
Russia was dangerously close to losing and only survived
because of a bunch of poor strategic decisions that Hitler
made in addition to an abnormally cold winter and a
non-aggression pact with Japan. In late 1941, the
Russian army had lost millions of men and was
practically out of reserves. At the end of 1941, around
75 million people from the Soviet Union were under
German occupation in addition to a large amount of
natural resources and other Soviet assets. The
population of the Soviet Union was around 200 million,
so that meant that the Soviet Union effectively had
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around 125 million people available to fight. Germany
had a population of around 80 million people at that
time, so their manpower deficit was not too significant,
especially when you consider the fact that the Russians
lost significantly more troops than the Germans, even
during the later years of the war.
Hitler split the German army into 3 groups for
Barbarossa and wasted a large amount of time shuffling
troops between the 3 groups, which caused him to fail to
take strategic targets such as Moscow and
Lenningrad.To make things worse, he decided to declare
war on the US in December 1941, which meant that he
had to divert crucial resources away from fighting
Russia. He continued to make poor decisions throughout
the war such as refusing to allow troops in Stalingrad to
attempt a breakout after they were surrounded.
German population:http://www.feldgrau.com/stats.html
Ukrainians viewing the Germans as
liberators:http://www.yadvashem.org/yv/en/righteous/stories/historical_background/ukraine.asp
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Operation_Barbarossa
http://militaryhistory.about.com/od/navalbattles1900today/p/winterwar.htm
http://thediplomat.com/2012/08/28/the-forgotten-
soviet-japanese-war-of-1939/?all=true

permalink context full comments (1462)

What are your biggest collecting regrets?  by nindgod in gamecollecting
[–] Gulugawa  1 point 4 months ago

Selling Mario Kart: Double Dash to Gamestop for $1.
permalink context full comments (30)

Cute Baby Having Fun  (youtube.com)
submitted 4 months ago by Gulugawa  to videos
comment share

I know, I know...we're sick of SEX, but this one can't go unnoticed...  by notmyregular8account in UIUC
[–] Gulugawa  6 points 4 months ago

I also think there is a good chance that SubEx will not be relevant at all in 4-5 years too because the
market can change rapidly. Two years ago, it seemed like LEX was doing well and I did not know about
Peroia Charter despite the fact that I was a student here. Now LEX is gone and a large portion of the
student body uses Peoria Charter. UIUC students have lost a great deal of respect for SubEx over the
past year for their actions and it will be reflected in the bus company they decide to use.
I also felt that the incident about Jeremy Leval wasn't a big deal until SubEx made a huge deal about
the incident and ended up suing Leval and a bunch of other people in a place 30 minutes away that
was difficult for students to access.
Also, for everyone who is downvoting this, talltroll3
permalink context full comments (40)

I know, I know...we're sick of SEX, but this one can't go unnoticed...  by notmyregular8account in UIUC
[–] Gulugawa  6 points 4 months ago

When I clicked on the link, it said that the page did not "exist". I can't tell if the OP made up the text
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posted here or whether Suburban Express deleted the page.
permalink context full comments (40)

Student stands up to teacher @ Duncanville, TX High School  (youtube.com)
submitted 4 months ago by Gulugawa  to education
comment share

Whats the worst example of parenting you have ever witnessed?  by Discreet_Shart in AskReddit
[–] Gulugawa  3 points 4 months ago

I saw a four year old kid playing in a Lego store and he didn't want to leave. His dad convinced him to
leave by allowing him to take one of the store's pieces with him.
permalink context full comments (2307)

More fun that a pillow fight!  by jackanderson247 in nostalgia
[–] Gulugawa  1 point 4 months ago

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=JqRfI5jqz1U
permalink context full comments (20)

He is everywhere  (imgur.com)
submitted 4 months ago by Gulugawa  to AdviceAtheists
2 comments share

Hot Dog Stand will be accepting monopoly money as currency.  by jonpedigo in UIUC
[–] Gulugawa  21 points 4 months ago*

Edit: The owner just posted on the Facebook group saying this promotion is legitimate.
I'm not sure if OP is actually of the owner of Hot Dog Stand. The OP has not posted outside of this
thread and this promotion was not mentioned on the Facebook group.
https://www.facebook.com/MansBestFriendHotDogs
permalink context full comments (23)

Can you multitask (aka use media) while learning? Research says no, not well.  by curiosityshop in UIUC
[–] Gulugawa  0 points 4 months ago

Agreed, I cannot multitask effectively and I doubt many others can as well. I've seen many students
and my attempt to use laptops during lecture, which ends up with them browsing the Internet and
students without laptops getting distracted by them as well. Professors should not allow laptop use
during lecture or make people with laptops sit in the back.
If you are in CS 421, there is an interesting discussion about this topic on Piazza.
permalink context full comments (9)

My correspondence with Suburban Express's Lawyer  by NegatedVoid in UIUC
[–] Gulugawa  3 points 4 months ago

I'm currently taking a security lab class taught by Bambenek. He knows what he is talking about.
permalink context full comments (390)

Tips on becoming a better programmer.  by PlasmaPatches in java
[–] Gulugawa  2 points 4 months ago

I also recommend learning functional programming and Scala is a great way to learn it if you are
experienced with Java. Scala runs on the JVM and supports an imperative style of programming like
Java does.
permalink context full comments (43)

Tips on becoming a better programmer.  by PlasmaPatches in java
[–] Gulugawa  4 points 4 months ago
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Learn how to write unit tests to test your code. Unit tests will allow you to catch bugs more easily and
automate large portions of your testing.
There is a great unit testing framework called JUnit for Java and it integrates well with Eclipse and
IntelliJ. http://junit.org/
permalink context full comments (43)

The "high ground" and Suburban Express  by HippityLongEars in UIUC
[–] Gulugawa  5 points 4 months ago

http://www.toeppen.com/
permalink context full comments (196)

BOYCOTT! Suburban Express files 96 lawsuits  by Cookie_Monster_Man in UIUC
[–] Gulugawa  7 points 4 months ago

http://www.toeppen.com/
permalink context full comments (211)

Personal website of Dennis Toppen(Owner of Suburban Express)  (toeppen.com)
submitted 4 months ago by Gulugawa  to UIUC
2 comments share

What are some of your 'so bad they're good' jokes?  by redgit222 in AskReddit
[–] Gulugawa  1 point 4 months ago

This isn't my joke:
Two muffins in an oven. One muffin says "wow, it's so hot in here" The other muffin says "AAAAAH, A
talking muffin!"
http://urbandictionary.com/#define?term=Two%20Muffins%20In%20An%20Oven
permalink context full comments (774)

DI article on the Suburban Express incident. Non-slanderous and to the point with lots of facts  by
cooluke in UIUC

[–] Gulugawa  5 points 5 months ago

Does anyone have a link to the Facebook post mentioned in the article?
permalink context full comments (101)

What is your biggest "God, I fucking hate Reddit sometimes" moment?  by passthecheezits in AskReddit
[–] Gulugawa  1 point 5 months ago

Every time I see an article by wang-banger on r/politics.
permalink context full comments (16933)

Craig Zilles: Zilles receives Student Senate Teaching Excellence Award |
Engineering at Illinois  (newsle.com)
submitted 5 months ago by Gulugawa  to UIUC
5 comments share

This is why we should be able to play on Isotropic.  (imgur.com)
submitted 5 months ago by Gulugawa  to dominion
2 comments share
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sorted by: 

What's a TL;DR that could apply to two completely
unrelated films?  by sheepsleepdeep in AskReddit

[–] Gulugawa  0 points 5 months ago

Colonist falls in love with native female then colonists go
to war with natives(Avatar/Pocahontas)
permalink context full comments (7821)

Why does summer make my tap water smell bad?  by
funkalunatic in nova

[–] Gulugawa  1 point 5 months ago

That doesn't sound normal. I didn't notice any strange
smells in the tap water during previous summers.
permalink context full comments (9)

To be an adult female and proud of this, I feel both
ashamed and awkward.  by JordanMINT in pokemon

[–] Gulugawa  2 points 5 months ago

I wonder if nobody wants to comment because this post
has 151 comments.
permalink context full comments (164)

Why do schools teach us to memorize facts that we can
simply look up, rather than promoting creativity, and
problem solving skills that will provide the answers to questions we haven't even asked yet?  by
gunnerhoffman in education

[–] Gulugawa  2 points 5 months ago

As someone who is working towards getting a college degree, I wonder about the same thing. I often
feel like I'm studying information of questionable value so I can do well on exams. This is annoying
because there are more interesting and practical things I can do with my time such as writing my own
computer game or gaining leadership experience as a part of a club I am interested in trying to keep
alive.
permalink context full comments (126)

My dad is 71. This is his WOW setup.  by wel10 in gaming
[–] Gulugawa  1 point 5 months ago

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ust_Er_oX5A
permalink context full comments (1561)

What's the most ridiculous lie you have believed?  by trollarbear in AskReddit
[–] Gulugawa  17 points 5 months ago

That was my first thought when I read that comment.
permalink context full comments (570)

Why does DC hate the weekday working man?  by GdubSpanish in washingtondc
[–] Gulugawa  1 point 5 months ago

As someone who has lived in the DC area for 18 years, I thought this forecast was a joke. 90 degrees
seems excessively warm for early April.
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permalink context full comments (32)

Employers of Reddit, what is one thing that if you saw on a resume or during an interview would you
instantly decline the person?  by Pirn in AskReddit

[–] Gulugawa  1 point 5 months ago

It isn't.
However, I'm from India and I frequently have people ask if I speak Indian, so I could see people claim
they can speak the nonexistent language. If he was not lying, he would know that Indian wasn't a
language.
permalink context full comments (507)

SEx Responds  by ieatpushy in UIUC
[–] Gulugawa  1 point 5 months ago

They just took the page offline. I am not surprised.
permalink context full comments (132)

All of Ash's Pokemon.  by TsukikoSuzuki in pokemon
[–] Gulugawa  21 points 5 months ago

Why I am I not surprised that Charizard is sleeping?
permalink context full comments (218)

Germany and Japan have signed a defensive pact! [xpost r/worldnews]  by amp13 in CivPolitics
[–] Gulugawa  6 points 5 months ago

I doubt it. The defensive pact will be cancelled if one of them declares war.
permalink context full comments (9)

A series of lectures at Twitter to prepare experienced engineers to be productive Scala programmers  by
huitseeker in scala

[–] Gulugawa  11 points 5 months ago

I used to be big fan of Java until I learned about Scala. Now I find Java to be annoying to use due to
the high amounts of bolierplate code necessary.
This seems to be a useful resource.
permalink context full comments (7)

Last time I checked, this was America  by mushu_lasagna in firstworldanarchists
[–] Gulugawa  1 point 5 months ago

I was wondering what was so strange about using chopsticks. Then I realized that you were not eating
Asian food.
permalink context full comments (73)

Children in Barcelona pretending to be a firing squad at the dawn of the Spanish Civil War (1936)
[2500x1665]  by alienathe in HistoryPorn

[–] Gulugawa  8 points 5 months ago

Yeah, this picture is disturbing, especially since it looks somewhat realistic.
permalink context full comments (70)

Guess I'm not getting much Redditing done today..  by boooey in aww
[–] Gulugawa  1 point 5 months ago

The OP probably used a phone.
permalink context full comments (413)

Kim Jong Un's "threats" remind me of this episode.  (youtube.com)
submitted 5 months ago by Gulugawa  to southpark
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comment share

If Cartman was the leader of North Korea  by Gulugawa in southpark
[–] Gulugawa [S] 3 points 5 months ago

I agree. South Park generally does a great job of making funny episodes that are relevant to current
events. Cartman would be a great choice to portray Kim Jong Un.
The episode would probably end like this. http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=8jpNcAQKQO8
permalink context full comments (24)

If Cartman was the leader of North Korea  (i.imgur.com)
submitted 5 months ago by Gulugawa  to southpark
24 comments share

PSA - Let's boycott Suburban Express, they're douche bag whores.  by reverie6 in UIUC
[–] Gulugawa  3 points 5 months ago

I used Peoria Charter to go home for Spring Break and Suburban Express was attempting to hand out
coupons. I don't remember people caring too much about them.
permalink context full comments (166)

PSA - Let's boycott Suburban Express, they're douche bag whores.  by reverie6 in UIUC
[–] Gulugawa  9 points 5 months ago

His friend made a mistake, but having to pay $150 and be banned is ridiculous. The most they
should've done is charge a small convenience fee. Peoria Charter allows students to board with just
photo ID.
permalink context full comments (166)

PSA - Let's boycott Suburban Express, they're douche bag whores.  by reverie6 in UIUC
[–] Gulugawa  11 points 5 months ago

If Suburban Express has a tendency to sue people, this makes me dislike them even more and makes
me more inclined to post negative things about them.
permalink context full comments (166)

Subscription-based Xbox 720 priced at $300, with $500 standard model?  by godiebiel in Games
[–] Gulugawa  1 point 5 months ago

I doubt that Microsoft is trying to generate hype for the new Xbox.
This is making me more likely to buy a PS4 if they avoid the negative features of the Xbox such as a
high price and a required Internet connection.
permalink context full comments (1407)

Reddit, what's the decision that changed your life?  by TheCrazedBrick in AskReddit
[–] Gulugawa  1 point 5 months ago

January 2012
Several months ago, my friend told me about a board game club that had weekly meetings, but I was
too focused on classes to consider going.
In January, it was the beginning of a new semester of college, so I decided to try going to the club's
meetings. As a result, going to meetings and playing board games became a major part of my weekly
routine.
My experiences at the club motivated me to find a hobby that involved designing computer games
based on mechanics I learned from board games. I also had problems talking to females before
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that(I'm a guy), which going to meetings helped me fix.
permalink context full comments (4290)

Student from Germany wants to study Computer Science in Illinois.  by jh_hh in UIUC
[–] Gulugawa  3 points 5 months ago

Getting a scholarship will be really difficult as an international student. On-campus jobs are easy to
find, but they generally do not pay well. However you will be able to make a decent amount of money
with a summer internship if your programming skills are decent.
permalink context full comments (5)

What was your biggest "holy shit why haven't I done this sooner" moment?  by dvdgl in AskReddit
[–] Gulugawa  3 points 5 months ago

Asking someone out.
permalink context full comments (22161)
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sorted by: 

What do you encounter every single day that pisses you
off?  by EmotionalMillionaire in AskReddit

[–] Gulugawa  1 point 5 months ago

This may explain why traffic is so bad in the area.
permalink context full comments (15123)

Wanted: Plagiarism Facilitator (that is what's going on in
this Craigslist ad, yeah?)  by flowersk in UIUC

[–] Gulugawa  7 points 5 months ago

There is a strong chance that this is an attempt at
plagiarism.

The email address does not seem legitimate.
The poster wants citations in an academic
citation style such as APA or MLA.
The poster wants someone with a strong
academic background.
The poster wants someone to use academic
research libraries and academic databases.
The poster wants people to send an academic
writing sample.

permalink context full comments (8)

CS Schedule help?  by sonicace in UIUC
[–] Gulugawa  2 points 5 months ago

I took CS 461 last semester. The workload was really light and the course required almost no
programming. A first semester freshman without programming experience can do well in the course.
permalink context full comments (9)

What if China attempts to capture Taiwan?  by Oriental_Rug in FutureWhatIf
[–] Gulugawa  1 point 5 months ago

If the US got involved, then the war would end up in a stalemate and China would eventually sue for
peace. The US can easily take control of the Taiwan Straits with its navy and China would not be able
to do anything. However, there would be a severe economic crisis because the US and China would
probably cut off trade relations.
There is also a strong chance that the US would not get involved. If that happened, then Chinese
victory would be a forgone conclusion if they were willing to put in the effort.
permalink context full comments (4)

If China invaded Eastern Russia. Possibly excluding nuclear weapons  by JtiksPies in FutureWhatIf
[–] Gulugawa  4 points 5 months ago

I mostly agree with what you said, but I don't see Russia being able to mobilize 20 million people.
China will have numerical superiority, but will lose because of technological superiority and the fact
that they will have to maintain long supply lines through the sparsely populated East Russian tundra to
get to anything useful.
permalink context full comments (8)
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Professors of Reddit - What is the most successful student you have ever had and how was he/she in
classes?  by robinenrique in AskReddit

[–] Gulugawa  2 points 5 months ago

I saw one of my professors on Facebook talking with colleagues, so I could see him on Reddit.
permalink context full comments (582)

Professors of Reddit - What is the most successful student you have ever had and how was he/she in
classes?  by robinenrique in AskReddit

[–] Gulugawa  53 points 5 months ago*

One of my professors held an exam review session today. During the review session, the TA had a tab
open to Reddit, so it wouldn't be too much of a stretch to see a professor on Reddit.
I think there would be a decent number of responses.
permalink context full comments (582)

Incoming freshman looking for housing. What are the best options?  by [deleted]in UIUC
[–] Gulugawa  1 point 5 months ago

The rooms are good, but the food is not very good. They have good variety, but do a poor job of
cooking.
permalink context full comments (33)

Those of you that have gone to college, whats the craziest or strangest thing that happend while you were
living in the dorms? [NSFW]  by toille10 in AskReddit

[–] Gulugawa  1 point 5 months ago

Last year, we had a guy throw a mattress out the window after an argument about League of Legends.
permalink context full comments (499)

Why is Disney advertising in the dining halls?  (i.imgur.com)
submitted 5 months ago by Gulugawa  to UIUC
14 comments share

Dooh - Peoria Charter Bus Ran Off Road at Market Street  by [deleted]in UIUC
[–] Gulugawa  3 points 5 months ago

Proof?
I was on a Peoria Charter bus that got stuck on Wright Street for 10 minutes because the road was too
slippery, so this doesn't surprise me too much.
permalink context full comments (2)

chance of a snow day tomorrow?  by rachelswanson119 in UIUC
[–] Gulugawa  1 point 5 months ago

The university does not seem prepared for this storm, so it may take them a while to start cleaning the
snow. They have not mentioned anything about snow in the past few days. The lack of preparation will
also make it harder to deal with the snow if it means they didn't take steps such as putting salt on the
roads.
permalink context full comments (144)

chance of a snow day tomorrow?  by rachelswanson119 in UIUC
[–] Gulugawa  1 point 5 months ago

I also find that strange. Yesterday, I got an email from University Housing about the end of Spring
Break, but there was no mention of snow.
permalink context full comments (144)

chance of a snow day tomorrow?  by rachelswanson119 in UIUC
[–] Gulugawa  3 points 5 months ago*
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The severity of that storm from 2 years ago justified a snow day despite the low snow amounts due to
all the ice and sleet. I walked to the Union on the day after the storm for the career fair without
realizing that most companies were not able to come, and many of the sidewalks were covered in ice.
We got around 6 inches in December 2010, but noting was closed on the following day. As a result, I
don't see this storm leading to a snow day unless people have trouble coming to campus.
permalink context full comments (144)

chance of a snow day tomorrow?  by rachelswanson119 in UIUC
[–] Gulugawa  4 points 5 months ago

Icing of the sidewalks seems like a distinct possibility since much of the snow will melt on the sidewalks
today and freeze during the night.
permalink context full comments (144)

chance of a snow day tomorrow?  by rachelswanson119 in UIUC
[–] Gulugawa  42 points 5 months ago

Normally, I would not be expecting a snow day for 5-10 inches of snow, but I can see classes being
cancelled because of students having trouble getting back to campus.
permalink context full comments (144)

selling late sunday night bus ticket from woodfield mall to uiuc 9pm to 12:30  by kungpaokickenchicken in
UIUC

[–] Gulugawa  1 point 5 months ago

My thoughts after reading this. http://instanttrap.com/
Paying for a bus that has to drive in snow during the night doesn't seem like a good idea.
permalink context full comments (3)

What is the worst-case scenario if "The Big One" happened on the San Andreas fault tomorrow?  by
griffers in FutureWhatIf

[–] Gulugawa  1 point 5 months ago

Silicon Valley is an important part of our high-tech infrastructure, which is a major problem since it is
located near the San Andreas fault. Companies such as Apple probably have contingency plans to deal
with an earthquake, but the damage caused could cause significant delays in the development of
products such as a new iPhone model. Also, a large number of venture capital firms are located in the
area, so the disruptions caused by an earthquake could lead to tech startups having issues raising
money.
permalink context full comments (21)

Snow on Sunday???  by Gulugawa in UIUC
[–] Gulugawa [S] 3 points 5 months ago

4+ inches of snow is a big deal if it means that students have issues getting back to campus on
Sunday.
permalink context full comments (10)

Snow on Sunday???  by Gulugawa in UIUC
[–] Gulugawa [S] 4 points 5 months ago*

Normally, I wouldn't see this as a big deal, but the fact that it is supposed to snow on the day people
are coming back for "Spring" break will probably be a major issue.
Edit: Winter Storm Watch posted for Champaign. http://forecast.weather.gov/showsigwx.php?
warnzone=ILZ045&warncounty=ILC019&firewxzone=ILZ045&local_place1=&product1=Winter+Storm+Watch
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Snow on Sunday???  (forecast.weather.gov)
submitted 6 months ago by Gulugawa  to UIUC
10 comments share

Reddit, which job occupation do you believe deserves to get paid LESS?  by PirateDeclan in AskReddit
[–] Gulugawa  1 point 6 months ago

I agree that spending money on athletic programs is not a bad long as it produces results. However,
higher salaries for coaches do not always translate into better performance. Illinois is currently paying
$1.8 million per year to their football coach despite the fact that he had a 2-10 record last year.
http://www.fightingillini.com/sports/m-footbl/stats/2012-2013/teamstat.html
If the administration wants to attract students, then they should spend money on things that produce
results such as improving teaching quality or improving the food in the dining halls.
permalink context full comments (6865)

Reddit, which job occupation do you believe deserves to get paid LESS?  by PirateDeclan in AskReddit
[–] Gulugawa  1 point 6 months ago

Not really
The athletic department at Illinois is loosing money, and they are planning to charge students a yearly
fee to pay for the renovation of their basketball stadium.
permalink context full comments (6865)

Reddit, which job occupation do you believe deserves to get paid LESS?  by PirateDeclan in AskReddit
[–] Gulugawa  1 point 6 months ago

Word...
Illinois recently hired a new football coach after Ron Zook was fired due to a 6-6 season, and they are
paying him $2.5 million. The new football coach was paid over $1 million despite only winning 2 games
last year.
http://www.fightingillini.com/sports/m-footbl/stats/2012-2013/teamstat.html
permalink context full comments (6865)

Snowplow attempting to clear floodwater  by Gulugawa in pics
[–] Gulugawa [S] 1 point 6 months ago

Picture is from here: http://www.weather.com/news/weather-winter/march-snow-ahead-midwest-
northeast-west-20130313?pageno=2
permalink context full comments (5)
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Snowplow attempting to clear
floodwater  (imgur.com)
submitted 6 months ago by Gulugawa  to pics
5 comments share

SimCity modder removes always online forced disconnects,
possible to play game offline forever.  by xapped in Games

[–] Gulugawa  1 point 6 months ago

In addition to being a complete PR failure, this game is
an example of picking the wrong tool for a job. As a
software developer, this thread makes me wonder why
large portions of the game code was written in
Javascript. Picking a scripting language that has a large
performance overhead for an "agent-based simulation"
game is a bad idea. They should have gone with a faster
language such as C++ so that they could have increased
the number of agents in the game.
permalink context full comments (1370)

'Starcraft 2: Heart Of the Swarm'
Release: PETA Invades Launch
Party [Article]  (policymic.com)
submitted 6 months ago by Gulugawa  to starcraft
comment share

Golden Retriever walking puppies  (i.imgur.com)
submitted 6 months ago by Gulugawa  to aww
1 comment share

Random sign pointing towards Krannert  (i.imgur.com)
submitted 6 months ago by Gulugawa  to UIUC
4 comments share

You're given $10,000,000 on the condition that you can ONLY use it for evil, how do you spend it)  by
Shapedhifter4tw in AskReddit

[–] Gulugawa  1 point 6 months ago

People have different definitions of evil, so I would do something I felt  was good that other people
would think was evil. I would pay someone to assassinate Kim Jong un. I would then be evil in the eyes
of many North Koreans.
My other choice would be to donate the money to the Dirty Bubble and Man Ray.
permalink context full comments (2495)

Pretty much is whole area in a nutshell today.  by TheOneTrueCripple in nova
[–] Gulugawa  2 points 6 months ago

At least there was some snow. I remember having several snow days for "wintry mixes" which ended
up being rain and then having a day off from school for an inch of snow that fell the night before. My
favorite moment was reading a Washington Post article in 2004 talking about how "bad" conditions

new
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were after <1" of snow fell.
Also, I don't think all the closings were due to people overreacting. For example, several of my
teachers in school cited being cautious due to the threat of lawsuits and other issues. Once, a teacher
slipped and had to go to the hospital because FCPS did not do anything about the black ice that had
formed the night before.
permalink context full comments (13)

Have these "snow models" EVER WORKED FOR NOVA??!?!?  by Gimli_The_Dwarf in nova
[–] Gulugawa  3 points 6 months ago

I also noticed a lack of accuracy in the "snow models" and the fact that they consistently seem to
overestimate the amount of frozen precipitation. They have generally been accurate for major storms
such as Snowmageedon, but they frequently seem to fail with smaller storms or when temperatures
are close to freezing.
I've been in Illinois for the past two years and the "snow models" here are significantly more accurate.
However, the precipitation here usually falls as all rain or all snow, so the models don't often have to
deal with borderline freezing temperatures.
permalink context full comments (19)

Anyone go to or graduate from Thomas Jefferson High School for Science and Technology?  by blueboybob in
nova

[–] Gulugawa  6 points 6 months ago

I agree, TJ was a high stress place when I attended due to the fact that some students and held
themselves and others to narrow-minded high standards, especially when with beliefs such as the fact
that a B+ was considered failing. For example, many people believed that taking AP Physics as a junior
without previous physics experience was a god idea.
During the end of my senior year, I was talking about where I was going to college and my friend
asked in a condescending manner: "Why would you want to go there?" when I was going a top-ranked
engineering college.
I hope the administration is taking steps to change things.
permalink context full comments (53)

Anyone go to or graduate from Thomas Jefferson High School for Science and Technology?  by blueboybob in
nova

[–] Gulugawa  2 points 6 months ago

The horror anecdotes are probably from juniors without previous physics experience. I took AP Physics
with Dr. Dell 3 years ago and many of the juniors in the class frequently talked about the difficulty of
the course. Also, Dr. Dell gave boring lectures and his extra credit consisted of giving physics problems
during lunch. However, his grading was not too hard and he made interesting jokes.
permalink context full comments (53)

Anyone go to or graduate from Thomas Jefferson High School for Science and Technology?  by blueboybob in
nova

[–] Gulugawa  2 points 6 months ago

Not exactly. Kids should be interested in a STEM field, be willing and able to handle the increased
workload, and enjoy interacting with smart/nerdy people on a regular basis.
permalink context full comments (53)

Anyone go to or graduate from Thomas Jefferson High School for Science and Technology?  by blueboybob in
nova

[–] Gulugawa  2 points 6 months ago

What is going on?
When I took Algebra 2 6 years ago, the average grade was somewhere around a B+/A-. Math teachers
at TJ recognized the intelligence of TJ students and realized that most of them deserved at least a B. I
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find it surprising that that the average skills of TJ students have declined so rapidly/the teachers
suddenly got more strict with grading.
permalink context full comments (53)

Anyone go to or graduate from Thomas Jefferson High School for Science and Technology?  by blueboybob in
nova

[–] Gulugawa  2 points 6 months ago

Wow, this is sad. People who lack basic math skills should not be applying to TJ, especially with the
difficulty of the math and physics classes here.
On the other hand, when I attended TJ from 2006-2010, there was also an issue with the
administration attempting to have really high standards. For example, they encouraged many juniors
to take AP Physics C without any previous physics experience. Many students succeeded to their
intelligence and work ethic, but most of them would've been better off taking AP Physics after having a
background in physics due to the way people learn. Also, all juniors were encouraged to take AP US
History to the point where the administration had trouble finding enough students to take the regular
version of the course.
permalink context full comments (53)

Anyone go to or graduate from Thomas Jefferson High School for Science and Technology?  by blueboybob in
nova

[–] Gulugawa  1 point 6 months ago

I went to TJ from 2006 to 2010 and it was a great experience with the a few exceptions. Most of the
people there are great, and being able to get involved in hands-on projects with the tech labs was fun.
Going to TJ will help you significantly in college admissions as long as you aren't applying to popular
East Coast schools and or several other elite schools. I got rejected from UVA, but I ended up with a
generous merit scholarship to a top-ranked engineering school despite the fact that I was a below
average student at TJ with respect to GPA and SAT score.
The STEM classes at TJ are excellent preparation for college. I'm majoring in computer science right
now, and the programming courses I took at TJ made things significantly easier for me. Also, many
college courses are significantly easier than their TJ equivalent. My Chemistry class was supposed to be
on the level of AP Chemistry, but almost all of the material was stuff I learned in my non-AP Chemistry
class.
permalink context full comments (53)

South Korea threatens North Korean leadership  by vwboyaf1 in worldnews
[–] Gulugawa  2 points 6 months ago

Or cow and chicken
permalink context full comments (132)

Simple America themed flight simulator in WebGl  by Gulugawa in MURICA
[–] Gulugawa [S] 1 point 6 months ago

I did not make this. Someone in my computer graphics class made this for an assignment.
permalink context full comments (1)

Simple America themed flight simulator in WebGl  (pg9k.com)
submitted 6 months ago by Gulugawa  to MURICA
1 comment share

Interesting flight simulator from CS 418  (pg9k.com)
submitted 6 months ago by Gulugawa  to UIUC
17 comments share

Gamers, what is the most underrated game you have ever played?  by chazspaz in AskReddit
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[–] Gulugawa  1 point 6 months ago

Rise of Nations.
It doesn't get as much attention as Starcraft or Age of Empires, but it is just as good.
permalink context full comments (3195)

Reddit, what is the most extreme/ridiculous example of strict parenting that you've ever seen?  by
redstuff11 in AskReddit

[–] Gulugawa  1 point 6 months ago

I knew a parent that had an obsession with having his son build character. This included stuff such as:
-Not letting his son turn up the heat because being cold built character. -Forcing his son to go on
annual camping trips and insisting that things such as mosquito bites built character.
permalink context full comments (7472)

Reddit, what is the most extreme/ridiculous example of strict parenting that you've ever seen?  by
redstuff11 in AskReddit

[–] Gulugawa  1 point 6 months ago*

I saw a woman yell at her newborn son for putting his finger in his mouth.
permalink context full comments (7472)

First year CS student, failing Discrete Math. Advice needed.  by GoFlyers in compsci
[–] Gulugawa  1 point 6 months ago

I took this course two years ago and I found the lecture notes posted there to be a huge asset. I never
went to class and I still managed to get an A-.
permalink context full comments (100)

Gov. Bob McDonnell (R) announced that installation of a $34 million “active traffic management” system
would begin this spring on 34 miles of I-66 that stretch from Gainesville to D.C.  by End3rWi99in in nova

[–] Gulugawa  1 point 6 months ago

$200 billion seems like a really high number. Do you mean $200 million?
I agree that spending too much adding highway lanes is not a very cost effective way of lessening
traffic, but the Beltway could use more lanes assuming that it is not too expensive.
permalink context full comments (34)

You are allowed one sentence to try and anger as many redditors as possible. What will you say?  by
war_story_guy in AskReddit

[–] Gulugawa  1 point 6 months ago

We need to elect more Republicans and make the US a Christian theocracy.
permalink context full comments (891)

Over the years at Yahoo!, incompetent people hired more incompetent people who went on to hire even
more incompetent people. At Yahoo!, working at home became expected, not a convenient consequence
of competence. Mayer is simply making another move, in a long series of moves, to clean up the mess.  by
stylemaven1 in technology

[–] Gulugawa  2 points 6 months ago

Yahoo is still the 4th most visited site in the US. http://www.alexa.com/siteinfo/yahoo.com
permalink context full comments (94)
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sorted by: 

Over the years at Yahoo!, incompetent people hired more
incompetent people who went on to hire even more
incompetent people. At Yahoo!, working at home became
expected, not a convenient consequence of competence.
Mayer is simply making another move, in a long series of
moves, to clean up the mess.  by stylemaven1 in technology

[–] Gulugawa  4 points 6 months ago

Many companies have major issues with work-life
balance due to the fact that they pressure employees to
work from home. Also, based on my experience,
collaboration is significantly harder when you cannot
meet in person.
Mayer's actions are probably a step in the right direction
as long as they help people relocate and are more
understanding of people who have legitimate reasons to
not come to work.
permalink context full comments (94)

The problem with only having 1 buy
(quickmeme.com)
submitted 6 months ago by Gulugawa  to dominion
comment share

Damn you science!  by [deleted]in atheism
[–] Gulugawa  2 points 6 months ago

My thoughts after reading the post title.
http://24.media.tumblr.com/tumblr_m424axMkFD1qdtkkao1_500.png
permalink context full comments (955)

Top-of-the-class redditors, what are your study habits/tips?  by the_gr8pretender in AskReddit
[–] Gulugawa  1 point 6 months ago

Most of my college friends are engineering majors and only a few of them pulled off all-nighters.
permalink context full comments (1042)

Top-of-the-class redditors, what are your study habits/tips?  by the_gr8pretender in AskReddit
[–] Gulugawa  1 point 6 months ago

False, I'm currently in college and I know plenty of engineering majors who can have all three.
Please stop spreading this myth.
permalink context full comments (1042)

Walking into my CS 418 Midterm today. The professor had similar thoughts.
(quickmeme.com)
submitted 6 months ago by Gulugawa  to UIUC
4 comments share

What stereotypes have you found to be true, more often than not?  by Giinto in AskReddit
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[–] Gulugawa  1 point 6 months ago

As a student a university with a large number of Koreans, I can confirm that most of them only talk to
other Koreans. However, I feel like they do that because they are not used to American culture and
feel comfortable talking to other Koreans. If I went to a university in Korea, I probably would spend
most of my time interacting with other Americans.
permalink context full comments (13409)

Is anyone in CS 418 and interested in meeting up to study for the exam tonight?  by yamas in UIUC
[–] Gulugawa  2 points 7 months ago

http://cdn.memegenerator.net/instances/400x/31056298.jpg
permalink context full comments (5)

What is the story behind your username? (Reddit preferred, any accepted)  by EvilBrit in AskReddit
[–] Gulugawa  1 point 7 months ago

I was playing with my baby cousin and I thought it would be a fun idea to invent a new word and have
him and other people say it. As a result, I started saying "Gulugawa" to him on a regular basis.
permalink context full comments (585)

South Korea says it will launch a pre-emptive strike against Pyongyang if they moves to test a nuclear
weapon  by DougBolivar in worldnews

[–] Gulugawa  12 points 7 months ago

The US was able to quickly overthrow the Iraqi and Afghan governments with minimal casualties. They
could do the same in Syria if they committed troops or part of their Air Force. Restoring stability would
be the main problem.
permalink context full comments (242)

What's the most irrational fear you've had at some point?  by forthewin321 in AskReddit
[–] Gulugawa  6 points 7 months ago

When I was 4, I used to be afraid that a fox would attack me every time I saw my Dad watch Fox
News.
permalink context full comments (6071)

Potential Referendum Question.....another mandatory student fee  by Gold4Senate in UIUC
[–] Gulugawa  5 points 7 months ago

When is voting going on? I did not hear about this until I saw this thread and I can't find information
about this online.
permalink context full comments (87)

Potential Referendum Question.....another mandatory student fee  by Gold4Senate in UIUC
[–] Gulugawa  1 point 7 months ago

Many people here do not have a lot of money and many of them are on student loans. As a result, they
should not be forced to pay additional fees, especially if there are having difficulty paying for tuition. If
they want to implement a mandatory fee, it should only be for people who have extra money to spend.
If the Student Government needs money, I will gladly donate at least $10 if they give me an easy way
to do so such as allowing me to charge the donation to my student account.
permalink context full comments (87)

A genie appears and grants you a wish, on the condition it is something bad/negative. What do you wish
for?  by Korobeiniki in AskReddit

[–] Gulugawa  2 points 7 months ago

His name is Robert Paulson
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Facebook Losing Users: Is This the End Of the Social Network?  (policymic.com)
submitted 7 months ago by Gulugawa  to technology
comment share

ECEHacker's 4chan /g/ logs  by MajorJohnCrichton in UIUC
[–] Gulugawa  7 points 7 months ago

Most of what you said sounds accurate, but he probably had at least a few friends despite his social
awkwardness. One of my friends in ECE has a favorable opinion of him and said that he was friends
with ECEHacker.
permalink context full comments (51)

North Korea says it would carry out further rocket launches and a nuclear test that would target the
United States  by [deleted]in worldnews

[–] Gulugawa  1 point 7 months ago

Threats like this are making me increasingly convinced that maintaining the status quo with North
Korea is a bad idea. Our best option involves finding some way to work with China and South Korea to
prepare for a North Korean collapse and cut off their supplies.
The cost of dealing with North Korea is going to keep on rising as they develop more advanced
weapons. Also, their government is unlikely to collapse in the near if we continue our current policy of
dealing with them.
permalink context full comments (4915)

My attempt to find the vertex in a graph that was the closest to all the other nodes.  by [deleted]in badcode
[–] Gulugawa  1 point 7 months ago

This code was a quick hack I made that I assumed to not have bugs. It took me 5 months to catch the
error as a result.
permalink context full comments (1)

Reddit on a whiteboard  (i.imgur.com)
submitted 7 months ago by Gulugawa  to UIUC
1 comment share

Virginia gov would really like everyone to stop talking about GOP's sneak redistricting now  by Gates9 in
politics

[–] Gulugawa  21 points 7 months ago

As someone who is from Northern Virginia, I agree. One of the few areas where Virginia has been
having success is the economy and that is only due to massive federal spending that is directly
creating jobs. In areas such as transportation and women's rights, they have been a complete failure.
permalink context full comments (268)

Virginia gov would really like everyone to stop talking about GOP's sneak redistricting now  by Gates9 in
politics

[–] Gulugawa  9 points 7 months ago

Based on his abysmal record as governor, I don't see him having a legitimate reason to not block the
GOP's redistricting plan.
As someone who has lived in Northern Virginia, I agree that our government has been a failure. The
main reason why our economy has been doing well over the past decade is all the jobs that the US
government has created in the area.
We have the worst traffic in the nation and McDonnell has not done a good job of fixing the problem.
For example, one day last summer, it took me 30 more minutes than normal to get home from work
because I took a wrong turn and got stuck in traffic. One of McDonnell's "solutions" is to implement a
regressive sales tax when there are a bunch of upper middle class and rich people who can easily
afford to pay more. Him and the rest of the government were also responsible for the "solution" of
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creating premium toll lanes which require installing a device on your car that could be potentially used
to track you. His only achievement was to help start the construction of a new Metro line which should
have been constructed several decades ago.
TL;DR McDonnell has been a failure as Virginia's governor and should not be trusted to have a
legitimate reason to not block the GOP's redistricting plan.
permalink context full comments (268)

Boy Scouts Losing Big Funders Over Anti-Gay Policy  by SarahLee in politics
[–] Gulugawa  2 points 7 months ago

I agree. I remember being having to attend religious services at summer camps and fundraising by
going to a church when they where having religious services and fundraising at the church entrance.
permalink context full comments (240)

Boy Scouts Losing Big Funders Over Anti-Gay Policy  by SarahLee in politics
[–] Gulugawa  1 point 7 months ago*

I had good experiences in Boy Scouts when I was growing up, but I am questioning whether getting
Eagle Scout was worth the effort. Many scout leaders have legitimate reasons to be concerned with the
inclusion of gays in Boy Scouts. However, I have no problem with gays and Boy Scout leadership
should work to include gays in Boy Scouts.
permalink context full comments (240)

Atari U.S. files for Chapter 11 bankruptcy - Jan. 21, 2013  (money.cnn.com)
submitted 7 months ago by Gulugawa  to gaming
comment share

Facebook impersonating users without their consent  by crcn in technology
[–] Gulugawa  7 points 7 months ago

I noticed that this happened to me once because of a friend's comment. I was taking a personality test
online for fun once, and then Facebook decided to "like" the test for me. It makes me wonder what
else was "liked" on my behalf.
permalink context full comments (241)
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sorted by: 

Thoughts on CS 440/ECE 448 (Artificial Intelligence)?  by
throwaway12442 in UIUC

[–] Gulugawa  1 point 8 months ago

I heard that at least half of the class dropped last Spring
when Prof. Amir was teaching it. I decided to take CS
440 next semester in order to avoid him as a professor.
permalink context full comments (8)

Reddit what are your weird studying habits that most
people don't understand?  by nina00089 in AskReddit

[–] Gulugawa  2 points 8 months ago

I never do any studying on the day before a major exam
to help myself relax. So far, the results have been good.
permalink context full comments (231)

Reddit, what's your worst experience in a foreign country?
by supergluebutthole in AskReddit

[–] Gulugawa  1 point 8 months ago

In August 2011, I went to Naples, Italy for vacation and
found that the streets were covered in massive piles of
trash. We decided to get McDonalds and go back to our
hotel instead of finding an Italian place to eat at.
http://www.tripadvisor.com/Travel-g187785-
c125361/Naples:Italy:Only.In.Naples.The.Trash.Situation.html
http://www.time.com/time/photogallery/0,29307,1702831_1516461,00.html

permalink context full comments (2824)

What topics are taboo on Reddit?  by unclearbeer in AskReddit
[–] Gulugawa  0 points 8 months ago

Lower taxes on the rich will create jobs and allow wealth to "trickle-down".
permalink context full comments (2439)

How to save a choking victim  (i.chzbgr.com)
submitted 8 months ago by Gulugawa  to StarWars
comment share

I wonder how people use this door  by Gulugawa in pics
[–] Gulugawa [S] 1 point 8 months ago

Here are two more pictures
http://i.imgur.com/yGLGh.jpg http://i.imgur.com/3mSTM.jpg
permalink context full comments (5)

I wonder how people use this door  (i.imgur.com)
submitted 8 months ago by Gulugawa  to pics
5 comments share
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Windrunner in Kingdom Rush  (i.imgur.com)
submitted 8 months ago by Gulugawa  to DOTA
3 comments share

Monopoly at Tysons Corner  (imgur.com)
submitted 8 months ago by Gulugawa  to nova
19 comments share

What is the worst thing ever invented?  by carnivore22 in AskReddit
[–] Gulugawa  1 point 8 months ago

Twitter: There is no need to implement arbitrary character limits on posts.
permalink context full comments (2103)

Cheap food at Midway  (i.imgur.com)
submitted 8 months ago by Gulugawa  to chicago
90 comments share

Facebook Tries Letting You Pay To Guarantee Message Delivery, Changes
Messaging Privacy Settings  (techcrunch.com)
submitted 9 months ago by Gulugawa  to technology
1 comment share

Classes that you will learn concepts that you can apply to life  by [deleted]in UIUC
[–] Gulugawa  2 points 9 months ago

Did you have fun with "reductions" a.k.a. "complications" as one TA described them. I had a decent
understanding of everything else in that class.
permalink context full comments (40)

Classes that you will learn concepts that you can apply to life  by [deleted]in UIUC
[–] Gulugawa  5 points 9 months ago

I'm looking forward to dealing with ATMs for the rest of my life and hopefully avoiding the following
problem: http://www.quickmeme.com/meme/3s8s1o/
permalink context full comments (40)

Attempting to Withdraw Money from an ATM  (quickmeme.com)
submitted 9 months ago by Gulugawa  to compsci
4 comments share

Anyone up for a healthy debate on if finals should be worth more or less of your grade?  by [deleted]in UIUC
[–] Gulugawa  1 point 9 months ago

I took History 141 with Crowston and had to do the exact same thing with our midterms. To make
maters worse, we also had to prepare the answers to 5 essay questions for the exam and pick one of
two randomly selected questions to write about. If you didn't prepare for the essays beforehand, it was
nearly impossible to write a good essay in the time that you were given. Also, the grading was really
harsh and I got a bunch of 6s and 7s on my ID terms despite the fact that I correctly identified them.
People disliked the course to the point where there was a Facebook group I created called "Rage
Against the Hist 141" with at least half of the student in the class as members. Unfortunately, I made
the group secret after one of the TA's attempted to join and I left the group, so I'm not sure if there is
a way to find the group again.
permalink context full comments (45)

What's your most embarrassing high school memory, Reddit?  by keeganb314 in AskReddit
[–] Gulugawa  4 points 9 months ago

Sending an "anonymous" email to a girl I liked with my name in it and then babbling incoherently for
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several minutes when she asked me about it.
permalink context full comments (207)

May the Force be with you  (i.imgur.com)
submitted 10 months ago by Gulugawa  to StarWars
comment share

You have the chance to permanently rename one subreddit. Which one do you choose?  by elsparx in
AskReddit

[–] Gulugawa  2 points 10 months ago

r/politics->r/liberal
permalink context full comments (580)

ISR Rennovation  (self.UIUC)
submitted 10 months ago by Gulugawa  to UIUC
6 comments share

The problem with development cards  (quickmeme.com)
submitted 11 months ago by Gulugawa  to Catan
2 comments share

Nice job Amtrak  (i.imgur.com)
submitted 11 months ago by Gulugawa  to UIUC
1 comment share

This does not look very safe  (i.imgur.com)
submitted 11 months ago by Gulugawa  to pics
3 comments share

The Economist: Experts agree on Obama plan over Romney’s  by rottenart in politics
[–] Gulugawa  2 points 11 months ago*

The experts do not agree that Obama's plan is better than Romney's. In the Economist article 45% of
the academics identified were Democrats and only 7% were identifies as Republicans. When the article
took an roughly equal sample of Democrats and Republicans, the overall reception to Obama's plan
was not as favorable.
Romney's economic plan is not viable and there are plenty of legitimate sources that discredit it.
permalink context full comments (200)

In defense of my stupidphone - CNN.com  (cnn.com)
submitted 11 months ago by Gulugawa  to technology
comment share
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sorted by: 

Thoughts on CS 440/ECE 448 (Artificial Intelligence)?  by
throwaway12442 in UIUC

[–] Gulugawa  1 point 8 months ago

I heard that at least half of the class dropped last Spring
when Prof. Amir was teaching it. I decided to take CS
440 next semester in order to avoid him as a professor.
permalink context full comments (8)

Reddit what are your weird studying habits that most
people don't understand?  by nina00089 in AskReddit

[–] Gulugawa  2 points 8 months ago

I never do any studying on the day before a major exam
to help myself relax. So far, the results have been good.
permalink context full comments (231)

Reddit, what's your worst experience in a foreign country?
by supergluebutthole in AskReddit

[–] Gulugawa  1 point 8 months ago

In August 2011, I went to Naples, Italy for vacation and
found that the streets were covered in massive piles of
trash. We decided to get McDonalds and go back to our
hotel instead of finding an Italian place to eat at.
http://www.tripadvisor.com/Travel-g187785-
c125361/Naples:Italy:Only.In.Naples.The.Trash.Situation.html
http://www.time.com/time/photogallery/0,29307,1702831_1516461,00.html

permalink context full comments (2824)

What topics are taboo on Reddit?  by unclearbeer in AskReddit
[–] Gulugawa  0 points 8 months ago

Lower taxes on the rich will create jobs and allow wealth to "trickle-down".
permalink context full comments (2439)

How to save a choking victim  (i.chzbgr.com)
submitted 8 months ago by Gulugawa  to StarWars
comment share

I wonder how people use this door  by Gulugawa in pics
[–] Gulugawa [S] 1 point 8 months ago

Here are two more pictures
http://i.imgur.com/yGLGh.jpg http://i.imgur.com/3mSTM.jpg
permalink context full comments (5)

I wonder how people use this door  (i.imgur.com)
submitted 8 months ago by Gulugawa  to pics
5 comments share
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Windrunner in Kingdom Rush  (i.imgur.com)
submitted 8 months ago by Gulugawa  to DOTA
3 comments share

Monopoly at Tysons Corner  (imgur.com)
submitted 8 months ago by Gulugawa  to nova
19 comments share

What is the worst thing ever invented?  by carnivore22 in AskReddit
[–] Gulugawa  1 point 8 months ago

Twitter: There is no need to implement arbitrary character limits on posts.
permalink context full comments (2103)

Cheap food at Midway  (i.imgur.com)
submitted 8 months ago by Gulugawa  to chicago
90 comments share

Facebook Tries Letting You Pay To Guarantee Message Delivery, Changes
Messaging Privacy Settings  (techcrunch.com)
submitted 9 months ago by Gulugawa  to technology
1 comment share

Classes that you will learn concepts that you can apply to life  by [deleted]in UIUC
[–] Gulugawa  2 points 9 months ago

Did you have fun with "reductions" a.k.a. "complications" as one TA described them. I had a decent
understanding of everything else in that class.
permalink context full comments (40)

Classes that you will learn concepts that you can apply to life  by [deleted]in UIUC
[–] Gulugawa  5 points 9 months ago

I'm looking forward to dealing with ATMs for the rest of my life and hopefully avoiding the following
problem: http://www.quickmeme.com/meme/3s8s1o/
permalink context full comments (40)

Attempting to Withdraw Money from an ATM  (quickmeme.com)
submitted 9 months ago by Gulugawa  to compsci
4 comments share

Anyone up for a healthy debate on if finals should be worth more or less of your grade?  by [deleted]in UIUC
[–] Gulugawa  1 point 9 months ago

I took History 141 with Crowston and had to do the exact same thing with our midterms. To make
maters worse, we also had to prepare the answers to 5 essay questions for the exam and pick one of
two randomly selected questions to write about. If you didn't prepare for the essays beforehand, it was
nearly impossible to write a good essay in the time that you were given. Also, the grading was really
harsh and I got a bunch of 6s and 7s on my ID terms despite the fact that I correctly identified them.
People disliked the course to the point where there was a Facebook group I created called "Rage
Against the Hist 141" with at least half of the student in the class as members. Unfortunately, I made
the group secret after one of the TA's attempted to join and I left the group, so I'm not sure if there is
a way to find the group again.
permalink context full comments (45)

What's your most embarrassing high school memory, Reddit?  by keeganb314 in AskReddit
[–] Gulugawa  4 points 9 months ago

Sending an "anonymous" email to a girl I liked with my name in it and then babbling incoherently for
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several minutes when she asked me about it.
permalink context full comments (207)

May the Force be with you  (i.imgur.com)
submitted 10 months ago by Gulugawa  to StarWars
comment share

You have the chance to permanently rename one subreddit. Which one do you choose?  by elsparx in
AskReddit

[–] Gulugawa  2 points 10 months ago

r/politics->r/liberal
permalink context full comments (580)

ISR Rennovation  (self.UIUC)
submitted 10 months ago by Gulugawa  to UIUC
6 comments share

The problem with development cards  (quickmeme.com)
submitted 11 months ago by Gulugawa  to Catan
2 comments share

Nice job Amtrak  (i.imgur.com)
submitted 11 months ago by Gulugawa  to UIUC
1 comment share

This does not look very safe  (i.imgur.com)
submitted 11 months ago by Gulugawa  to pics
3 comments share

The Economist: Experts agree on Obama plan over Romney’s  by rottenart in politics
[–] Gulugawa  2 points 11 months ago*

The experts do not agree that Obama's plan is better than Romney's. In the Economist article 45% of
the academics identified were Democrats and only 7% were identifies as Republicans. When the article
took an roughly equal sample of Democrats and Republicans, the overall reception to Obama's plan
was not as favorable.
Romney's economic plan is not viable and there are plenty of legitimate sources that discredit it.
permalink context full comments (200)

In defense of my stupidphone - CNN.com  (cnn.com)
submitted 11 months ago by Gulugawa  to technology
comment share
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sorted by: 

I felt like this after my CS 373 midterm  by Gulugawa in UIUC
[–] Gulugawa [S] 2 points 11 months ago

I was the one who posted this picture on Piazza. I should
have made that clear in the title.
permalink context full comments (5)

I felt like this after my CS 373 midterm
(quickmeme.com)
submitted 11 months ago by Gulugawa  to UIUC
5 comments share

Facebook will charge to 'promote' user
posts  (usatoday.com)
submitted 11 months ago by Gulugawa  to technology
1 comment share

What Romney needs to do to win
the election  (i.crackedcdn.com)
submitted 11 months ago by Gulugawa  to pics
comment share

Mitt Romney's Path to Victory Narrows as
President Obama Inches Towards Victory
(latino.foxnews.com)
submitted 11 months ago by Gulugawa  to politics
comment share

Guy throwing bed out window.  (self.UIUC)
submitted 11 months ago by Gulugawa  to UIUC
23 comments share

Pretty sure reddit just saved my career in computer science...  by fernanino in compsci
[–] Gulugawa  4 points 11 months ago

As someone who has taken her Discrete Math class, I agree :).
Professor Fleck's lecture notes are great. Despite the fact that I never went to class, I managed to get
an A- in the class due to the lecture notes
permalink context full comments (126)

Voter ID Laws, Purges May Deter 10 Million Latinos from Polls  (latino.foxnews.com)
submitted 11 months ago by Gulugawa  to politics
comment share

Job advertisement I found  (imgur.com)
submitted 12 months ago by Gulugawa  to UIUC
10 comments share

Presidential Election Polling Bias  (businessinsider.com)
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submitted 12 months ago by Gulugawa  to politics
3 comments share

Presidential Polls 2012: 10 Romney Donors Say Romney Has No Chance at
Winning, and the Data Proves Them Right  (policymic.com)
submitted 12 months ago by Gulugawa  to politics
comment share

I look forward to earning several cents tonight  (imgur.com)
submitted 12 months ago by Gulugawa  to UIUC
comment share

Bomb defusing robot in action[x-post from r/uiuc]  (imgur.com)
submitted 12 months ago by Gulugawa  to pics
comment share

Game night meetup some time soon?  by [deleted]in UIUC
[–] Gulugawa  3 points 1 year ago

I would be interested and would bring Power Grid and Dominion. Also, the Illini Roleplaying Network
already holds board game nights on Saturdays, so we should avoid meeting on Saturday.
permalink context full comments (21)

I saw this in ISR  (i.imgur.com)
submitted 1 year ago by Gulugawa  to UIUC
18 comments share

Senator Mark Warner supports bill to abolish the independence of regulatory agencies.  by Gulugawa in nova
[–] Gulugawa [S] 3 points 1 year ago

Former governor Jim Gilmore will probably be running against him in 2014 and it seems that he would
support giving regulatory agencies more power. Showing our support for him would convince Warner to
reconsider his support.
http://www.ontheissues.org/Social/Jim_Gilmore_Corporations.htm
permalink context full comments (5)

Senator Mark Warner supports bill to abolish the independence of regulatory agencies.  by Gulugawa in nova
[–] Gulugawa [S] 3 points 1 year ago

I'm more concerned about the fact that he will probably run for President in 2016. Also, I don't want to
choose between voting for Warner and his Republican challenger in his next Senate election.
permalink context full comments (5)

Senator Mark Warner supports bill to abolish the independence of regulatory
agencies.  (allgov.com)
submitted 1 year ago by Gulugawa  to nova
5 comments share

Why does the GOP care about voter fraud, but not market fraud? Eliot Spitzer lambasts new bill  by
Universal_Star_Dust in politics

[–] Gulugawa  -1 points 1 year ago

If this bill is only being pushed by Republicans, then why is Mark Warner supporting it as a Democrat?
It is like complaining about a bill that passed with bipartisan support and saying that it was the
Republicans' fault.
permalink context full comments (16)

/r/totalwar, what's the most bullshit thing that happened to you in a total war game?  by
Iwantthisshit5ever in totalwar
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[–] Gulugawa  3 points 1 year ago

Realm Divide in Shogun 2 where two of the other factions had more provinces than me.
permalink context full comments (114)

What is one awesome food from your country you think everyone should try?  by sadseed in AskReddit
[–] Gulugawa  1 point 1 year ago

Dosa http://en.m.wikipedia.org/wiki/Dosa
permalink context full comments (16389)

I found this in the English Building  (i.imgur.com)
submitted 1 year ago by Gulugawa  to UIUC
2 comments share

Web based prelectures improve student understanding.  (i.imgur.com)
submitted 1 year ago by Gulugawa  to UIUC
16 comments share

Goodnight iPad  (i.imgur.com)
submitted 1 year ago by Gulugawa  to pics
comment share

Request: eligible independent for the 15th congressional district.  by TurdWolf in UIUC
[–] Gulugawa  2 points 1 year ago

I think our best bet is to convince someone who just finished graduate school here to run.
permalink context full comments (29)
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sorted by: 

All the CS 373 sites are down. What is the textbook for that
class?  by yigh in UIUC

[–] Gulugawa  2 points 1 year ago

I bought the Rosen textbook for 173. It was useless.
permalink context full comments (11)

Fish feeding frenzy  (imgur.com)
submitted 1 year ago by Gulugawa  to pics
1 comment share

Sen. Portman thinks that the national debt
will rise to 900% of GDP by 2080
(portman.senate.gov)
submitted 1 year ago by Gulugawa  to politics
comment share

I guess we have Saturday finals.  (fms.uiuc.edu)
submitted 1 year ago by Gulugawa  to UIUC
10 comments share

Computerized soda dispenser
(i.imgur.com)
submitted 1 year ago by Gulugawa  to pics
2 comments share

Batman is the hero Arhus deserves(cross-post from r/totalwar)
(i.imgur.com)
submitted 1 year ago by Gulugawa  to batman
comment share

I never knew a game could predict the future  (imgur.com)
submitted 1 year ago by Gulugawa  to pics
comment share

I thought I was being attacked by Batman  (i.imgur.com)
submitted 1 year ago by Gulugawa  to totalwar
13 comments share

RSO Registration  (self.UIUC)
submitted 1 year ago by Gulugawa  to UIUC
2 comments share

Senate Republicans block bill that would penalize outsourcing, reward insourcing  by CaptainJackKevorkian in
politics

[–] Gulugawa  0 points 1 year ago

Our infrastructure is in need of some serious investment right now. We do not need to be giving more
tax cuts to corporations when corporate profits are at record highs.
http://www.washingtonpost.com/opinions/the-us-infrastructure-argument-that-crumbles-upon-
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examination/2011/10/31/gIQAnILRaM_story.html
permalink context full comments (550)

Senate Republicans block bill that would penalize outsourcing, reward insourcing  by CaptainJackKevorkian in
politics

[–] Gulugawa  1 point 1 year ago

Infrastructure in the US is in serious need of some investment right now. For example, India currently
has significant problems with traffic and producing electricity which is partially due to a lack of
infrastructure investment. In addition to temporarily creating jobs,infrastructure improvements will
significantly benefit the US in the long term.
permalink context full comments (550)

Senate Republicans block bill that would penalize outsourcing, reward insourcing  by CaptainJackKevorkian in
politics

[–] Gulugawa  1 point 1 year ago

You are right that this bill would create jobs and stimulate the economy. However, investments in
infrastructure or a tax cut for middle class Americans would be better.
permalink context full comments (550)

Senate Republicans block bill that would penalize outsourcing, reward insourcing  by CaptainJackKevorkian in
politics

[–] Gulugawa  3 points 1 year ago*

It is a good thing that they Republicans blocked this bill. With this bill, we will basically be playing a
negative sum game where we will gain jobs at the expense of other countries while our tax revenue
goes down. If other countries attempt to give tax breaks, the results will be even worse. If the
Democrats want to create jobs, they should spend the money on something more useful such paying to
repair our aging infrastructure.
There are plenty of other useful bills that the Republicans have blocked, we should focus on those.
permalink context full comments (550)

People that don't like drinking?  by PercyBluntz in UIUC
[–] Gulugawa  1 point 1 year ago

I do not feel like an outcast for not drinking; most of my friends never drink.
permalink context full comments (33)

So r/UIUC, where are YOU from?  by [deleted]in UIUC
[–] Gulugawa  1 point 1 year ago

Northern Virginia. I frequently tell people that I'm from Washington DC.
permalink context full comments (304)

I'm thinking of starting a RSO here at UIUC, advice please!  by youngriotfever15 in UIUC
[–] Gulugawa  1 point 1 year ago

You only need a president, treasurer, and 3 additional members to start an RSO.
permalink context full comments (16)

I'm thinking of starting a RSO here at UIUC, advice please!  by youngriotfever15 in UIUC
[–] Gulugawa  1 point 1 year ago

I'm the current president and one of the founding members of the Illini Chess Club. Here is my advice.

Find 4 other members and register your club ASAP, it will be significantly harder to recruit
members if you wait until the school year starts.
Try to get a booth for Quad Day, it will help significantly with recruiting. We did not start the
Illini Chess Club until the school year started. As a result we had issues with recruitment
because we missed Quad Day *Create a website for your club and host it on your NetFiles
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account here: https://netfiles.uiuc.edu. Your club does not have to be registered to do this and
you do not need programming experience.

permalink context full comments (16)

r/UIUC, upcoming RA here, let me hear what you liked!  by CavemanDa3 in UIUC
[–] Gulugawa  2 points 1 year ago

-Hold a LAN party. Several of the RAs held a Halo Reach LAN party in ISR two years ago and it was a
great experience. -Capture the Flag on the Main Quad at night.
permalink context full comments (46)

r/UIUC, upcoming RA here, let me hear what you liked!  by CavemanDa3 in UIUC
[–] Gulugawa  2 points 1 year ago

I lived on the same floor as CavemanDa3, and I'm still somewhat disappointed/surprised that you did
not become our RA.
permalink context full comments (46)

Should I take AP Physics C credit?  by sourdesi in UIUC
[–] Gulugawa  2 points 1 year ago

Take the credit for Physics 212. I decided to take Physics 212 for the "easy" A despite the fact that I
had AP credit. I ended up spending 8 hours a week despite the fact that I didn't do anything beyond
what was required. I haven't taken Physics 211, but it appears to have a similar workload. There are
more productive ways to spend your time that do not involve spending 8 hours a week for an "easy" A.
permalink context full comments (14)

what are some boring things in your area that tourists seem to love?  by [deleted]in AskReddit
[–] Gulugawa  -3 points 1 year ago

-National Archives in Washington DC.
permalink context full comments (4481)

Reddit, which non-western elective should I take?  by MonkeyMonster2 in UIUC
[–] Gulugawa  2 points 1 year ago

I took LING 111-Language In Globalization. It is an easy A and the material is somewhat interesting.
permalink context full comments (13)

Pandora keeps on telling me about this.  (spartanrace.com)
submitted 1 year ago by Gulugawa  to nova
comment share

Slowbro license plate.  (self.nova)
submitted 1 year ago by Gulugawa  to nova
comment share

How some people see Virginia  (youknowyouliveinnovawhen.tumblr.…)
submitted 1 year ago by Gulugawa  to Virginia
comment share

view more: ‹ prev next ›
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sorted by: 

I'm going to be spending lots of time with
differential equations this summer.  (imgur.com)
submitted 1 year ago by Gulugawa  to UIUC
comment share

Herndon on High School seniors banned from graduation for
prank.  by Gulugawa in nova

[–] Gulugawa [S] 1 point 1 year ago

I agree, the students jeopardized the safety of their
peers and deserve some sort of punishment. However,
banning the students from graduation was the wrong
punishment. They should have been forced to clean the
school instead.
permalink context full comments (26)

TFA and the 1 Percent: Teach For America is Proud to
Partner with J.P. Morgan  by dgodon in education

[–] Gulugawa  0 points 1 year ago

I don't trust JP Morgan after their recklessness and
greed was one of the factors that caused a financial
meltdown in 2008. The corrupting influence of JP Morgan
will hurt Teach For America.
permalink context full comments (66)

In California, a for-profit college battles for tax dollars  by shallah in education
[–] Gulugawa  5 points 1 year ago

For profit colleges take a disproportionate share of Government money and have a poor record of
educating students. They deserve a large cut in Federal aid.
permalink context full comments (2)

This is half the gamers I know.  by valjean260 in AdviceAnimals
[–] Gulugawa  0 points 1 year ago

This image is completely inaccurate. Most of my gamer friends do not own expensive computers.
permalink context full comments (973)

Herndon on High School seniors banned from graduation for prank.  (news.yahoo.com)
submitted 1 year ago by Gulugawa  to nova
26 comments share

Anyone taking CS225 over this summer?  by alikation in UIUC
[–] Gulugawa  2 points 1 year ago

I took CS 225 last fall, feel free to ask me any questions about CS 225.
permalink context full comments (3)

Reddit, what's your worst memory of a "I wish I hadn't done that" moment?  by Dumbone in AskReddit
[–] Gulugawa  2 points 1 year ago

When I was in high school, I created a new email account to send a girl I liked an anonymous love
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letter. The problem was that my name showed up in the email header due to registering for the
account with it. She asked me about the email the next day, which made me start babbling like an idiot
for 5 minutes. I soon realized how stupid I was.
TL;DR: I sent a girl in my school an "anonymous" love letter with my name on it.
permalink context full comments (562)

Is there any proof that the 495 Express Lanes will improve traffic around the area?  by geordilaforge in nova
[–] Gulugawa  1 point 1 year ago

It should improve traffic, but mainly only for the people who can afford to pay extra. Everyone else will
get the benefit of only slightly less traffic. The VA section of 495 between 95 and 66 usually has heavy
traffic.
permalink context full comments (22)

Hollande lowers French retirement age back to 60  by yep45 in worldnews
[–] Gulugawa  1 point 1 year ago

Austerity is a bad idea, and so is lowering the retirement age to 60. One of the reasons why the US will
have budget issues in the near future is because of retiree benefits such as Medicare and Social
Security. People are living longer, so the retirement age needs to be increased.
permalink context full comments (167)

What's your biggest first world problem?  by subwayisaporno in AskReddit
[–] Gulugawa  2 points 1 year ago

My laptop battery only lasts for 90 minutes.
permalink context full comments (478)

What are the placement tests like for engineering?  by Curious__Catt in UIUC
[–] Gulugawa  1 point 1 year ago

Physics and math are really easy; you should not worry about them. The chem placement test is
somewhat difficult, but I would not recommend preparing for it. If you need to prepare for the chem
placement test, you should take Chem 101 first regardless of how well you do.
permalink context full comments (16)

CNN projects Walker will beat back recall challenge - CNN.com  (cnn.com)
submitted 1 year ago by Gulugawa  to badnews
comment share

Scott Walker wins Wisconsin  by Typerrrrrrr in politics
[–] Gulugawa  -1 points 1 year ago

This would be a create this for this subreddit. http://www.reddit.com/r/badnews/
permalink context full comments (7985)

Gerry Connolly's response when I asked why he voted for CISPA  by JakeCameraAction in nova
[–] Gulugawa  1 point 1 year ago

I asked Connolly why he supports CISPA on Sunday and I have not received a response yet.
Something is going on because his response will probably be generic based on what the OP posted.
permalink context full comments (9)

McDonnell refuses to fund Silver Line unless a union-friendly deal for contractors
is dropped.  (washingtonpost.com)
submitted 1 year ago by Gulugawa  to nova
64 comments share

Gerry Connolly's response when I asked why he voted for CISPA  by JakeCameraAction in nova
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[–] Gulugawa  3 points 1 year ago*

I just read his response and it does not make any sense to me. Information sharing does not protect
privacy/improve it. Also, his response shows that he is a major hypocrite. He said that the PATRIOT Act
is too extreme, but he really supports the PATRIOT Act.
Proof that Connolly supports the PATRIOT Act.
http://www.issues2000.org/VA/Gerry_Connolly_Homeland_Security.htm
permalink context full comments (9)

I ran into this guy after learning MIPS.  (mariowiki.com)
submitted 1 year ago by Gulugawa  to compsci
comment share

I ran into this guy 3 weeks after finishing CS 232  (mariowiki.com)
submitted 1 year ago by Gulugawa  to UIUC
comment share

Sign this petition for the support of installing Northern Virginia's first charter school.  by anntwee in education
[–] Gulugawa  2 points 1 year ago

Since the intention of the school is to help minorities, what will the admissions policy be for the school?
With a merit-based admissions policy like the one used for TJ, the number of minority students
admitted will be really low.
permalink context full comments (2)

My fifth grade daughter just finished a 9 hour Math SOL  by jaythebrb in education
[–] Gulugawa  1 point 1 year ago

Taking 3 or 4 hours for an SOL is unusual. I graduated from high school in Virginia in 2010 and I never
took more than 2 hours for an SOL and neither did the majority of my classmates. Since you can take
as much time as you "need" for an SOL, there are some students that purposefully take a long time to
get out of class.
permalink context full comments (5)

When I was little, I wrote "Sonic The Hedgehog" on a floppy believing that was all I needed to do in order
to play said game. What stupid shit did you believe as a kid, Reddit?  by benjirino in AskReddit

[–] Gulugawa  1 point 1 year ago

I believed that a fart could make you fly off the ground.
permalink context full comments (1044)

WOW: In No State Is a 40-Hour, Minimum Wage Work Week Enough to Afford a Two-Bedroom
Apartment  by Mind_Virus in politics

[–] Gulugawa  2 points 1 year ago*

While people should be earning more than the minimum wage, a minimum wage salary is enough to
afford an apartment. At that salary, a person working 40 hours a week for 52 weeks earns $15,000 per
year.
In Urbana, Illinois, which is a small city 2 hours south of Chicago, most apartments have a rent of far
less than $1000 per year with utilities included. Many of my friends pay less than $500/month for rent
and still get decent apartments. Your only other major expenses will be food, clothing, and insurance;
having a car is not necessary here.
permalink context full comments (5468)

How to add two numbers c/c++  (pastebin.com)
submitted 1 year ago by Gulugawa  to badcode
10 comments share
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To avoid counting civilian deaths, Obama re-defined "militant" to mean "all military-age males in a strike
zone"  by the_future_is_wild in politics

[–] Gulugawa  2 points 1 year ago

You know there is a problem when the Daily Kos is critical of Obama.
http://www.dailykos.com/story/2012/05/29/1095594/-WOW-to-avoid-counting-civilian-deaths-Obama-
WH-reclassified-Militants-to-include-civilians
permalink context full comments (2041)
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sorted by: 

I'm going to be spending lots of time with
differential equations this summer.  (imgur.com)
submitted 1 year ago by Gulugawa  to UIUC
comment share

Herndon on High School seniors banned from graduation for
prank.  by Gulugawa in nova

[–] Gulugawa [S] 1 point 1 year ago

I agree, the students jeopardized the safety of their
peers and deserve some sort of punishment. However,
banning the students from graduation was the wrong
punishment. They should have been forced to clean the
school instead.
permalink context full comments (26)

TFA and the 1 Percent: Teach For America is Proud to
Partner with J.P. Morgan  by dgodon in education

[–] Gulugawa  0 points 1 year ago

I don't trust JP Morgan after their recklessness and
greed was one of the factors that caused a financial
meltdown in 2008. The corrupting influence of JP Morgan
will hurt Teach For America.
permalink context full comments (66)

In California, a for-profit college battles for tax dollars  by shallah in education
[–] Gulugawa  5 points 1 year ago

For profit colleges take a disproportionate share of Government money and have a poor record of
educating students. They deserve a large cut in Federal aid.
permalink context full comments (2)

This is half the gamers I know.  by valjean260 in AdviceAnimals
[–] Gulugawa  0 points 1 year ago

This image is completely inaccurate. Most of my gamer friends do not own expensive computers.
permalink context full comments (973)

Herndon on High School seniors banned from graduation for prank.  (news.yahoo.com)
submitted 1 year ago by Gulugawa  to nova
26 comments share

Anyone taking CS225 over this summer?  by alikation in UIUC
[–] Gulugawa  2 points 1 year ago

I took CS 225 last fall, feel free to ask me any questions about CS 225.
permalink context full comments (3)

Reddit, what's your worst memory of a "I wish I hadn't done that" moment?  by Dumbone in AskReddit
[–] Gulugawa  2 points 1 year ago

When I was in high school, I created a new email account to send a girl I liked an anonymous love
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letter. The problem was that my name showed up in the email header due to registering for the
account with it. She asked me about the email the next day, which made me start babbling like an idiot
for 5 minutes. I soon realized how stupid I was.
TL;DR: I sent a girl in my school an "anonymous" love letter with my name on it.
permalink context full comments (562)

Is there any proof that the 495 Express Lanes will improve traffic around the area?  by geordilaforge in nova
[–] Gulugawa  1 point 1 year ago

It should improve traffic, but mainly only for the people who can afford to pay extra. Everyone else will
get the benefit of only slightly less traffic. The VA section of 495 between 95 and 66 usually has heavy
traffic.
permalink context full comments (22)

Hollande lowers French retirement age back to 60  by yep45 in worldnews
[–] Gulugawa  1 point 1 year ago

Austerity is a bad idea, and so is lowering the retirement age to 60. One of the reasons why the US will
have budget issues in the near future is because of retiree benefits such as Medicare and Social
Security. People are living longer, so the retirement age needs to be increased.
permalink context full comments (167)

What's your biggest first world problem?  by subwayisaporno in AskReddit
[–] Gulugawa  2 points 1 year ago

My laptop battery only lasts for 90 minutes.
permalink context full comments (478)

What are the placement tests like for engineering?  by Curious__Catt in UIUC
[–] Gulugawa  1 point 1 year ago

Physics and math are really easy; you should not worry about them. The chem placement test is
somewhat difficult, but I would not recommend preparing for it. If you need to prepare for the chem
placement test, you should take Chem 101 first regardless of how well you do.
permalink context full comments (16)

CNN projects Walker will beat back recall challenge - CNN.com  (cnn.com)
submitted 1 year ago by Gulugawa  to badnews
comment share

Scott Walker wins Wisconsin  by Typerrrrrrr in politics
[–] Gulugawa  -1 points 1 year ago

This would be a create this for this subreddit. http://www.reddit.com/r/badnews/
permalink context full comments (7985)

Gerry Connolly's response when I asked why he voted for CISPA  by JakeCameraAction in nova
[–] Gulugawa  1 point 1 year ago

I asked Connolly why he supports CISPA on Sunday and I have not received a response yet.
Something is going on because his response will probably be generic based on what the OP posted.
permalink context full comments (9)

McDonnell refuses to fund Silver Line unless a union-friendly deal for contractors
is dropped.  (washingtonpost.com)
submitted 1 year ago by Gulugawa  to nova
64 comments share

Gerry Connolly's response when I asked why he voted for CISPA  by JakeCameraAction in nova
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[–] Gulugawa  3 points 1 year ago*

I just read his response and it does not make any sense to me. Information sharing does not protect
privacy/improve it. Also, his response shows that he is a major hypocrite. He said that the PATRIOT Act
is too extreme, but he really supports the PATRIOT Act.
Proof that Connolly supports the PATRIOT Act.
http://www.issues2000.org/VA/Gerry_Connolly_Homeland_Security.htm
permalink context full comments (9)

I ran into this guy after learning MIPS.  (mariowiki.com)
submitted 1 year ago by Gulugawa  to compsci
comment share

I ran into this guy 3 weeks after finishing CS 232  (mariowiki.com)
submitted 1 year ago by Gulugawa  to UIUC
comment share

Sign this petition for the support of installing Northern Virginia's first charter school.  by anntwee in education
[–] Gulugawa  2 points 1 year ago

Since the intention of the school is to help minorities, what will the admissions policy be for the school?
With a merit-based admissions policy like the one used for TJ, the number of minority students
admitted will be really low.
permalink context full comments (2)

My fifth grade daughter just finished a 9 hour Math SOL  by jaythebrb in education
[–] Gulugawa  1 point 1 year ago

Taking 3 or 4 hours for an SOL is unusual. I graduated from high school in Virginia in 2010 and I never
took more than 2 hours for an SOL and neither did the majority of my classmates. Since you can take
as much time as you "need" for an SOL, there are some students that purposefully take a long time to
get out of class.
permalink context full comments (5)

When I was little, I wrote "Sonic The Hedgehog" on a floppy believing that was all I needed to do in order
to play said game. What stupid shit did you believe as a kid, Reddit?  by benjirino in AskReddit

[–] Gulugawa  1 point 1 year ago

I believed that a fart could make you fly off the ground.
permalink context full comments (1044)

WOW: In No State Is a 40-Hour, Minimum Wage Work Week Enough to Afford a Two-Bedroom
Apartment  by Mind_Virus in politics

[–] Gulugawa  2 points 1 year ago*

While people should be earning more than the minimum wage, a minimum wage salary is enough to
afford an apartment. At that salary, a person working 40 hours a week for 52 weeks earns $15,000 per
year.
In Urbana, Illinois, which is a small city 2 hours south of Chicago, most apartments have a rent of far
less than $1000 per year with utilities included. Many of my friends pay less than $500/month for rent
and still get decent apartments. Your only other major expenses will be food, clothing, and insurance;
having a car is not necessary here.
permalink context full comments (5468)

How to add two numbers c/c++  (pastebin.com)
submitted 1 year ago by Gulugawa  to badcode
10 comments share
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To avoid counting civilian deaths, Obama re-defined "militant" to mean "all military-age males in a strike
zone"  by the_future_is_wild in politics

[–] Gulugawa  2 points 1 year ago

You know there is a problem when the Daily Kos is critical of Obama.
http://www.dailykos.com/story/2012/05/29/1095594/-WOW-to-avoid-counting-civilian-deaths-Obama-
WH-reclassified-Militants-to-include-civilians
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sorted by: 

Redditors in VA's 11th district: I'm a redditor running as an
independent for Congress. Can you help?  by
Marchetti4Congress in nova

[–] Gulugawa  1 point 1 year ago

In one of your previous posts, you mentioned how you
are willing to signficantly cut federal spending in order to
deal with the federal deficit. Since our district depends
heavily on federal spending due to the fact that many of
us work for the government, how are you going to
protect our economy when federal spending is cut?
Nevertheless, despite any issues I may have with your
policies, it is nice to have an alternative to Conolly or the
Republican candidate.
permalink context full comments (21)

I thought I was done with CS 241.  (imgur.com)
submitted 1 year ago by Gulugawa  to UIUC
6 comments share

I never thought I would hear about mutexes
this summer.  (imgur.com)
submitted 1 year ago by Gulugawa  to compsci
comment share

How to play LoL on computers at Grainger?  by [deleted]in UIUC
[–] Gulugawa  1 point 1 year ago

I completely agree. I go to Grainger to get work done and not get distracted by people playing games
or find out that I can't get a computer due to people playing games.
permalink context full comments (6)

Innovation LLC?  by 13373310 in UIUC
[–] Gulugawa  1 point 1 year ago

Many of the students in the LLC have some interest in entrepreneurship and there are several relevant
events during the year such as guest lectures from entrepreneurs.
I'm not exactly sure about your chances of getting in. However many people get placed in the LLC as
one of their last choices, so you have a good shot as long as you submit the housing application soon
and write the LLC essay.
permalink context full comments (21)

Innovation LLC?  by 13373310 in UIUC
[–] Gulugawa  1 point 1 year ago

The LLC is one of the most social floors in ISR. Currently, there are around 15 guys returning to the
LLC next year and I am one of them. However, the LLC was formed two years ago and is basically in
"beta mode" right now. As a result, the special programs and events currently offered by the LLC are
underwhelming. If you are looking for special programs, you are better off joining an RSO.
TL;DR. The programs offered by the LLC are not great, but joining the LLC is great if you want to live
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on a more social floor at ISR.
permalink context full comments (21)

Romney on spending: Guns triumph over butter  (news.yahoo.com)
submitted 1 year ago by Gulugawa  to politics
1 comment share

Is it a good idea to take CS 173 and CS 225 at the same time?  by OsmiumFalcon in UIUC
[–] Gulugawa  1 point 1 year ago

Although many of the concepts in CS 225 are covered in CS 173, you will not have major problems
taking them concurrently. However, I recommend completing CS 173 before taking CS 225. Also, the
first assignment in CS 225 is a review on the concepts in CS 173. It will be easy if you have taken CS
173;you will find it more difficult if you have not completed the course.
permalink context full comments (9)

Guy giving out Red Bull  (self.UIUC)
submitted 1 year ago by Gulugawa  to UIUC
6 comments share

Why Ron Paul is brilliant  (imgur.com)
submitted 1 year ago by Gulugawa  to politics
comment share

1 credit away from graduating  by XarabidopsisX in UIUC
[–] Gulugawa  7 points 1 year ago

People need to stop giving joke suggestions to take CS 473; it is probably one of the hardest classes
you could take.
permalink context full comments (34)

Strawberry Fields  by Gulugawa in beatles
[–] Gulugawa [S] 1 point 1 year ago

I've been there, it is a legit place. It is also the first thing that will appear when you Google
"Strawberry Fields".
permalink context full comments (2)

Strawberry Fields  (imgur.com)
submitted 1 year ago by Gulugawa  to beatles
2 comments share

The Buffett Rule's Billionaire Backers: Meet The Super-Rich Who Want To Pay
More Taxes  (finance.yahoo.com)
submitted 1 year ago by Gulugawa  to politics
comment share

I'm an incoming CS major freshman from CA. Can somebody help me out :P  by woo00154 in UIUC
[–] Gulugawa  2 points 1 year ago*

1. ISR has a reputation for being antisocial, but it is a great place if you like being around
engineers and it has the best location. I am returning to ISR next year as a junior and I
personally like everything about ISR except for the food. If you are looking for a more
social/party dorm, you should sign up for one of the Ikenberry dorms. However, you will be
far away from your classes.

2. Your adviser will be able to help you with signing up for classes. I suggest not repeating
classes that you got credit from high school unless the concepts are important for future
classes. Since you are a CS major, none of your AP credits correspond to classes you will
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need in CS. However, based on your situation, you should take CS 125 and CS 173 during
your first semester.

3. I am not in a Frat so I can't answer this question.
4. Make sure that you go to the career fairs. Also, as I mentioned previously, do not waste your

time retaking courses. Instead, use the extra time to take additional CS courses or start a
personal project. Employers will be far more impressed by knowledge of CS and personal
projects than they will be by retaking classes for an easy A. If you get a job, make sure it is
in something related to CS,this will greatly help you when you are searching for an
internship.

5. CS focuses more on programming and theory, and ECE focuses more on hardware.
Currently,more companies are looking for CS majors than ECE majors, which currently works
in your favor.

6. Avoid private loans unless you are only taking them out in small amounts. Private loan
companies are very unforgiving and will force you to pay money without any regard to
personal hardships that you may face. If you can't find a way to pay for UIUC without taking
out private loans, you should go to a community college for a year. Even UIUC is not worth
taking out large private loans.

permalink context full comments (51)

So I like to play LoL...  by jaugust29 in UIUC
[–] Gulugawa  1 point 1 year ago

I don't regularly play LoL, but the Social Gamers always has several people playing LoL when I go
there.
Also, there are a lot of people at ISR that play LoL. If you are in the main lounge after 9pm, there is
usually at least one person playing LOL.
permalink context full comments (29)

Hey UIUC, did you hear? Our student loan interest rates double next year. Remember that when you
vote.  by 4160l23 in UIUC

[–] Gulugawa  -1 points 1 year ago

I think most of the Republicans are smart enough to realize the damage they are doing to the
economy. The problem is that many of them are interested in pursuing personal agendas which do not
involve helping the economy. Republicans such as Ron Paul who care about the economy and want to
cut education spending are a small minority.
permalink context full comments (35)

Hey UIUC, did you hear? Our student loan interest rates double next year. Remember that when you
vote.  by 4160l23 in UIUC

[–] Gulugawa  2 points 1 year ago

http://www.fastweb.com/financial-aid/articles/3216-congress-raises-debt-ceiling-with-shifts-and-cuts-
in-student-aid-funding?print=true
permalink context full comments (35)

This was posted 6 hours before the assignment was due.  by Gulugawa in UIUC
[–] Gulugawa [S] 1 point 1 year ago

That works really well when the TA's give incorrect or inconsistent information. Is anyone here in CS
241?
permalink context full comments (18)

This was posted 6 hours before the assignment was due.  (imgur.com)
submitted 1 year ago by Gulugawa  to UIUC
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18 comments share

Found this in my CS textbook  by JRandomHacker172342 in magicTCG
[–] Gulugawa  1 point 1 year ago

I used the same textbook and was really amused as well when I read this.
permalink context full comments (61)

I just dodged a blue shell playing Mario Kart Wii. What are some great personal achievements of yours
that the general public doesn't care about?  by reddiNATEr in AskReddit

[–] Gulugawa  1 point 1 year ago

I accidentally solved a 2*2 Rubik's code this weekend.
permalink context full comments (2308)

Virginia School District Sued for Religious Discrimination Against Honors Student  by Gulugawa in politics
[–] Gulugawa [S] 0 points 1 year ago

I am a graduate of the school mentioned in the article and I am quite surprised that the issue
mentioned actually made national news.
permalink context full comments (2)

Virginia School District Sued for Religious Discrimination Against Honors Student
(thenewamerican.com)
submitted 1 year ago by Gulugawa  to politics
2 comments share

IS CS 231/232 hard?  by HURRRDURRRRRHNNNG in UIUC
[–] Gulugawa  3 points 1 year ago

I took 231 with Garzaran and I am currently taking 232 with Zilles. There are two lecture sections and
Garzan and Zilles are the professors.
Garzaran is an awful teacher, you will learn more by reading the lecture notes than you will in her
lectures. Zilles is far better and the quality of his lectures makes it worth attending them at 9am.
Despite the fact that the material in CS 232 is hard and the material in CS 231 is easy, I found CS 231
to be a hard class due to the fact that listening to Garzaran's lectures is just as bad as skipping class.
There is a strong possibility that each professor will teach a lecture section, so the difficulty of the
course will be based on who is your lecturer. I would strongly suggest not signing up for another class
between 9 and 11am so you will be able to go to the lecture section that Zilles is teaching.
tl;dr CS 233 is being taught by one of the worst professors in the CS department and one of the best
CS professors, the difficulty will be based on which one is giving the lectures.
permalink context full comments (3)
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sorted by: 

The US Postal Service lost $3.3 billion last year, it had to
prepay $5 billion for future health-care costs.  by Gulugawa in
politics

[–] Gulugawa [S] 0 points 1 year ago

See the beginning of the 3rd page of the link for more
information.
This is how much the US Postal Service lost last year.
http://about.usps.com/news/national-
releases/2012/pr12_025.htm
permalink context full comments (9)

The US Postal Service lost $3.3 billion last
year, it had to prepay $5 billion for future
health-care costs.  (fas.org)
submitted 1 year ago by Gulugawa  to politics
9 comments share

So spring break is over. What did you accomplish?  by
nindgod in UIUC

[–] Gulugawa  1 point 1 year ago

Went to an exhibit on video games in
Washington DC.
Wrote a program to compile code using a
makefile as a CS 241 MP.
Supreme Commander

permalink context full comments (75)

I thought I was looking at a giant cupcake.  (imgur.com)
submitted 1 year ago by Gulugawa  to pics
6 comments share

What are some seemingly gross foods or food combos you just love?  by mordicaii in AskReddit
[–] Gulugawa  1 point 1 year ago

Ice cream mixed with Cherry Coke, Oreos, and sprinkles
Peaches and Oreos
Spaghetti with croutons.
Microwaved waffle batter mixed with sprinkles, Oreos, and Froot Loops.

I live in a college dorm and the cafeteria food gets old, so I like to experiment with strange food
combinations.
permalink context full comments (733)

CS 225 at UIUC vs Taking it at a Community College  by [deleted]in UIUC
[–] Gulugawa  1 point 1 year ago

I also suggest taking CS 225 here, it is well worth your time. Cinda and the TAs for CS 225 are great
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and many of the concepts you learn about such as data structures and memory management will be
essential to understand.
permalink context full comments (17)

Is it possible at this point for super-sites like YouTube and Facebook and even Reddit, to be replaced?  by
lackofbiscuits in AskReddit

[–] Gulugawa  2 points 1 year ago

I permanently deleted my Facebook account a month ago, and I have no intention of creating a new
account or creating a Google+ account. As a college student, my social life has improved since I got rid
of my Facebook since I communicate with many of my friends in real-life instead of on Facebook. For
keeping in touch with friends outside college, gmail is a far better, because it allows you to do more
than send plain text messages and it has a better chat system.
permalink context full comments (398)

Blow off electives  by Zinger113 in UIUC
[–] Gulugawa  6 points 1 year ago

ATMS 120 with Snodgrass.
permalink context full comments (5)

IAMA full time employee for the Boy Scouts of America.  by throwawaycauseNPO in IAmA
[–] Gulugawa  1 point 1 year ago

Agreed, he was telling me about how the district leaders felt, he never showed any signs that he was
against gays and atheists.
permalink context full comments (149)

IAMA full time employee for the Boy Scouts of America.  by throwawaycauseNPO in IAmA
[–] Gulugawa  2 points 1 year ago

I became an Eagle Scout in 2010 and my troop leader specifically said that saying you are atheist or
gay at a board of review would automatically cause you to fail and not get Eagle Scout. Our troop was
located near Washington DC, but many of the adult leaders were from military families, which probably
had a significant effect on the attitudes in my troop. We basically had a "Don't Ask, Don't Tell Policy". I
feel that there can be valid reasons why gay people cannot be in Boy Scouts, but having to believe in a
god is completely ridiculous. However, despite the flaws of the BSA, Boy Scouts is a great way for kids
to meet new friends and learn leadership skills.
permalink context full comments (149)

Ron Paul Will Be At UIUC on March 14th at 7PM in Foellinger Auditorium.  by yrrp in UIUC
[–] Gulugawa  5 points 1 year ago

Is this for real? His website says that he is not doing anything on Wednesday.
http://www.ronpaul2012.com/category/events/month
permalink context full comments (9)

Is Canada the world's next superpower?  (outfront.blogs.cnn.com)
submitted 1 year ago by Gulugawa  to canada
31 comments share

Woah, this is huge. North Korea to suspend nuclear program  by PH0562 in politics
[–] Gulugawa  2 points 1 year ago

Hasn't North Korea "suspended" its nuclear program several times already?
permalink context full comments (3)

Does the UIUC reddit community approve?  by grandmastafunkz in UIUC
[–] Gulugawa  7 points 1 year ago

I do not approve.
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permalink context full comments (31)

'America’s Per Capita Government Debt Worse Than Greece' | The Weekly Standard  by iiiears in politics
[–] Gulugawa  6 points 1 year ago

The fact that America's per capita government debt is greater than Greece is not that meaningful,
given how our GDP is significantly higher than Greece. It is like saying a billionaire with a $1 million
debt is worse off than a person making $20,000/year with a $100,000 det.
permalink context full comments (8)

Authentication Thread 2  by badr in seddit
[–] Gulugawa  1 point 1 year ago

l7me2qx1jpaid3qa
permalink context full comments (199)

Political Knowledge Quiz!  by byte-smasher in politics
[–] Gulugawa  0 points 1 year ago

Santorumism
permalink context full comments (3)

The poor quality of the GOP candidates makes me wish George W. Bush could run
for a third term.  (self.politics)
submitted 1 year ago by Gulugawa  to politics
10 comments share

I'm not sure what answer you were expecting...  by ps2dude756 in UIUC
[–] Gulugawa  2 points 1 year ago

Someone else in CS 232 asked the same question. http://i.imgur.com/IV8pm.png
permalink context full comments (49)

I'm not sure what answer you were expecting...  by ps2dude756 in UIUC
[–] Gulugawa  3 points 1 year ago

I would not be surprised if the student just wanted to get some extra sleep. Most people I know in ISR
do not get up before 9 am on weekends.
permalink context full comments (49)

I'm not sure what answer you were expecting...  by ps2dude756 in UIUC
[–] Gulugawa  -7 points 1 year ago

Why??? I strongly dislike unofficial and I don't see why a professor should reschedule an exam because
of it.
permalink context full comments (49)

I'm not sure what answer you were expecting...  by ps2dude756 in UIUC
[–] Gulugawa  2 points 1 year ago*

I'm in the class and I can confirm that the student responder was anonymous. The OP was not.
This new reply to the question hit the nail on the head:
"Seriously? The make-up will be in-class (it is another day I'm traveling). Is it important to start
drinking before 10am on the 2nd?"
permalink context full comments (49)

Senate Republicans seek to make joblessness worse with forced 'volunteer' work  by SarahLee in politics
[–] Gulugawa  1 point 1 year ago

That would make a lot more sense than "volunteer work". After all the drama of the past year,
Republicans do not need something else that makes them look bad and dishonest.
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permalink context full comments (13)

Senate Republicans seek to make joblessness worse with forced 'volunteer' work  by SarahLee in politics
[–] Gulugawa  1 point 1 year ago

Unemployment benefits are not an insurance program, people do not pay a premium for them.
permalink context full comments (13)

Senate Republicans seek to make joblessness worse with forced 'volunteer' work  by SarahLee in politics
[–] Gulugawa  1 point 1 year ago

They are not working for no pay, they are getting unemployment benefits.
permalink context full comments (13)
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sorted by: 

The US Postal Service lost $3.3 billion last year, it had to
prepay $5 billion for future health-care costs.  by Gulugawa in
politics

[–] Gulugawa [S] 0 points 1 year ago

See the beginning of the 3rd page of the link for more
information.
This is how much the US Postal Service lost last year.
http://about.usps.com/news/national-
releases/2012/pr12_025.htm
permalink context full comments (9)

The US Postal Service lost $3.3 billion last
year, it had to prepay $5 billion for future
health-care costs.  (fas.org)
submitted 1 year ago by Gulugawa  to politics
9 comments share

So spring break is over. What did you accomplish?  by
nindgod in UIUC

[–] Gulugawa  1 point 1 year ago

Went to an exhibit on video games in
Washington DC.
Wrote a program to compile code using a
makefile as a CS 241 MP.
Supreme Commander

permalink context full comments (75)

I thought I was looking at a giant cupcake.  (imgur.com)
submitted 1 year ago by Gulugawa  to pics
6 comments share

What are some seemingly gross foods or food combos you just love?  by mordicaii in AskReddit
[–] Gulugawa  1 point 1 year ago

Ice cream mixed with Cherry Coke, Oreos, and sprinkles
Peaches and Oreos
Spaghetti with croutons.
Microwaved waffle batter mixed with sprinkles, Oreos, and Froot Loops.

I live in a college dorm and the cafeteria food gets old, so I like to experiment with strange food
combinations.
permalink context full comments (733)

CS 225 at UIUC vs Taking it at a Community College  by [deleted]in UIUC
[–] Gulugawa  1 point 1 year ago

I also suggest taking CS 225 here, it is well worth your time. Cinda and the TAs for CS 225 are great
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and many of the concepts you learn about such as data structures and memory management will be
essential to understand.
permalink context full comments (17)

Is it possible at this point for super-sites like YouTube and Facebook and even Reddit, to be replaced?  by
lackofbiscuits in AskReddit

[–] Gulugawa  2 points 1 year ago

I permanently deleted my Facebook account a month ago, and I have no intention of creating a new
account or creating a Google+ account. As a college student, my social life has improved since I got rid
of my Facebook since I communicate with many of my friends in real-life instead of on Facebook. For
keeping in touch with friends outside college, gmail is a far better, because it allows you to do more
than send plain text messages and it has a better chat system.
permalink context full comments (398)

Blow off electives  by Zinger113 in UIUC
[–] Gulugawa  6 points 1 year ago

ATMS 120 with Snodgrass.
permalink context full comments (5)

IAMA full time employee for the Boy Scouts of America.  by throwawaycauseNPO in IAmA
[–] Gulugawa  1 point 1 year ago

Agreed, he was telling me about how the district leaders felt, he never showed any signs that he was
against gays and atheists.
permalink context full comments (149)

IAMA full time employee for the Boy Scouts of America.  by throwawaycauseNPO in IAmA
[–] Gulugawa  2 points 1 year ago

I became an Eagle Scout in 2010 and my troop leader specifically said that saying you are atheist or
gay at a board of review would automatically cause you to fail and not get Eagle Scout. Our troop was
located near Washington DC, but many of the adult leaders were from military families, which probably
had a significant effect on the attitudes in my troop. We basically had a "Don't Ask, Don't Tell Policy". I
feel that there can be valid reasons why gay people cannot be in Boy Scouts, but having to believe in a
god is completely ridiculous. However, despite the flaws of the BSA, Boy Scouts is a great way for kids
to meet new friends and learn leadership skills.
permalink context full comments (149)

Ron Paul Will Be At UIUC on March 14th at 7PM in Foellinger Auditorium.  by yrrp in UIUC
[–] Gulugawa  5 points 1 year ago

Is this for real? His website says that he is not doing anything on Wednesday.
http://www.ronpaul2012.com/category/events/month
permalink context full comments (9)

Is Canada the world's next superpower?  (outfront.blogs.cnn.com)
submitted 1 year ago by Gulugawa  to canada
31 comments share

Woah, this is huge. North Korea to suspend nuclear program  by PH0562 in politics
[–] Gulugawa  2 points 1 year ago

Hasn't North Korea "suspended" its nuclear program several times already?
permalink context full comments (3)

Does the UIUC reddit community approve?  by grandmastafunkz in UIUC
[–] Gulugawa  7 points 1 year ago

I do not approve.
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permalink context full comments (31)

'America’s Per Capita Government Debt Worse Than Greece' | The Weekly Standard  by iiiears in politics
[–] Gulugawa  6 points 1 year ago

The fact that America's per capita government debt is greater than Greece is not that meaningful,
given how our GDP is significantly higher than Greece. It is like saying a billionaire with a $1 million
debt is worse off than a person making $20,000/year with a $100,000 det.
permalink context full comments (8)

Authentication Thread 2  by badr in seddit
[–] Gulugawa  1 point 1 year ago

l7me2qx1jpaid3qa
permalink context full comments (199)

Political Knowledge Quiz!  by byte-smasher in politics
[–] Gulugawa  0 points 1 year ago

Santorumism
permalink context full comments (3)

The poor quality of the GOP candidates makes me wish George W. Bush could run
for a third term.  (self.politics)
submitted 1 year ago by Gulugawa  to politics
10 comments share

I'm not sure what answer you were expecting...  by ps2dude756 in UIUC
[–] Gulugawa  2 points 1 year ago

Someone else in CS 232 asked the same question. http://i.imgur.com/IV8pm.png
permalink context full comments (49)

I'm not sure what answer you were expecting...  by ps2dude756 in UIUC
[–] Gulugawa  3 points 1 year ago

I would not be surprised if the student just wanted to get some extra sleep. Most people I know in ISR
do not get up before 9 am on weekends.
permalink context full comments (49)

I'm not sure what answer you were expecting...  by ps2dude756 in UIUC
[–] Gulugawa  -7 points 1 year ago

Why??? I strongly dislike unofficial and I don't see why a professor should reschedule an exam because
of it.
permalink context full comments (49)

I'm not sure what answer you were expecting...  by ps2dude756 in UIUC
[–] Gulugawa  2 points 1 year ago*

I'm in the class and I can confirm that the student responder was anonymous. The OP was not.
This new reply to the question hit the nail on the head:
"Seriously? The make-up will be in-class (it is another day I'm traveling). Is it important to start
drinking before 10am on the 2nd?"
permalink context full comments (49)

Senate Republicans seek to make joblessness worse with forced 'volunteer' work  by SarahLee in politics
[–] Gulugawa  1 point 1 year ago

That would make a lot more sense than "volunteer work". After all the drama of the past year,
Republicans do not need something else that makes them look bad and dishonest.
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permalink context full comments (13)

Senate Republicans seek to make joblessness worse with forced 'volunteer' work  by SarahLee in politics
[–] Gulugawa  1 point 1 year ago

Unemployment benefits are not an insurance program, people do not pay a premium for them.
permalink context full comments (13)

Senate Republicans seek to make joblessness worse with forced 'volunteer' work  by SarahLee in politics
[–] Gulugawa  1 point 1 year ago

They are not working for no pay, they are getting unemployment benefits.
permalink context full comments (13)
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sorted by: 

Senate Republicans seek to make joblessness worse with
forced 'volunteer' work  by SarahLee in politics

[–] Gulugawa  1 point 1 year ago

The law only makes them spend 20 hours a week
volunteering. That leaves them with plenty of time to
look for a real job.
permalink context full comments (13)

Senate Republicans seek to make joblessness worse with
forced 'volunteer' work  by SarahLee in politics

[–] Gulugawa  0 points 1 year ago

People should work for their unemployment benefits if
they have the opportunity to do so. Although I normally
do not agree with Republicans, their idea to force people
to do volunteer work for their employment benefits is a
good idea. They should just stop calling it "volunteer
work".
permalink context full comments (13)

Recommend a calculator for Engineering major?  by kashifr in
UIUC

[–] Gulugawa  0 points 1 year ago

I would strongly recommend getting a TI-89. However, I
have had a TI-89 and a TI-84, and a TI-84 runs
somewhat faster.
permalink context full comments (23)

My number one frustration as a CS major  by hhermans in UIUC
[–] Gulugawa  -6 points 1 year ago

This is my solution. http://cheezburger.com/View/5193952256
permalink context full comments (6)

Mitt Romney says taxing the rich less creates jobs for Americans. Can someone please explain to me how
his 200 million dollars sitting in offshore accounts earning him over 20 million a year in interest with a tax
rate of less than 15% is creating jobs for Americans?  by [deleted]in politics

[–] Gulugawa  1 point 1 year ago

If he invests money, then he will have more money in the future to create jobs. When he retires, he
will probably give his money to his son and wife and they will invest it, creating more money to create
jobs in the future. In summary, the Romney family will keep on investing the money they earn without
using it, as it gives them more money to create jobs.
permalink context full comments (605)

How Swedes and Norwegians Broke the Power of the ‘1 Percent’  by mic9ael in politics
[–] Gulugawa  11 points 1 year ago

This is a great article, even if the "breaking of the 1 percent" is not fully responsible for the success of
Sweden and Norway. The article shows that it is not necessary for the 1% to be in power, which is
something that Americans should realize.
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permalink context full comments (121)

Some things should not be for profit, and prisons are most certainly one of them.  by iambookus in politics
[–] Gulugawa  2 points 1 year ago

For profit prisons are a terrible idea as several people have already pointed out. The goal of a prison
should be to house prisoners and rehabilitate people so that they are able to lead a crime-free life after
leaving prison. On the other hand, a for-profit company goal is to maximize profit, which means in the
case of prisons that prisoners will be held in poor conditions without attempts at rehabilitation due to
the desire to make money.
permalink context full comments (295)

Rick Santorum: Left uses college for "indoctrination"  by Honey_Badger88 in politics
[–] Gulugawa  1 point 1 year ago

I'm a computer science major and I never found out of the political views of any of my professors,
even the humanities ones as they never talked about politics.
permalink context full comments (502)

Rick Santorum: Left uses college for "indoctrination"  by Honey_Badger88 in politics
[–] Gulugawa  -4 points 1 year ago

Last year, I took a Western History class where tests and quizzes were graded based on opinion. It is
why I wish to avoid humanities classes in college.
permalink context full comments (502)

Rick Santorum: Left uses college for "indoctrination"  by Honey_Badger88 in politics
[–] Gulugawa  3 points 1 year ago

I don't think most Republicans are too crazy, I feel that they are adopting extremist policies for political
gain.
permalink context full comments (502)

Rick Santorum: Left uses college for "indoctrination"  by Honey_Badger88 in politics
[–] Gulugawa  8 points 1 year ago

He won't ban facts from the White House, he'll only ban facts that don't agree with what he says.
permalink context full comments (502)

Rick Santorum: Left uses college for "indoctrination"  by Honey_Badger88 in politics
[–] Gulugawa  0 points 1 year ago

That question would only make sense if the 2nd law ruled out the natural creation of life and the
support of creationism. However, once life is created, there is no way the 2nd law can rule out
evolution.
permalink context full comments (502)

Rick Santorum: Left uses college for "indoctrination"  by Honey_Badger88 in politics
[–] Gulugawa  2 points 1 year ago

I don't think the republicans who propose crazy ideas are dumb.As robotic insides said, the proposed
ideas are for political gain.
permalink context full comments (502)

“Mitch Daniels ... Isn’t he the former Bush budget director who said the Iraq War would cost $50 billion
when it ended up costing $3 trillion? The one that predicted federal surpluses in 2004 and 2005? Why the
hell should we listen to him criticize Obama?”  by reeds1999 in politics

[–] Gulugawa  1 point 1 year ago

Romney is right, Obama should have let the auto companies fail. Government support for failing
companies is not the way to operate a free-market economy.
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permalink context full comments (933)

“Mitch Daniels ... Isn’t he the former Bush budget director who said the Iraq War would cost $50 billion
when it ended up costing $3 trillion? The one that predicted federal surpluses in 2004 and 2005? Why the
hell should we listen to him criticize Obama?”  by reeds1999 in politics

[–] Gulugawa  1 point 1 year ago

Nice link, paying $50 million not to lay off employees is definitely worth it.
permalink context full comments (933)

Romney's Bain Capital Owns Media Giant Broadcasting Limbaugh, Hannity
(thenewamerican.com)
submitted 1 year ago by Gulugawa  to politics
comment share

One of my First World Problems  (quickmeme.com)
submitted 1 year ago by Gulugawa  to UIUC
comment share

I got this from my high school.  (imgur.com)
submitted 1 year ago by Gulugawa  to pics
comment share

Is anybody here interested in wargames? Wargames are the cross between LARP and Model United
Nations.  by [deleted]in UIUC

[–] Gulugawa  1 point 1 year ago

I did something similar to what the OP mentioned as part of a Model UN conference where each
student respresented a nation on the UN Security Council. We had to deal with a hypothetical North
Korea launching nukes, it was a great experience.
permalink context full comments (17)

CS 225 Honors  by ganduG in UIUC
[–] Gulugawa  2 points 1 year ago

You will have a much easier time completing the assignments, you can start them at the beginning of
the semester instead of having to wait until you are proficient in C++. Also, one of the assignments
involves creating a maze generation algorithm that takes advantage of parallel processing, it should be
really easy if you still have your code from MP7. However, I cannot give a fixed estimate about how
much time the assignments will take
permalink context full comments (4)

What has UIUC been playing?  by Junkaka in UIUC
[–] Gulugawa  1 point 1 year ago

Civ IV
permalink context full comments (54)

CS 225 Honors  by ganduG in UIUC
[–] Gulugawa  3 points 1 year ago

I took CS 225 honors last semester. Your grade consists of doing 3 C++ programming assignments
and applying parallel programming techniques, which I found to be fun. You also have teach two 2
hour review sessions on CS 225 topics with a partner.
I'd say that the review sessions will take up 6-10 hours of time. The programming assignments are not
too hard, but you will be screwed if you wait until the last few weeks to start them. I started the
assignments 2 weeks before they were due. Due to final exam stress, I made a stupid mistake on the
maze generation assignment so that my code created unsolvable mazes and mazes with cycles in
addition to many other dumb mistakes.
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For more information, go to: https://wiki.engr.illinois.edu/display/cs225/Honors
permalink context full comments (4)

CS 173 Textbook  by bcguy390 in UIUC
[–] Gulugawa  1 point 1 year ago

I agree, the textbook is useless for CS 173. The online lecture notes for the class are great and if you
need practice problems, there are plenty of old exams and homework problems for you to study from.
permalink context full comments (7)

Ron Paul's Eye-Opening Ad on our Wars.  (youtube.com)
submitted 1 year ago by Gulugawa  to politics
comment share

Programming in Minecraft.  (minecraftforum.net)
submitted 1 year ago by Gulugawa  to programming
4 comments share
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Anyone have recommendations for interesting geneds?  by
ChairYeoman in UIUC

[–] Gulugawa  1 point 1 year ago

I strongly suggest completing CS 173 before taking CS
225. CS 225 is a really difficult course and some of the
material covered in CS 225 such as graphs and trees is
taught in CS 173.
permalink context full comments (40)

Anyone have recommendations for interesting geneds?  by
ChairYeoman in UIUC

[–] Gulugawa  1 point 1 year ago

Here are two interesting geneds to take, but I'm not
sure if they are the courses you are looking for.
Hist 141: History of Ancient Rome-The professor for the
class is easy and interesting, it was one of the few times
in the past 14 years that I have actually looked forward
to listening to a lecture. Also the tests are easy and the
only other assignment is a paper which is not graded
harshly.
Geog 110: Geography of International Conflicts-Your
grade consists of online quizzes and one page papers,
and Professor Flint is an interesting professor.
permalink context full comments (40)

Hoeft Technology and Management Program  by Gulugawa in UIUC
[–] Gulugawa [S] 1 point 1 year ago

Is anyone here familiar with this program. I got invited to apply and I am wondering if it is worth the
time.
permalink context full comments (11)

Hoeft Technology and Management Program  (techmgmt.illinois.edu)
submitted 1 year ago by Gulugawa  to UIUC
11 comments share

The value of Smash Bros 64 has skyrocketed. This was $20 this year.  by nindgod in gamecollecting
[–] Gulugawa  1 point 1 year ago

I am not surprised, many of my college friends play Smash Bros 64.
permalink context full comments (38)

US News and World Report Needs to Stop Ranking High Schools  by Gulugawa in education
[–] Gulugawa [S] 2 points 1 year ago

The administration's focus on rankings is one of the major flaws at TJ. This can be seen by the
administrations insistence on students talking AP US History and AP English and encouraging juniors to
sign up for AP Physics C without prior physics experience.
permalink context full comments (25)
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US News and World Report Needs to Stop Ranking High Schools  by Gulugawa in education
[–] Gulugawa [S] 2 points 1 year ago

Rankings based primary on AP/IB scores are bogus. TJ offers several college level courses that are not
AP courses such as linear algebra and vector calculus, which shows that schools such as yours are
capable of designing college level courses that are not AP/IB.
permalink context full comments (25)

US News and World Report Needs to Stop Ranking High Schools  by Gulugawa in education
[–] Gulugawa [S] 2 points 1 year ago

The student body at TJ is approximately 50% asian.
permalink context full comments (25)

US News and World Report Needs to Stop Ranking High Schools  by Gulugawa in education
[–] Gulugawa [S] 3 points 1 year ago*

Agreed TJ accepts applications from an area of about 2 million people, and many of the kids who apply
have highly educated parents, which helps explain why students are so smart.
Using state standardized tests to rank schools is also bogus. For example, the SOL state tests given in
Virgina are pathetic. Teachers at TJ openly make fun of the test and neither them nor the students
take the tests seriously.
The focus on using AP tests to rank schools is also bogus. For example, Stuyvesant High School is
considered to be one of the best high schools in the nation, but it is ranked #31 because of a policy
limiting the number of AP courses students could take. Apparently, students at Stuy can take a limited
number of APs, which probably explains their "low" ranking.
http://www.stuy.edu/apps/pages/index.jsp?uREC_ID=126635&type=d&pREC_ID=254159
permalink context full comments (25)

US News and World Report Needs to Stop Ranking High Schools  by Gulugawa in education
[–] Gulugawa [S] 2 points 1 year ago*

Students and faculty at TJ take its #1 ranking really seriously. In my AP Government class, our teacher
asked us if we supported US News ranking high schools, everyone except for me raised their hand.
I currently attend UIUC. When I tell my friends that I went to TJ, many of them recognize that US
News and World Report ranked my high school #1 and take the ranking too seriously. They do not give
puzzled looks like they would give if I went to another magnet school such as Stuyvesant
permalink context full comments (25)

US News and World Report Needs to Stop Ranking High Schools  by Gulugawa in education
[–] Gulugawa [S] 4 points 1 year ago

I graduated from the high school that is ranked #1 by US News and World Report and I believe that
high school rankings are a bad idea.
permalink context full comments (25)

US News and World Report Needs to Stop Ranking High Schools
(education.usnews.rankingsandrevie… )
submitted 1 year ago by Gulugawa  to education
25 comments share

Just admitted to UIUC! Anything I should immediately jump on?  by [deleted]in UIUC
[–] Gulugawa  8 points 1 year ago

Avoid Private Certified Housing, you will be isolated from the rest of campus and it will be more difficult
to find friends.
permalink context full comments (93)
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Just admitted to UIUC! Anything I should immediately jump on?  by [deleted]in UIUC
[–] Gulugawa  6 points 1 year ago

If you are 100% sure you want to attend UIUC, apply for housing ASAP.
If you are taking AP Calculus, AP Chemistry or AP Physics C, make sure you continue to put effort into
those classes to do well on the AP exam. Their corresponding classes at UIUC are difficult and time e-
consuming.
permalink context full comments (93)

US News and World Report Needs to Stop Ranking High Schools  by Gulugawa in nova
[–] Gulugawa [S] 1 point 1 year ago

Where did you go to high school?
permalink context full comments (12)

US News and World Report Needs to Stop Ranking High Schools  by Gulugawa in nova
[–] Gulugawa [S] 1 point 1 year ago

Seriously???? When I was a student, there were not many Hispanics or African-Americans at TJ. When
I graduated last year, the senior class had only 5 African Americans. If what you said is true, then I
feel sorry for any minorities at TJ
permalink context full comments (12)

US News and World Report Needs to Stop Ranking High Schools  by Gulugawa in nova
[–] Gulugawa [S] 3 points 1 year ago

TJ is located in Northern Virginia
permalink context full comments (12)

US News and World Report Needs to Stop Ranking High Schools  by Gulugawa in nova
[–] Gulugawa [S] 3 points 1 year ago

I think that TJ's administration is obsessed with prestige and things have became worse since US News
started ranking us 4 years ago. This can be seen by the efforts of faculty members to increase the
number of AP courses taken. When I was a student there, people were practically forced to take AP US
History and AP English and the honors level courses for them were not always available.But I think the
worst manifestation of the TJ administration's obsession with prestige can be seen by the fact that
juniors are encouraged to sign up for AP Physics C when it is a lot wiser to take it senior year after
some preparation.
This website for AP Physics C at TJ shows the difficulty of the material and the fact that it is unsuitable
for a first-year physics class. One of the most disturbing things I found in the syllabus was the fact that
is said that the number of people taking AP Physics as juniors is increasing. When I took AP Physics C
as a senior, between 10-20% of juniors were in the course; there are serious problems if that
percentage has gone up. Here is the course website: http://tjphysics.org/
I believe that the US News ranking of high schools will encourage other high school administrations to
become obsessed with prestige.
I went to TJHSST from 2006-2010 and I noticed that TJHSST's #1 ranking encouraged an elitist
attitude among students of the school including myself. Our #1 ranking is questionable due to the fact
that it is based off of AP scores, which are not the sole indicator of a school's quality.
permalink context full comments (12)

US News and World Report Needs to Stop Ranking High Schools  by Gulugawa in nova
[–] Gulugawa [S] 1 point 1 year ago

I am a graduate of Thomas Jefferson High School for Science and Technology, the high school that is
"ranked" #1 and I believe that ranking high schools is a bad idea.
permalink context full comments (12)
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US News and World Report Needs to Stop Ranking High Schools
(education.usnews.rankingsandrevie… )
submitted 1 year ago by Gulugawa  to nova
12 comments share

Does anyone else think 8am finals should be banned?  (self.UIUC)
submitted 1 year ago by Gulugawa  to UIUC
15 comments share

did anyone else feel this way on the CS 231 final?  by [deleted]in UIUC
[–] Gulugawa  4 points 1 year ago

I think the TA's made the exams too, Professor Garzaran does not appear to care about teaching as
seen by her awful lectures.
permalink context full comments (15)

did anyone else feel this way on the CS 231 final?  by [deleted]in UIUC
[–] Gulugawa  5 points 1 year ago*

Same here, I can learn more by reading the lecture slides for 50 minutes than I can listening to
Professor Garzaran. I found the material in CS 231 to be easy, but the graders love to arbitrarily take
off points. For the decoder question on the first midterm, I got a 0 because I assumed that D3 was the
most significant bit instead of D0 despite the fact that my circuit was identical to the solution.
permalink context full comments (15)

did anyone else feel this way on the CS 231 final?  by [deleted]in UIUC
[–] Gulugawa  2 points 1 year ago

Yes, I noticed that they left out one of the problems.
permalink context full comments (15)

did anyone else feel this way on the CS 231 final?  by [deleted]in UIUC
[–] Gulugawa  3 points 1 year ago

I did too, the CS 231 final was really confusing.
permalink context full comments (15)
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sorted by: 

LEX Express...such idiots  by davidk905 in UIUC
[–] Gulugawa  1 point 1 year ago

I saw the same bus yesterday, I really wonder how they
forgot to close the luggage compartment. Now I have
one more reason not to use LEX.
permalink context full comments (31)

Fairfax County Times talks TJ Renovation  by
luftmatratze123 in tjhsst

[–] Gulugawa  1 point 1 year ago

Finally.
permalink context full comments (1)

Signing up for Open Labs  by aznapier in tjhsst
[–] Gulugawa  1 point 1 year ago

I remember when the physics teachers used to give
problem sets, Webassign seems to be much worse. I
always wanted to punch my computer when doing
Webassign for AP physics.
permalink context full comments (1)

Good Gen Eds?  by U_CantBeSerious in UIUC
[–] Gulugawa  1 point 1 year ago

We did not have any exams, but we did have an online
"final".
Flint was the professor.
permalink context full comments (20)

TIL that the UAE is 50% South Asian.  (cia.gov)
submitted 1 year ago by Gulugawa  to todayilearned
5 comments share

Java classes here??  by htm222 in UIUC
[–] Gulugawa  1 point 1 year ago

Since you already have programming experience from ECE 190, the only major concept you will learn
in CS 125 is object-oriented programming. As a result, I would not recommend spending time taking
CS 125.
permalink context full comments (22)

Java classes here??  by htm222 in UIUC
[–] Gulugawa  2 points 1 year ago

I used Head First Java when I was learning Java several years ago,it is really effective in teaching Java
concepts.
permalink context full comments (22)

Smoke-free Campus Referendum  by matmann2001 in UIUC
[–] Gulugawa  2 points 1 year ago
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I agree, there should have been more discussion about a smoking hand before this week. The only
mention I heard about a smoking ban was an editorial in the Daily Illini recently.
permalink context full comments (102)

Odd/funny/wtf experiences in class?  by [deleted]in UIUC
[–] Gulugawa  5 points 1 year ago

In my Physics 214 class last semester, Professor Kwiat asked a yes/no question about energy levels.
Everyone in the class except for one person answered yes, and only one person answered no.
Apparently, the kid who answered no was correct and Kwiat was genuinely surprised.
TL;DR Student is the only one in a lecture hall of 200 people to answer a yes or no question correctly.
permalink context full comments (28)

Easy/fun 3 hour electives?  by brocahantas in UIUC
[–] Gulugawa  2 points 1 year ago

CS 473 is NOT an easy class.
permalink context full comments (14)

What are you planning to take for Spring 2012?  by [deleted]in UIUC
[–] Gulugawa  1 point 1 year ago

Why is everyone switching to CS? I already know two ECE majors who decided to switch to CS this
year.
permalink context full comments (49)

What are you planning to take for Spring 2012?  by [deleted]in UIUC
[–] Gulugawa  1 point 1 year ago

Not to mention the fact that lectures are incredibly boring. Last semester, I just skipped lecture and
studied off the lecture notes and practice tests.
permalink context full comments (49)

What are you planning to take for Spring 2012?  by [deleted]in UIUC
[–] Gulugawa  1 point 1 year ago

Even though a lot of material is covered, it is not covered in too much detail, so the tests in CS 173 are
not too hard.
permalink context full comments (49)

What are you planning to take for Spring 2012?  by [deleted]in UIUC
[–] Gulugawa  2 points 1 year ago

Your schedule seems fine. PHYS 214 is a hard class, especially since the material is compressed into
half a semester. However, CS 173, CS 231, and Math 415 are not very hard classes. I'm not sure
about the difficulty of PHIL 102 and FR 103.
permalink context full comments (49)

Good Gen Eds?  by U_CantBeSerious in UIUC
[–] Gulugawa  3 points 1 year ago

Geog 110: I took it in the Fall 2010 semester and the work consisted of 5 one page double spaced
"essays" and multiple choice online quizzes. The course is about Geopolitics, which is an interesting
subject and the professor is interesting
Hist 241:History of Ancient Rome. Professor Mathisen is an amazing lecturer, and he does a good job
of making his lectures interesting. Your grade consists of several multiple choice exams, a paper, and a
really easy in class assignment
permalink context full comments (20)
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Out-of-staters  by alecbenzer in UIUC
[–] Gulugawa  1 point 1 year ago

I know two engineers from Florida.
permalink context full comments (51)

Out-of-staters  by alecbenzer in UIUC
[–] Gulugawa  1 point 1 year ago

I'm from Virginia and I'm studying CS.
permalink context full comments (51)

Physics 213 vs. Physics 214  by sriracha13 in UIUC
[–] Gulugawa  2 points 1 year ago

I took Physics 213 and 214, and I found 213 to be much more interesting because the concepts were
more logical. However, I felt that they were both equally difficult.
permalink context full comments (9)

Favorite places to work or program?  by Red-Gorilla in UIUC
[–] Gulugawa  1 point 1 year ago

The EWS lab in Grainger. Being able to use two monitors is great.
permalink context full comments (3)

Protest Brother Jed today with the Illini Secular Student Alliance! 1-4pm on the quad  by IlliniSSA in UIUC
[–] Gulugawa  1 point 1 year ago

I just saw the photos, they were great.
permalink context full comments (31)

This is what happened when I tried to rotate an image.  (img338.imageshack.us)
submitted 1 year ago by Gulugawa  to programming
5 comments share

Snow this weekend  by Gulugawa in nova
[–] Gulugawa [S] 1 point 1 year ago

IMO, I don't see the big deal with snow in the forecast.
permalink context full comments (2)

Snow this weekend  (news.yahoo.com)
submitted 1 year ago by Gulugawa  to nova
2 comments share

Lived here my entire life- never heard of this place.  by angrymurmurs in nova
[–] Gulugawa  1 point 1 year ago

I think someone has been trolling on Google Maps, I've live close to it and I have never heard of it.
permalink context full comments (29)

World of Warcraft in ISR  by Gulugawa in UIUC
[–] Gulugawa [S] 1 point 1 year ago

I remember him. Aside from him, I didn't mind the Gamers in the lounge.
permalink context full comments (12)
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sorted by: 

Discrete Math resources?  by Skoolz in compsci
[–] Gulugawa  3 points 1 year ago

http://www.cs.uiuc.edu/class/fa11/cs173/ I studied off
these lecture notes instead of going to class and I got an
A-.
permalink context full comments (20)

Beginning programming classes?  by iforgot120 in UIUC
[–] Gulugawa  1 point 1 year ago

I would suggest taking CS 125. However, keep in mind
that your experience in AP Comp Sci may not be very
helpful since you probably took the exam at least 3
years ago.
Do not take CS 225. I am in CS 225, and I initially had a
lot of trouble with pointers and memory management
despite the fact that I had 5 years of experience
programming beforehand in Java. A large portion of the
course is spent implementing data structures such as
quadtrees and linked lists and it is not easy.
permalink context full comments (22)

World of Warcraft in ISR  (self.UIUC)
submitted 1 year ago by Gulugawa  to UIUC
12 comments share

Do I have a leg to stand on?  by [deleted]in UIUC
[–] Gulugawa  1 point 1 year ago

I took Chem 103 last year and I only saw him once during the first class.
permalink context full comments (16)

Do I have a leg to stand on?  by [deleted]in UIUC
[–] Gulugawa  2 points 1 year ago

Changing the lab assignments after some students have done the lab is clearly unfair. I would talk to
the TAs/professor and possibly a higher authority.
permalink context full comments (16)

YSK now there are over 8000 international students on campus  by [deleted]in UIUC
[–] Gulugawa  2 points 1 year ago

I wouldn't be too surprised due to the large number of North Korean defectors living in South Korea.
permalink context full comments (15)

YSK now there are over 8000 international students on campus  by [deleted]in UIUC
[–] Gulugawa  5 points 1 year ago

Considering the number of international Asians I see, the numbers do not surprise me.
permalink context full comments (15)

Why do all of you engineers think so highly of yourselves?  by LilDai in UIUC
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[–] Gulugawa  -2 points 1 year ago

Yes, I did say that getting drunk is better than pulling off an all-nighter. If you are sleep deprived
enough, your reasoning ability and reaction time resembles that of a drunk person. Being "drunk" for a
few hours is a lot better than being "drunk" for the entire day.
permalink context full comments (86)

how old are most UIUC redditors?  by Dtime in UIUC
[–] Gulugawa  1 point 1 year ago

19
permalink context full comments (49)

Anyone in CS173?  by crimsonredmk in UIUC
[–] Gulugawa  1 point 1 year ago

lol, I never went to 173 lecture. Listening to a professor read her lecture notes for 70 minutes is
pointless.
permalink context full comments (8)

Mario Kart 64  by snyper238 in UIUC
[–] Gulugawa  1 point 1 year ago

Social Gamers usually has Mario Kart during Illinites, the next Illinites is on Friday.
permalink context full comments (26)

Curious, how many people on here are UofI?  by easycig in UIUC
[–] Gulugawa  1 point 1 year ago

UIUC class of 2014
permalink context full comments (15)

What major would you be doing if you weren't majoring in what you are right now?  by nindgod in UIUC
[–] Gulugawa  1 point 1 year ago

Software Engineering. The only problem is that I don't know of any colleges that offer that major.
permalink context full comments (36)

Why do all of you engineers think so highly of yourselves?  by LilDai in UIUC
[–] Gulugawa  -2 points 1 year ago

Pulling off an all-nighter does not make you better than other people. Even if you are not doing work at
the last minute an all nighter as a terrible idea as you will find it difficult to concentrate the next day. I
think it is a better idea to get drunk because you can at least get some sleep after you are done
partying and actually be able to focus later the next day.
permalink context full comments (86)

Why do all of you engineers think so highly of yourselves?  by LilDai in UIUC
[–] Gulugawa  5 points 1 year ago

I'm a CS major taking Hist 141 as a gen ed and it is probably my hardest class. Even though I may
spend more time on my technical classes, they are somewhat easier because I know how to study and
get good grades in them. In Hist 141, the tests consist of identifying the historical importance of
certain terms and writing a historical essay, which are two things that I am not very good at.
permalink context full comments (86)

Why do all of you engineers think so highly of yourselves?  by LilDai in UIUC
[–] Gulugawa  1 point 1 year ago

I think one of the main reasons that engineers here think so highly of themselves is due to the fact
that UIUC is one of the world's top engineering schools. I don't think this is a pattern unique to UIUC.
After my high school was ranked by US News, I noticed that a lot of my classmates started thinking
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really highly of themselves. Nevertheless, the majority of the engineering majors here are really nice,
and most of my close friends are in engineering.
permalink context full comments (86)

Most well fed troll on campus  by S1ic3dBr3ad in UIUC
[–] Gulugawa  1 point 1 year ago

lol, listening to that guy is really amusing.
permalink context full comments (42)

Did anyone record Marsha Woodbury's ethics lecture on Oct 12?  by Mithoran in UIUC
[–] Gulugawa  3 points 1 year ago

Based on what my parents and relatives have said, there is a lot of corruption in India. However,
saying that Indian culture as a whole is corrupt and dishonest is going too far.
permalink context full comments (20)

Did anyone record Marsha Woodbury's ethics lecture on Oct 12?  by Mithoran in UIUC
[–] Gulugawa  3 points 1 year ago

Great, I'm Indian and I am taking CS 210 next semester. I really hope I don't have to deal with her.
permalink context full comments (20)

Seriously, Urbana?  by satereader in UIUC
[–] Gulugawa  1 point 1 year ago

The one to the left is pretty good.
permalink context full comments (6)

One-Year-Old Tries to Work Magazine Like an iPad  (shine.yahoo.com)
submitted 1 year ago by Gulugawa  to ipad
8 comments share

Occupy Wall Street  by Gulugawa in UIUC
[–] Gulugawa [S] 2 points 1 year ago

Thanks. Do you know who runs the @OccupyUIUC on twitter.
permalink context full comments (26)

Occupy Wall Street  (self.UIUC)
submitted 1 year ago by Gulugawa  to UIUC
26 comments share

This guy...  by constarr in UIUC
[–] Gulugawa  1 point 1 year ago

Was he ever on the quad last year? I recall seeing another fundamentalist Christian troll several times.
permalink context full comments (29)

What is in the Main Library stacks?  by RussianGrammarPolice in UIUC
[–] Gulugawa  1 point 1 year ago

I went in there once last year, all I needed to do was swipe my iCard to prove that I was a student. I
felt like I was in an underground cave and felt like I did not know where I was. The stacks have mostly
books, but there are some working computers there.
permalink context full comments (34)
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Gulugawa
+ friends

2,673 link karma

1,766 comment karma
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TROPHY CASE

Two-Year Club Verified Email

username password

Diamonds may be forever...
but gold is more reflective and a better conductor of electricity.

sorted by: 

Diplomacy: Intrigue, Trust, and Treachery  by thelowedown in
UIUC

[–] Gulugawa  1 point 1 year ago

I'm probably in. However, I think we should resolve
moves using a computer program.
http://jdip.sourceforge.net/
permalink context full comments (12)

Political Campaigning with University
resources.  (dailyillini.com)
submitted 2 years ago by Gulugawa  to UIUC
3 comments share

Reflections | Projections 2011 - Come see awesome
speakers, compete in an AI competition, and learn a few
things about computers  by bnookala in UIUC

[–] Gulugawa  1 point 2 years ago

I went to reflections last year, the speakers are great
and you get a nice T-shirt as well.
permalink context full comments (7)

Anyone on here rushing/pledging?  by yrrp in UIUC
[–] Gulugawa  1 point 2 years ago

I also asked a bunch of my friends about joining a frat
without drinking, they all told me it was nearly
impossible. I realize that fraternities do a lot more than
party and drink and that they can be fun, I just do not
want to get involved in drinking.
permalink context full comments (25)

LikeALittle  by Korist in UIUC
[–] Gulugawa  2 points 2 years ago

Wow, that site seems creepy, the people online are currently named after fruits and vegetables.
permalink context full comments (8)

I wish I could do this for my MPs  by Gulugawa in UIUC
[–] Gulugawa [S] 1 point 2 years ago

lol, C++ seems like Brainfuck right now.
permalink context full comments (8)

How does everyone else's campus internet speeds compare?  by swimmerguyman in UIUC
[–] Gulugawa  1 point 2 years ago

I typically get slightly less than 10Mbps in the dorms and dorm computer labs. I'm in Siebel right now
and Speedtest.net says I get 84Mbps, in reality I get around 15Mbps.
permalink context full comments (7)

I wish I could do this for my MPs  by Gulugawa in UIUC
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[–] Gulugawa [S] 2 points 2 years ago

I wasn't the one who posted this picture on Piazza, I thought it was funny, so I reposted it. I think the
course staff deleted this picture from Piazza, I can't find it anymore.
permalink context full comments (8)

Where is your favorite place to study  by whatups in UIUC
[–] Gulugawa  2 points 2 years ago

There are quiet study rooms in the basement of ISR and FAR. It is great for studying because nobody
every talks in them.
permalink context full comments (31)

Anyone on here rushing/pledging?  by yrrp in UIUC
[–] Gulugawa  1 point 2 years ago

I was considering it for a while, but when I went to Triangle and saw people playing drinking games
and not doing anything else, I decided against rushing.
permalink context full comments (25)

I wish I could do this for my MPs  (cheezburger.com)
submitted 2 years ago by Gulugawa  to UIUC
8 comments share

I wonder how many times this has happened  by [deleted]in UIUC
[–] Gulugawa  1 point 2 years ago

I think I saw two redditors while browsing reddit in the ISR lounge last week. Also, I know someone on
my floor who is on the UIUC subreddit. I've probably meet a lot of people who I did not know were
redditors.
permalink context full comments (18)

Real Life Pikachus Auctioned for $925 Million  (weirdasianews.com)
submitted 2 years ago by Gulugawa  to pics
comment share

so i heard ppl play poker sometimes @ ISR, is this true?  by DavBroChill in UIUC
[–] Gulugawa  1 point 2 years ago

It probably is, I was just playing with my friends on Saturday night.
permalink context full comments (10)

Anyone know where I can find a list of Twitter accounts for all the student organizations on campus? Or
just post yours here...  by DavBroChill in UIUC

[–] Gulugawa  2 points 2 years ago

I don't think many organizations have Twitter. I would suggested asking to be added to mailing lists
instead.
permalink context full comments (6)

Who the hell thought this was a good investment.  by BGSO in UIUC
[–] Gulugawa  1 point 2 years ago

IMO, I think the electric sentinels are not a bad investment, they allow police to easily patrol areas
away from roads such as the main quad without walking.
permalink context full comments (33)

Best places on/around for serious studying?  by MissSilvestris in UIUC
[–] Gulugawa  1 point 2 years ago
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ISR and FAR have study carrels which are really quiet. The other dorms probably have them too. Siebel
Center is another quiet place to study if you are willing to walk.
permalink context full comments (16)

I teach the "intro to U of I" class for freshman. What annoying oblivious freshman habits would you like
me to address in my first class session?  by [deleted]in UIUC

[–] Gulugawa  1 point 2 years ago

Do not distract other people in your classes by talking or using laptops while sitting in the front.
permalink context full comments (27)
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